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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Our comforting conviction that the world makes sense rests on a secure

foundation: our almost unlimited ability to ignore our ignorance.”

– Daniel Kahneman
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1 Introduction

Ever since the introduction of the Solvency II directive in 2009 the

insurance industry has been busy developing appropriate quantitative

risk models for calculating their risk capital requirements. While the

Solvency II framework offers a standard model to the calculation of

risk capital requirements, particularly large insurers opt for an internal

model to better represent their business structure. This has triggered

the demand for risk management solutions customized to the needs

of the insurance industry. Particularly the enforcement of a market-

consistent risk model (see Article 76, The European Parliament and

The Council, 2009) has challenged insurers to come up with valuation

techniques of their balance sheet items. Insurance policies are generally

not traded such as other financial products, meaning that market prices

are not available. Moreover, many insurance policies exhibit complex

dynamic structures as they contain embedded options and guarantees

coming from minimum guarantees, policyholder participations and

surrender options. For these reasons closed-form solutions to their

value are mostly not available. This especially applies to life insurance

products, where very long maturities such as 60 years, for example,

are nothing unusual. As a consequence numerical methods involving

Monte Carlo techniques for estimating the value of insurance liabilities

have gained much attention.

In the Solvency II context the relevant measure for the solvency

capital requirement is “ [...] the Value-at-Risk of the basic own funds

of an insurance or reinsurance undertaking subject to a confidence

level of 99.5% over a one-year period.” (see SCR 1.9, EIOPA, 2012).

The numerical calculation of the VaR requires the derivation of the

empirical distribution of the value of the insurer’s own funds in one

year. For that, real-world scenarios are constructed which simulate all

2



underlying risk factors up to one year1. As closed-form solutions to

the value of the liabilities are in principle not available, inner valuation

scenarios must be generated per outer scenario node to obtain an

estimate of the value of the liability at each outer node. The described

approach is often referred to as full Monte Carlo simulation or nested

stochastic Monte Carlo (see, for example, Bauer et al., 2009, for a

detailed description). The difficulty with nested stochastic Monte

Carlo is the resulting simulation effort, which is usually very high

and in many cases infeasible in practice. For example, for a large

insurance company with many underlying risk factors it is common

to use 30,000-50,000 outer scenarios. Additionally, around 1,000 inner

scenarios should at least be applied, resulting in a total simulation

effort of 30-50 million scenarios. Depending on the size and complexity

of the insurance company running such a high number of scenarios on

asset-liability projection tools takes far too long and timely relevant

risk capital reporting will thus not be possible. This especially applies

to life insurance products, which are typically characterized by long

maturities and embedded options2. For that reason alternative methods

have been explored, which combine approximation methods with Monte

Carlo techniques with the ambition to yield accurate risk capital figures

within a reasonable time frame.

The “nesting” in the full Monte Carlo simulation approach arises

from the necessity to estimate the value of the liabilities at each

outer node. The value of the liabilities at each outer node basically

corresponds to an unknown conditional expectation function across

time under some relevant probability measure. The simulation effort of

the full Monte Carlo simulation approach could be significantly reduced,

1In practice insurers often refrain from rolling their balance sheet forward one
year, but rather consider the current balance sheet and apply instantaneous shocks.

2It should be mentioned that the issues and solutions presented in this thesis
mainly pertain to life insurance products and P&C products similar to life.
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1 Introduction

if approximations to the conditional expectation function replaced the

inner valuation simulations. The proxy function to the conditional

expectation function would then be valued at each outer scenario node,

thereby significantly reducing the simulation effort to the number of

outer scenarios plus the calibration effort for constructing the proxy.

(Life) Insurance contracts largely exhibit features similar to (ex-

otic) financial products. For example, many insurance policies are

combinations of minimum guarantees and bonus options, which in

principle is similar to the combination of a Zero Coupon Bond and

a call option, where we assume for simplicity that the payoff is paid

out at maturity of the contract regardless of survival or death of the

policyholder. Naturally, insurers have thus turned to the financial

pricing literature in search for solutions to the (life) insurance valu-

ation problem. As a result two concepts are now widely applied for

(life) insurance liabilities, both ultimately yielding an approximation to

the unknown liability valuation function: Least Squares Monte Carlo

(LSMC) and static portfolio replication.

LSMC originates from the pricing of Bermudan and American

options, for which closed-form solutions are not available. The main

difficulty in Bermudan and American option pricing is the calculation

of the continuation value, which is basically an unknown conditional

expectation function across time. This is reminiscent of the (life) insur-

ance valuation problem, where the interest is to estimate an unknown

conditional expectation function in a single-period context3. LSMC

offers a solution to the estimation of unknown conditional expectation

functions by combining Monte Carlo simulation with least squares

3It should be remarked that (life) insurance policies may also have features
similar to American-style options. For example, the option to surrender on the
contract is often given. However, these options often come with a high penalty. For
simplicity American-style features are neglected in this paper and focus is put on
the estimation of an unknown conditional expectation in a single-period context.

4



regression. The LSMC technique is widely applied and extensively dis-

cussed in the financial literature. Examples may be found in Carriere

(1996), Longstaff and Schwartz (2001), Tsitsiklis and Van Roy (2001),

Clement et al. (2002), Stentoft (2004), Glasserman and Yu (2004b),

Egloff et al. (2007), Belomestny (2011), Gerhold (2011) and Zanger

(2013). These papers on LSMC have in common that the unknown

conditional expectation function at a time point t is approximated

through least squares regression of the value function at time T > t

against basis functions at the earlier time point t. Glasserman and Yu

(2004b) term this LSMC approach “regression now” and introduce an

alternative LSMC approach termed “regression later”. The “regression

now” version of the LSMC approach is well-known and its properties

have been widely examined. Stentoft (2004), for example, derives

the convergence rate of the (Regress-Now4) LSMC approach to the

valuation of American options.

The Regress-Later version of LSMC has gained less attention than

its Regress-Now sibling. While with Regress-Now an approximation

to the value function at time t is attained in one step, Regress-Later

achieves a representation of the conditional expectation function at

time t in two steps. First the value function at time T is approximated

by regressing the value function at time T against basis functions at

the same time point. Subsequently the time t conditional expecta-

tion function is applied to the approximation function, which requires

the calculation of the conditional expectation function of each basis

term. As will later be seen Regress-Later corresponds to portfolio

replication. Glasserman and Yu (2004b) show that in single-period

problems Regress-Later yields more accurate estimates than Regress-

Now. Similar observations are also reported by Broadie and Cao (2008)

4In this thesis we mostly use the terminology Regress-Now and Regress-Later
instead of “regression now” and “regression later”.
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1 Introduction

and Bender and Steiner (2012). Clearly the Regress-Later estimator

offers potential advantages, but its properties have not yet been suffi-

ciently investigated to get a more comprehensive understanding of its

advantages and disadvantages.

Chapter 2, jointly written with Eric Beutner and Antoon Pelsser,

contributes to the discussion on LSMC Regress-Now versus LSMC

Regress-Later by analyzing the properties of the Regress-Later esti-

mator in terms of its asymptotic convergence rate in single-period

problems. This seems to be the first initiative to derive convergence

rates for the Regress-Later estimator. Our analysis reveals that Regress-

Later is a non-standard regression problem, where the variance of the

regression error converges to zero, which is fundamentally different

from Regress-Now. As a direct consequence Regress-Later potentially

converges faster than at N−1, where N is the sample size. This is in

contrast to Regress-Now, which can never converge faster than at N−1.

Furthermore, it is shown that nonparametric assumptions often ap-

plied in the derivation of convergence rates for Regress-Now estimators

(see, for instance Newey, 1997; Stentoft, 2004) can be relaxed when

considering Regress-Later estimators. For a basis of non-overlapping

one-dimensional piecewise linear functions the explicit convergence

rate is derived, which exceeds N−1.

As earlier mentioned static portfolio replication is an alternative

concept that insurers employ in approximating the value function of

their (life) insurance liabilities. The concept of statically replicating a

contingent claim is prominent in the financial literature. The principle

of static replication is to construct a portfolio of securities that mirrors

the terminal payoff of a target security in every possible state of

the world. By the no-arbitrage condition, if the payoff of the target

security is perfectly replicated, the replication automatically matches

the securitys value at all times before maturity, implying that they have

6



the same market-consistent price. Madan and Milne (1994) propose a

general mathematical framework for the static replication of a class

of contingent claims, where finite second moment contingent claims

are modeled as elements of a separable Hilbert space. In Chapter

3, jointly written with Antoon Pelsser and Eric Beutner, the same

idea is exploited to obtain a static replicating portfolio of a general

contingent claim. We show that the static replicating portfolio combines

least squares regression with Monte Carlo simulation. Recall that a

replicating portfolio is understood to mirror the terminal payoff of

the target contingent claim. Then, a replicating portfolio is obtained

through least squares regression of the time T value against basis

functions valued at the same time point. The same principle has already

been presented when introducing the LSMC Regress-Later approach

of Glasserman and Yu (2004b). In fact the theoretical construct for

replicating portfolios exactly corresponds to LSMC Regress-Later. The

asymptotic convergence properties for replicating portfolios are thus

directly taken from the convergence results of Regress-Later estimators.

The time t value function of the replicating portfolio is obtained by

valuing its replicating instruments, which is then used as the proxy to

the time t conditional expectation function of the target contingent

claim. It is shown that convergence of the replicating portfolio to

the terminal payoff function implies convergence of the time t value

function of the replicating portfolio to the time t value function of the

target contingent claim. Multi-dimensional piecewise linear functions

on non-overlapping hypercubes are constructed as basis and its explicit

convergence rate for a class of multi-dimensional target functions is

derived. The findings of Chapter 2 conclude that the replicating

portfolio concept in (life) insurance is a theoretically sound construct.

Nonetheless practical challenges remain, particularly in view of finding a

replicating portfolio for path-dependent insurance policies. A proposal

7



1 Introduction

is made on how to approach such problems for a particular well-known

path-dependent life insurance contract.

Chapter 2 gives the underlying theory of LSMC approaches to the

approximation of unknown conditional expectation functions. Chapter

3 provides the link to portfolio replication. Chapter 4, which is joint

work with Antoon Pelsser, sheds light on the differences between

LSMC (Regress-Now) and portfolio replication (LSMC Regress-Later).

Advantages and disadvantages of both methods are revealed. It is

found that portfolio replication offers multiple advantages stemming

from the fact that portfolio replication is a non-standard regression

problem. However, the curse of dimensionality problem is for replicating

portfolios more striking than for LSMC (Regress-Now) when it comes

to path-dependent insurance policies. This renders the construction

of a replicating portfolio of a path-dependent insurance policy a more

challenging task. We give a proposal of how this issue could be

addressed, but stress that further research is required.

Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and provides an overview of its

limitations.

Although the notation is applied as uniformly as possible across the

chapters, slight deviations occur where customizations to each chapter

are sensible. As a consequence, the relevant notation for each chapter

is defined within each respective chapter. Whenever applicable, proofs

as well as additional information is contained in the appendices at the

end of the respective chapter.
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Chapter 2

Fast Convergence of

Regress-Later Estimates in

Least Squares Monte Carlo
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2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

Many problems in financial engineering involve the estimation of con-

ditional expectations. Often Least Squares Monte Carlo techniques

are used for the estimation, whenever the valuation of the conditional

expectation with pure simulation methods is too costly. Unlike the

standard implementation where the value function is regressed on a

set of basis functions valued at the beginning of the time interval, the

Regress-Later method regresses the value function on a set of basis

functions valued at the end of the interval. The conditional expectation

across the interval is then computed exactly for each basis function.

Whilst the existing literature offers derivations for the convergence

rate of conventional methods (see, for example, Stentoft, 2004), the

asymptotic properties of the Regress-Later method have not yet been

investigated. In this chapter we provide sufficient conditions under

which we derive the convergence rate of Regress-Later estimators.

We show that the Regress-Later method is capable of converging

significantly faster than conventional methods and provide an explicit

example, which achieves a convergence rate faster than N−1. Achieving

faster convergence speed provides a strong motivation for using Regress-

Later methods in Least Squares Monte Carlo algorithms1.

2.1 Introduction

The Least Squares Monte Carlo (LSMC) technique is widely applied in

the area of Finance to estimate conditional expectations across a time

interval. Under LSMC the cross-sectional information inherent in the

simulated data is exploited to obtain approximating functions to condi-

tional expectations through performing least squares regressions on the

simulated data. Examples may be found in Carriere (1996), Longstaff

and Schwartz (2001), Tsitsiklis and Van Roy (2001), Clement et al.

1This chapter is based on Beutner et al. (2013)
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2.1 Introduction

(2002), Stentoft (2004), Glasserman and Yu (2004a), Egloff et al. (2007),

Belomestny (2011), Gerhold (2011) and Zanger (2013), who discuss

approaches to LSMC with application to American/Bermudan option

pricing; see also Broadie and Glasserman (1997) who apply simulation

based methods and a dynamic programming algorithm to American

option pricing. We further point to Belomestny et al. (2010), who

discuss the convergence of regression-based Monte Carlo algorithms

in the context of general stochastic optimal control problems, and

Schoenmakers et al. (2013), who apply regression-based Monte Carlo

methods for deriving dual estimates of Bermudan options. The papers

on LSMC have in common that the conditional expectation at time t

is approximated through least squares regression of the value function

at a time point T > t against basis functions at the earlier time point t.

This approach to the estimation of conditional expectations has been

termed “regression now” by Glasserman and Yu (2004b). Here we

will use the expression Regress-Now. In the same paper Glasserman

and Yu (2004b) introduce an alternative approach that they called

“regression later” (throughout this paper Regress-Later). In Regress-

Later the value function at a time point T is approximated through

LSMC techniques by basis functions that are measurable with respect

to the information available at time T . Moreover, the basis functions

in Regress-Later are selected such that the conditional expectation can

be computed exactly. The conditional expectation of the time T value

function is then derived by evaluating the basis functions contained

in the approximation function. In this paper, we shall show that the

Regress-Later method is fundamentally different from the Regress-Now

technique. But before we briefly review recent contributions to the

literature.

Glasserman and Yu (2004b) show that the Regress-Later approach

offers advantages compared to Regress-Now. They compare the prop-

11



2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

erties of the coefficient estimates given that both approximations yield

a linear combination of the same basis functions. Their results suggest

that in a single-period problem the Regress-Later algorithm yields a

higher coefficient of determination and a lower covariance matrix for

the estimated coefficients; see also Broadie and Cao (2008) who report

similar observations. This implies that with Regress-Later potentially

a better fit is attained with more accurate coefficient estimates. The

results depend on more restrictive conditions on the basis functions

as these are required to fulfill the martingale property. However, for

many financial applications it is reasonable to expect that such a basis

exists. Bender and Steiner (2012) use LSMC to numerically approx-

imate the conditional expectations involved in estimating backward

stochastic differential equations. They consider the Regress-Later al-

gorithm and combine it with martingale basis functions as suggested

in Glasserman and Yu (2004b). Their empirical case studies suggest

that Regress-Later with martingale basis functions achieves a better

numerical approximation at lower computational costs compared to

traditional LSMC. The empirical results all show faster convergence

rates for the Regress-Later algorithm combined with martingale basis

functions compared to traditional LSMC. Gobet and Zineb (2013)

combine the Regress-Now and Regress-Later technique by essentially

constructing control variates with Regress-Later for the estimation

of conditional expectations with Regress-Now type of LSMC. In the

context of Monte Carlo integration Gobet and Surana (2014) intro-

duce an adaptive algorithm to estimate the coefficients of the basis

representation of the value function. It should be remarked that the

authors do not apply regression methods to estimate the coefficients.

In this paper we shall shed more light on the advantages offered by

Regress-Later as observed in Glasserman and Yu (2004b), Broadie and

Cao (2008) and Bender and Steiner (2012) by analyzing the properties
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2.1 Introduction

of Regress-Later in terms of its convergence rate. As it seems to be the

first attempt to derive convergence rates for Regress-Later estimators

we restrict ourselves to single-period problems. It is worth stressing

that the estimation of conditional expectations in single-period prob-

lems is of interest in its own. One example is the derivation of risk

measures based on the distribution of conditional expectations of ran-

dom variables at a single time point, where closed form solutions for

the conditional expectation are not available and its estimation with

pure simulation methods is too costly. Our analysis will reveal that,

as mentioned above, Regress-Later is fundamentally different from

Regress-Now. Firstly, because Regress-Later can and does achieve a

convergence rate for the mean-square error that is faster than N−1;

cf. Section 2.3. Here and throughout N is the sample size. We shall

present an example where the convergence is indeed much faster than

N−1; cf. Section 2.4. This is in sharp contrast to Regress-Now that

can never converge faster than N−1. We provide explanations for both

facts, i.e. the bound N−1 for Regress-Now and the faster convergence

rate for Regress-Later. It will turn out that the latter is a consequence

of the fact that Regress-Later is a non-standard regression problem,

because the variance of the noise term converges to zero. Secondly,

we shall explain that the conditions needed to derive convergence

rates for Regress-Later estimators are much weaker than the typical

assumptions used in the literature for Regress-Now estimators; an

exception is the recent work by Zanger (2013). This has to do with the

fact that for Regress-Now estimators reasonable conditions stemming

from nonparametric statistics were employed in the literature whereas

for Regress-Later estimators we should definitely use parametric as-

sumptions. Thereby, we will easily obtain approximations of the value

function on non-compact intervals; see the discussion in Section 2.3.

Apart from these fundamental differences we will also present several

13



2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

examples which show that the functions to be approximated in Regress-

Now may differ in nature compared to Regress-Later. Furthermore,

we explain that the nonparametric assumptions that were applied in

deriving convergence rates for Regress-Now estimators (see, for in-

stance, Newey (1997)) can be weakened. These relaxed assumptions

allow us to approximate the value function on the entire real line by a

Regress-Now estimator and not only on a compact domain.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2.2 introduces

the general LSMC estimator with sieve and distinguishes between

its Regress-Now and Regress-Later applications. In Section 2.3 the

asymptotic convergence rate for Regress-Later estimators is derived

under conditions that allow to approximate the value function on non-

compact intervals. Moreover, similar conditions are applied to Regress-

Now estimators while a motivation is given for when these conditions

may be applicable for the Regress-Now technique. We conclude this

section by providing explanations for the different convergence rates of

Regress-Now and Regress-Later estimators. Section 2.4 introduces an

orthonormal basis based on piecewise linear functions and derives the

explicit convergence rate for Regress-Later with that basis. Section

2.5 concludes. The proofs of all auxiliary results are presented in the

appendix.

2.2 Mathematical Model for Regress-Now

and Regress-Later

As described in the introduction Regress-Now and Regress-Later are

simulation based techniques to estimate conditional expectations. Of-

ten they are combined with series or sieve estimation, where the number

of regressors in the least squares estimation is not fixed and finite;
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2.2 Mathematical Model for RN and RL

for an overview on series and sieve estimation one may refer to Chen

(2007). In this section, we describe the mathematical model that

is used throughout and explain the Regress-Now and Regress-Later

approaches within this model.

We start with our mathematical model. Let Z = {Z(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T}
be a d-dimensional stochastic process with d ∈ N defined on some

filtered probability space (Ω,F , {Ft}0≤t≤T , P̃). We denote the filtration

generated by Z by {Ft}0≤t≤T . The measure P̃ denotes some probability

measure equivalent to the true probability measure P. We leave P̃

generally unspecified when developing our model, but provide the reader

with an interpretation of the mathematical model for selecting P̃ just

before Subsection 2.2.1. The paths Z(·, ω) of Z given by t→ Z(t, ω),

t ∈ [0, T ], are assumed to lie in some function space Dd[0, T ] consisting

of functions mapping from [0, T ] to Rd, and we consider Z as a random

function. If d = 1 we just write D[0, T ] and R. We assume that

the payoff X is FT -measurable and that for every ω in the sample

space Ω the payoff X(ω) of the contingent claim X can be written as

gT (AT (Z(·, ω))), where AT is a known (measurable) functional mapping

from Dd[0, T ] to R` and gT is a known Borel-measurable function that

maps from R` to R. This basically means that the payoff function X

depends only on finitely many characteristics of the stochastic paths

of the underlying process. These characteristics are comprised in the

functional mapping AT . The notation is very powerful for our purposes

later on, and we illustrate it here with an example.

Example 1. (Asian option) Let Z be one-dimensional and X =

(
∫ T

0
Z1(u) du −K)+, where K is the strike price. Then X does only

depend on
∫ T

0
Z1(u) du. Thus, AT (f) =

∫ T
0
f(u) du for every function

f ∈ D[0, T ] and therefore ` = 1.

Note that at time T it suffices to observe the time average of the

stochastic process rather than the whole path. Further examples that
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2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

highlight the idea behind the notation are given in Sections 2.2.1 and

2.2.2.

In the relevant literature, it has become standard to restrict atten-

tion to square-integrable random variables; (see e.g. Stentoft, 2004;

Bergstrom, 1985; Madan and Milne, 1994; Longstaff and Schwartz,

2001). We do the same here, that is we assume

gT ∈ L2

(
R`,B(R`), P̃AT (Z)

)
(implying that X is square-integrable,

because X(ω) = gT (AT (Z(·, ω)))) where B(R`) denotes the Borel σ-

algebra on R`, and P̃AT (Z) denotes the probability measure on R`

induced by the mapping AT (Z). Recall that L2

(
R`,B(R`), P̃AT (Z)

)
is

a Hilbert space with inner product∫
R`

h1(u)h2(u) dP̃AT (Z)(u) = EP̃[h1(AT (Z))h2(AT (Z))]

and norm√∫
R`

h1(u)h1(u) dP̃AT (Z)(u) =
√
EP̃[h2

1(AT (Z))].

As already mentioned the quantity of interest is EP̃[X|Ft] where

P̃ denotes a probability measure. If we take P̃ = Q where Q is the

equivalent risk-neutral probability measure, then EQ[D(t, T )X|Ft],
where D(t, T ) is the discount factor for the period t to T , corresponds

to the time t price of X. As a further example for the importance

of EP̃[X|Ft] take P̃ = P, where P is the true probability measure.

Then, EP̃[X|Ft] is the best L2−approximation to X that is measurable

w.r.t. the σ-field Ft. In Sections 2.3 and 2.4 we will use P̃ and leave it

unspecified. Regress-Now with sieves and Regress-Later with sieves

are two different simulation-based approaches to obtain an approxima-

tion to the conditional expectation of X at time t. We outline both

approaches in the following subsections.
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2.2 Mathematical Model for RN and RL

2.2.1 Regress-Now

We first describe the Regress-Now approach which is currently more

popular. To describe the Regress-Now approach, we assume that the

quantity of interest, EP̃[X|Ft], can be written as

g0,t

(
At(Z)

)
= EP̃ [X|Ft] , 0 ≤ t < T,

where At is a known (measurable) functional mapping from Dd[0, t] to

Rs and g0,t is an unknown Borel-measurable function that maps from

Rs to R. Here, Dd[0, t] is the restriction of Dd[0, T ] to the interval

[0, t].

Remark 2.1. The notation g0,t(At(Z)) is used to emphasize that the

function g0,t is generally unknown. Thus, we use the convention that a

subscript ‘0’ indicates the true but unknown parameter. In contrast,

note that gT (AT (Z)) refers to the payoff function, which is known in a

simulation-based model as the simulation is controlled by the modeler.

We give a few examples below for g0,t and At that serve to illus-

trate the notation and concept. In these examples we take P̃ = Q

to emphasise the pricing aspect of conditional expectations and for

convenience we assume that the discount factor is equal to 1.

Example 2. (European call with Regress-Now) Let Z be one-dimensional

and consider an European call. Then X = (Z1(T ) −K)+, where K

is the strike price. Moreover, EQ [X|Ft] does only depend on Z1(t).

Hence, we can take At(f) = f(t) for every function f ∈ D[0, t] and

therefore s = 1.

Example 3. (European basket option with Regress-Now) Consider a

d-dimensional European basket option of the type X =
(∑d

i=1 Zi(T )−
K
)+

, where K is the strike price. In general EQ [X|Ft] depends on

Z(t) = (Z1(t), . . . , Zd(t)) and not only on
∑d

i=1 Zi(t). Then At(f) =
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2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

f(t) for every function f ∈ Dd[0, t] and therefore s = d. We give an

example that shows our claim. Consider two assets Z1(t) and Z2(t),

t = 0, 1, 2, that are independent under Q with

Q(Z1(0) = 10) = 1; Q(Z1(1) = 12) = Q(Z1(1) = 6) = 0.5;

Q(Z1(2) = 14|Z1(1) = 12) = Q(Z1(2) = 8|Z1(1) = 12) = 0.5,

Q(Z1(2) = 6|Z1(1) = 6) = 1,

and

Q(Z2(0) = 10) = 1; Q(Z2(1) = 12) = Q(Z2(1) = 6) = 0.5;

Q(Z2(2) = 14|Z2(1) = 12) = Q(Z2(2) = 8|Z2(1) = 12) = 0.5;

Q(Z2(2) = 9|Z2(1) = 6) = Q(Z2(2) = 1|Z2(1) = 6) = 0.5.

Take X = (Z1(2) + Z2(2)−K)+ with K = 10. We are interested in

the conditional expectation at time t = 1, i.e. EQ[X|F1]. For the case

where Z1(1) + Z2(1) = 18 we obtain the following results

EQ[X|Z1(1) = 12, Z2(1) = 6] = 6.25 and

EQ[X|Z1(1) = 6, Z2(1) = 12] = 7.

We immediately see that knowing the sum Z1(1) + Z2(1) does not

suffice to determine the conditional expectation at time t = 1 as for

Z1(1) + Z2(1) = 18 the conditional expectation can either be 6.25 or 7.

Example 4. (Asian option with Regress-Now) Let Z be one-dimensional

and X =
( ∫ T

0
Z1(u) du − K

)+
, where K is again the strike price.

Then EQ [X|Ft] does only depend on
∫ t

0
Z1(u) du and Z1(t). Thus,

At(f) =
(∫ t

0
f(u) du, f(t)

)
for every function f ∈ D[0, t] and therefore

s = 2.
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2.2 Mathematical Model for RN and RL

Example 5. (Mildly path-dependent option with Regress-Now) Let

Z be one-dimensional, let X be a function of Z(u), u < T , and

Z(T ), i.e. X = gT (Z(u), Z(T )) for some function gT and suppose that

the expectation EQ [X|Ft] depends only on Z(t) for t < u. Then

At(f) = f(t) for every function f ∈ D[0, t] and therefore s = 1.

The above examples illustrate the notation used for the Regress-Now

model. We contrast the Regress-Now examples to their Regress-Later

counterparts in Subsection 2.2.2.

In the following we describe how the Regress-Now with sieves

approach estimates g0,t. The description is rather detailed, because we

will use it in Section 2.3 to explain the different convergence rates for

Regress-Now and Regress-Later.

Recall that the square-integrability of X implies that EP̃[X|Ft] is

square-integrable as well. Hence, we also have that

g0,t ∈ L2

(
Rs,B(Rs), P̃At(Z)

)
. Since the space L2

(
Rs,B(Rs), P̃At(Z)

)
is

separable, g0,t is expressible in terms of a countable orthonormal basis

{enowk }
∞
k=1

g0,t =
∞∑
k=1

αnow
k enowk ;

see, for instance, Bogachev (2007, Corollary 4.2.2 and Corollary 4.3.4).

Because g0,t(At(Z)) is the projection of X, the coefficients are given as

αnow
k = EP̃[Xenowk (At(Z))].

Thus, in particular, we have

g0,t (At(Z)) =
∞∑
k=1

αnow
k enowk (At(Z)) ; (2.1)
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2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

and, as usual, we define the projection error p0,t(AT (Z)) by

p0,t(AT (Z)) := X − g0,t(At(Z))

which implies the well-known representation

X = g0,t(At(Z)) + p0,t(AT (Z)).

Notice also that by construction g0,t(At(Z)) and p0,t(AT (Z)) are or-

thogonal, i.e.

EP̃ [g0,t(At(Z))p0,t(AT (Z))] = 0.

Under the Regress-Now approach one estimates the unknown function

g0,t through its representation in Equation (2.1) by generating data

under P̃. Equation (2.1) involves infinitely many parameters, which

leaves a direct estimation infeasible. A standard solution to solve such

nonparametric estimation problems is estimation with sieves. With

sieve the model is estimated through finite-dimensional representations,

which grow in complexity as the sample size increases and thereby

yield the true outcome in the limit. For Equation (2.1) this implies

that with sieves we approximate g0,t by

gK0,t :=
K∑
k=1

αnow
k enowk = (αnow

K )T enowK ,

where αnow
K = (α1, . . . , αK)T , enowK = (enow1 , . . . , enowK )T , and T denotes

transpose. Thus, a superscript T means transpose and it should be

easy to distinguish it from the terminal time T . This results in an

approximation error aK0,t for g0,t given by

aK0,t := g0,t − gK0,t.
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2.2 Mathematical Model for RN and RL

Notice that we have EP̃
[
gK0,t(At(Z))aK0,t(At(Z))

]
= 0 by construction.

By definition the approximation error aK0,t converges to zero as K →∞
in L2. Moreover, we can now write X as

X = gK0,t(At(Z)) + aK0,t(At(Z)) + p0,t(AT (Z)).

From the last equation we can clearly see that the difference between

X and gK0,t(At(Z)) results from two sources: an approximation error

and a projection error.

Now, given a (simulated) sample of size N denoted by(
(x1, At(z1)), . . . , (xN , At(zN))

)
it is natural to estimate gK0,t by the

‘sample projection’

ĝK0,t = arg min
g∈HK

1

N

N∑
n=1

(xn − g(At(zn)))2 ,

where HK :=
{
g : Rs → R | g =

∑K
k=1 αke

now
k , αk ∈ R

}
. Thus, we

have

ĝK0,t = (α̂now
K )T enow

K ,

with

α̂now
K =

(
(Enow

K )T Enow
K

)−1

(Enow
K )T X,

where X = (x1, ..., xN)T and Enow
K is an N ×K matrix with the nth

row equal to enowK (At(zn)), n = 1, . . . , N . Notice that α̂now
K corresponds

to the usual least squares estimator from a regression of X against K

basis functions valued at time t.
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2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

Remark 2.2. Note that the same structure for Regress-Now is used

as suggested in Glasserman and Yu (2004b), i.e. the payoff function

valued at time T is regressed against basis functions valued at an earlier

time point, which is t < T here. A different approach could be to first

determine an estimate of the conditional expectation function, e.g. by

taking the discounted average of m simulations of the payoff function,

which we write here as 1/m
∑m

i=1 x̃i with x̃i denoting the discounted

payoff in scenario i. Then, this estimate is used in regression against

basis functions valued at time t. The challenge is here to find an

appropriate m such that the total simulation effort is still defendable.

In this research we stick to the structure of Glasserman and Yu (2004b),

where independent replications of the payoffs are directly regressed

against values of the basis functions at time t.

2.2.2 Regress-Later

In the previous section we discussed the Regress-Now approach. Regress-

Later proceeds as follows to approximate the quantity of interest,

i.e. EP̃ [X|Ft] , 0 ≤ t < T . Approximate first the payoff X by basis

functions, mathematically speaking random variables, for which the

calculation of the conditional expectation at time t is exact. Then,

given the linear representation of X through basis functions, apply

the operator EP̃ [·|Ft] to these basis functions. The approach takes

advantage of the linearity of the expectation operator. Note that the

two-step approach is advantageous if for the payoff function X basis

functions exist that can easily be evaluated under the conditional

expectation. For the case where P̃ = Q this implies that closed-form

solutions for the price of the basis function must be readily available.

We introduce a very simple but effective basis function in Section 2.4.
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We now describe the Regress-Later approach and address differences

to the Regress-Now approach.

Recall that we assume X = gT (AT (Z)) with AT a known (mea-

surable) functional mapping from Dd[0, T ] to R` and gT a known

Borel-measurable function that maps from R` to R. The examples

below shall illustrate the meaning of gT and AT . They may also be

compared to their counterparts in Section 2.2.1.

Example 6. (European call with Regress-Later) Let Z be one-dimen-

sional and consider an European call. Then X = (Z1(T )−K)+, where

K is the strike price. Then, X does only depend on Z1(T ). Therefore,

we can take AT (f) = f(T ) for every function f ∈ D[0, T ] and hence

` = 1. Moreover, gT is given by gT (x) = (x−K)+.

Example 7. (European basket option with Regress-Later) Consider

the d-dimensional European basket option of Example 3. Then we can

take AT (f) =
∑d

i=1 fi(T ) for every function f ∈ D[0, T ] and therefore

` = 1. Compare with Example 3 where we had s = d. Moreover, gT is

again given by gT (x) = (x−K)+ with K the strike price.

Example 8. (Asian option with Regress-Later) This corresponds to

Example 1. For the readers’ convenience and to contrast it with

Example 4 we repeat it here. Let Z be one-dimensional and X =( ∫ T
0
Z1(u) du−K

)+
, where K is the strike price. Then X does only

depend on
∫ T

0
Z1(u) du. Thus, AT (f) =

∫ T
0
f(u) du for every function

f ∈ D[0, T ] and therefore ` = 1. Compare with Example 4 where we

had s = 2. Again, we have gT (x) = (x−K)+.

Example 9. (Mildly path-dependent option with Regress-Later) Let

X be as in Example 5. Then AT (f) = (f(u), f(T )) for every function

f ∈ D[0, T ] and therefore ` = 2. Recall that we had s = 1 in Example

5.
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2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

The above examples illustrate the notation that is applied to the

Regress-Later approach. They also show that there may be fundamen-

tal differences between Regress-Now and Regress-Later. As already

mentioned in the introduction the functions to be approximated in

Regress-Now may differ in nature compared to Regress-Later. Recall

that in Regress-Now the unknown function g0,t(At(Z)) is approximated

while in Regress-Later the known function gT (AT (Z)) is initially of

interest. Although the ultimate goal in both Regress-Now and Regress-

Later is to approximate the conditional expectation function, the

approximation approaches are very different. As Examples 7, 8, 9 and

their Regress-Now counterparts show the dimensionality of the function

to be approximated under the same problem set-up may differ between

Regress-Now and Regress-Later. The dimensionality of the function to

be approximated may be one decision criterion in choosing between

Regress-Now and Regress-Later. In Section 2.3 we investigate the

speed of convergence of both estimators and provide a strong argument

for using Regress-Later estimators.

In the following we describe the Regress-Later estimation with

sieves. Remember that we assume square-integrability of the payoff

function, meaning that gT ∈ L2

(
R`,B(R`), P̃AT (Z)

)
. Hence, by the

same argument as in Section 2.2.1,

X = gT (AT (Z)) =
∞∑
k=1

αlat
k e

lat
k (AT (Z)),

where
{
elatk
}∞
k=1

is a countable orthonormal basis of

L2

(
R`,B(R`), P̃AT (Z)

)
. Notice that by construction the projection

error is zero in contrast to the Regress-Now approach. The coefficients

αlat
k are given by

αlat
k = EP̃

[
Xelatk (AT (Z))

]
.
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Using the same sieve methodology as for Regress-Now the value function

gT =
∞∑
k=1

αlat
k e

lat
k

is approximated by a finite number of regressors, i.e.

gKT =
K∑
k=1

αlat
k e

lat
k =

(
αlat
K

)T
elatK ,

where αlat
K = (αlat

1 , . . . , αlat
K )T and elatK = (elat1 , . . . , elatK )T . This finite-

dimensional representation can then be estimated by generating data

under P̃. Defining the approximation error aKT as usual by aKT :=

gT − gKT we obtain the representation

X = gKT (AT (Z)) + aKT (AT (Z)), (2.2)

which, as already mentioned, does not contain a projection error. Notice

also that EP̃
[
gKT (AT (Z))aKT (AT (Z))

]
= 0. It should be emphasized

again that the approximation error converges to zero as K →∞ in L2.

As for Regress-Now with sieves given a (simulated) sample of size N

denoted by (x1, AT (z1)), . . . , (xN , AT (zN )) it is natural to estimate gKT
by the ‘sample projection’ leading to

ĝKT =
(
α̂lat
K

)T
elat
K ,

with

α̂lat
K =

((
Elat
K

)T
Elat
K

)−1 (
Elat
K

)T
X,

where X = (x1, ..., xN)T and Elat
K is an N × K matrix with the nth

row equal to elat
K (AT (zn)), n = 1, . . . , N . Notice that α̂lat

K corresponds
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to the usual least squares estimator from a regression of X against K

basis functions valued at time T .

2.3 Convergence Rates for Regress-Later

with sieves

In this section we derive convergence rates for Regress-Later with sieves

and comment on convergence rates for Regress-Now with sieves. We

start with the analysis of Regress-Later estimators. Our method of

proof follows Newey (1997). Its presentation follows in part Hansen

(2014). However, the conditions we impose are different from the

conditions in Newey (1997) which have, for instance, also been applied

by Stentoft (2004). To understand this note that Newey (1997) takes

a nonparametric approach to estimating a conditional expectation

that is unknown. We exemplify this with Assumption 3 in Newey

(1997). This assumption with d = 0 (not to be confused with the d we

use here for the dimension of Z) would read as follows for Regress-Later

There are γ > 0, αlat
K s.t.

sup
x∈D

∣∣gT (x)− gKT (x)
∣∣ = sup

x∈D

∣∣∣gT (x)−
(
αlat
K

)T
elatK (x)

∣∣∣ = O(K−γlat) (2.3)

as K →∞, where D is the domain of gT .

Note that Condition (2.3) is independent of the probability measure

P̃. From a nonparametric point of view this makes perfectly sense,

because, if it is fulfilled, the convergence rate is the same whatever

the true probability measure. However, in the context of LSMC we

do know P̃, because it is the measure used in the simulation and it

is controlled by the user. Thus, it is legitimate to relax Assumption
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2.3 Convergence Rates for RL with sieves

3 in Newey (1997). Additionally, Condition (2.3) implicitly requires

that gT is bounded or that D is compact, unless gT is, for instance,

in the span of the elatK . In the context of American option pricing

Stentoft (2004) circumvents the problem by explicitly neglecting far in-

the-money and far out-of-the-money tails of the distribution. Although

this is a reasonable assumption in the context of American options

obtaining results on the whole domain is surely welcomed in other

areas of application. As we know P̃ in a simulation-based framework,

we will replace Assumption 3 in Newey (1997) by the following condition

Assumption 2.1. There are γlat > 0, αlat
K s.t.√

EP̃

[(
gT (AT (Z))− (αlat

K )Telat
K (AT (Z))

)4
]

=

√∫
R`

(
gT (u)− (αlat

K )Telat
K (u)

)4
dP̃AT (Z)(u)

=

√∫
R`

aKT (u)4 dP̃AT (Z)(u) = O
(
K−γlat

)
.

Notice that Assumption 2.1 does not require that gT is bounded

or that its domain is compact. From a nonparametric point of view

Assumption 2.1 is unsatisfactory, because the O
(
K−γlat

)
term on the

right-hand side is not independent of P̃. However, with regard to

LSMC it is worth stressing once again that we know the data generating

process, i.e. P̃, AT and gT , and that therefore Assumption 2.1 can,

for instance, be checked by considering the behavior of gT in the tails.

Moreover, it is also worth pointing out that√∫
R`

(gT (u)− gKT (u))
4

dP̃AT (Z)(u) = O(K−γlat )
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2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

implies√∫
R`

(gT (u)− gKT (u))
4

dP̂AT (Z)(u) = O(K−γlat )

whenever P̂AT (Z) has a bounded density w.r.t. P̃AT (Z).

We now state our second assumption to derive the convergence rate

for Regress-Later with sieves.

Assumption 2.2. ((X1, AT (Z1)), . . . , (XN , AT (ZN))) are i.i.d.

To formulate our theorem on the convergence rate of Regress-Later

with sieves we define the net h̃lat : N×N→ R by

h̃lat(N,K) :=
1

N
EP̃

[((
elatK (AT (Z))

)T
elatK (AT (Z))

)2
]
.

We can now state our main theorem for the convergence of Regress-

Later estimators.

Theorem 2.1. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 be satisfied. Additionally,

assume that there is a sequence K : N→ N such that

h̃lat(N,K(N))→ 0 as N →∞. (2.4)

Then

EP̃

[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]

= OP̃
(
K(N)−γlat

)
.

Please notice that the convergence rate in Theorem 2.1 is completely

determined by the speed of the approximation and Condition (2.4),

i.e. the growth rate of K(N). Below, we will see that this is in sharp

contrast to Regress-Now. Moreover, this fact makes it possible that

we may obtain a convergence rate that is faster than N−1. We will
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2.3 Convergence Rates for RL with sieves

comment on this at the end of this section.

Before giving the proof of Theorem 2.1 two further remarks are in

order. First, notice that Condition (2.4) restricts the growth rate of

K when compared to N , because for fixed N the net h̃lat(N,K) is

increasing in K. Second, if Condition (2.4) holds, then we also have

ĥlat(N,K(N)) :=
1

N
E
P̂

[((
elatK(N)(AT (Z))

)T
elatK(N)(AT (Z))

)2
]

→ 0 as N →∞

whenever P̂AT (Z) has a bounded density w.r.t. P̃AT (Z).

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the following two lemmas

whose proofs are given in the Appendix.

Lemma 2.1. If Condition (2.4) and Assumption 2.2 hold, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1

N

(
Elat
K(N)

)T
Elat
K(N) − IK(N)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
F

= oP̃(1), (2.5)

where || · ||F is the Frobenius norm and IK(N) denotes the K(N)×K(N)

identity matrix. Moreover,

λmin

(
1

N

(
Elat
K(N)

)T
Elat
K(N)

)
P̃→ 1, (2.6)

where λmin(A) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of a matrix A.

Lemma 2.2. If Condition (2.4) and Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold,

we have

(
α̂lat
K(N) −αlat

K(N)

)T (
α̂lat
K(N) −αlat

K(N)

)
= oP̃

(
K(N)−γlat

)
.
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2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

Lemma 2.1 shows that the sample second moment matrix of the basis

functions converges to the identity matrix in the Frobenius norm.

Lemma 2.2 considers the convergence of the estimation error of the

estimated coefficients. We now give the proof of the above theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Observe first that Assumption 2.1 implies

EP̃

[(
gT (AT (Z))−

(
αlat
K

)T
elat
K (AT (Z))

)2
]
≤ O

(
K−γlat

)
(2.7)

by Cauchy-Schwarz and that

EP̃
[
elatk (AT (Z))

(
gT (AT (Z))− (αlat

K )Telat
K (AT (Z))

)]
= 0,

k = 1, . . . , K.

Hence,

EP̃

[(
gT (AT (Z))− ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]

= EP̃

[(
gT (AT (Z))−

(
αlat
K(N)

)T
elat
K(N)(AT (Z))

)2
]

+ EP̃

[((
αlat
K(N)

)T
elat
K(N)(AT (Z))− ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]

≤ O
(
K(N)−γlat

)
+
(
α̂lat
K(N) −αlat

K(N)

)T (
α̂lat
K(N) −αlat

K(N)

)
= O

(
K(N)−γlat

)
+ oP̃

(
K(N)−γlat

)
= OP̃(K(N)−γlat ), (2.8)

where the inequality follows from (2.7) and the second equality from

Lemma 2.2.
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2.3 Convergence Rates for RL with sieves

The first equality in (2.8) nicely illustrates that the sieve estimator

is subject to two errors: an approximation error

EP̃

[(
gT (AT (Z))−

(
αlat
K(N)

)T
elat
K(N)(AT (Z))

)2
]
,

and an estimation error

EP̃

[((
αlat
K(N)

)T
elat
K(N)(AT (Z))− ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]
.

It is worth emphasizing once more that for Regress-Later both are

entirely driven by the speed of the approximation error and the growth

rate of K(N) only. The fact that the estimation error is entirely driven

by the speed of the approximation error and the growth rate of K(N)

is a result of the fact that Equation (2.2) describes a nonstandard

regression problem. Indeed, as N increases the variance of the noise

term, i.e. aKT (AT (Z)), converges to zero. We further comment on this

at the end of this section.

Let us now discuss convergence rates for Regress-Now with sieves.

We argued above that Regress-Later with sieves need not be considered

as a nonparametric problem, because we do know gT , AT and P̃.

We therefore argued that we may replace the assumptions typically

imposed in nonparametric settings by weaker ones. The situation is

(slightly) different for Regress-Now with sieves. There we are interested

in g0,t which is not given. Although, g0,t depends only on gT , AT (Z),

P̃ and the information generated by Z up to time t, the problem of

assessing certain properties to g0,t might be rather complicated so that

one would tend to consider the problem as nonparametric even though

P̃ is known. In such a case, convergence rates and conditions needed

to obtain these rates may be taken from Theorem 1 in Newey (1997).
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2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

However, if we have some knowledge about g0,t (which is not unlikely

since the problem is not nonparametric), then we may weaken the

assumptions imposed in Newey (1997) similar as we did above for

Regress-Later with sieves.

We now briefly outline the Regress-Now approach under assump-

tions similar to Assumption 2.1 and Condition (2.4).

Assumption 2.3. There are γnow > 0, αnow
K s.t.√

EP̃
[
(g0,t(At(Z))− (αnow

K )Tenow
K (At(Z)))4]

=

√∫
Rs

(g0,t(u)− (αnow
K )Tenow

K (u))4 dP̃At(Z)(u)

=

√∫
Rs

aK0,t(u)4 dP̃At(Z)(u) = O
(
K−γnow

)
.

We also assume that

Assumption 2.4. ((X1, At(Z1)), . . . , (XN , At(ZN))) are i.i.d. and

EP̃

[(
p0,t(AT (Z))

)2|At(Z)
]

= σ2.

Introduce the net h̃now : N×N→ R by

h̃now(N,K) :=
1

N
EP̃

[(
(enowK (At(Z)))T enowK (At(Z))

)2
]
.

We can now state

Theorem 2.2. Let Assumptions 2.3 and 2.4 be satisfied. Additionally,

assume that there is a sequence K : N→ N such that

h̃now(N,K(N))→ 0 as N →∞. (2.9)
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Then

EP̃

[(
g0,t(At(Z))− ĝK(N)

0,t (At(Z))
)2
]

= OP̃

(
K(N)

N
+K(N)−γnow

)
.

(2.10)

The result corresponds to Theorem 1 in Newey (1997), but requires

weaker assumptions; see also Stentoft (2004) for a similar result, where

a nonparametric setting was used for the pricing of American options.

The result differs from the result of Newey (1997) and Stentoft (2004)

as the convergence speed, K(N)/N + K(N)−γnow , in (2.10) is not

independent of P̃. Notice the appearance of the term K(N)/N in the

convergence rate of the Regress-Now estimator. This term does not

appear in the convergence rate of the Regress-Later estimator. We

further explain this difference at the end of this section.

The proof of Theorem 2.2 is based on the following two lemmas.

The first lemma is very similar to Lemma 2.1. Its proof follows along

the lines of the proof of Lemma 2.1 and is therefore omitted. The

second lemma is different from its counterpart for Regress-Later and

it explains why we obtain the term K(N)/N in Equation (2.10). Its

proof is given in the appendix.

Lemma 2.3. If Condition (2.9) and Assumption 2.4 hold, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1

N

(
Enow
K(N)

)T
Enow
K(N) − IK(N)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
F

= oP̃(1),

where || · ||F is again the Frobenius norm. Moreover,

λmin

(
1

N

(
Enow
K(N)

)T
Enow
K(N)

)
P̃→ 1,

where λmin(A) denotes again the smallest eigenvalue of a matrix A.
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Lemma 2.4. If Condition (2.9) and Assumptions 2.3 and 2.4 hold,

we have

(
α̂now
K(N) −αnow

K(N)

)T (
α̂now
K(N) −αnow

K(N)

)
= OP̃

(
K(N)

N

)
+oP̃

(
K(N)−γnow

)
.

We now give the proof of the above theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 observe

first that Assumption 2.3 implies

EP̃

[(
g0,t(At(Z))− (αnow

K )T enow
K (At(Z))

)2
]
≤ O

(
K−γnow

)
(2.11)

by Cauchy-Schwarz. Moreover,

EP̃

[
enowk (At(Z))

(
g0,t(At(Z))− (αnow

K )T enow
K (At(Z))

)]
= 0,

k = 1, . . . , K.

Hence,

EP̃

[(
g0,t(At(Z))− ĝK(N)

0,t (At(Z))
)2
]

= EP̃

[((
αnow
K(N)

)T
enow
K(N)(At(Z))− ĝK(N)

0,t (At(Z))
)2
]

+ EP̃

[(
g0,t(At(Z))− (αnow

K(N))
Telat
K(N)(At(Z))

)2
]

≤
(
α̂now
K(n) −αnow

K(n)

)T (
α̂now
K(N) −αnow

K(N)

)
+O

(
K(N)−γnow

)
= OP̃

(
K(N)

N

)
+O

(
K(N)−γnow

)
, (2.12)

where the inequality follows from (2.11) and the second equality from

Lemma 2.4.
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As for Regress-Later the first equality in (2.12) illustrates that also

Regress-Now is subject to two errors: an approximation error

EP̃

[(
g0,t(At(Z))− (αnow

K(N))
Telat
K(N)(At(Z))

)2
]
,

and an estimation error

EP̃

[((
αnow
K(N)

)T
enow
K(N)(At(Z))− ĝK(N)

0,t (At(Z))
)2
]
.

Notice that as for Regress-Later the approximation error is also driven

by the speed of the approximation error and the growth rate of K(N).

However, note also the difference compared to Regress-Later: The esti-

mation error is driven by the ratio of K(N) to N and the approximation

error. The difference can also be seen from the following equations

where we omitted the superscripts now and lat

(α̂K −αK) = (ET
KEK)−1ET

K(X −EKαK)

= (ET
KEK)−1ET

K((X −Eα) + (Eα−EKαK))

= (ET
KEK)−1ET

K(p+ aK),

where E is an infinite-dimensional matrix containing all basis functions

and α is the true (infinite-dimensional) parameter vector. Here p gives

the projection error which is zero for Regress-Later. However, it is

unequal zero for Regress-Now. Moreover, for both Regress-Now and

Regress-Later the variance of the approximation error aK converges

to zero. However, as can be seen from the proof of Lemma 2.4 in

the Appendix 2.A, it is the projection error that contributes the rate

K(N)/N to the estimation error in Regress-Now.

The absence of the term K(N)/N in the mean-square error of Regress-

Later makes it plausible that the Regress-Later estimator may poten-

tially converge faster than the Regress-Now estimator. We deliberately
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2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

state here “potentially” as the ultimate convergence rate depends on

the γnow and γlat which are problem-dependent. In particular, the

choice of basis plays an important role in the determination of γnow and

γlat. However, it is clear that the Regress-Now convergence rate can

never be faster than N−1. This follows simply from the fact that the

best we can hope for is that g0,t is contained in the span of finitely many

basis functions. Then the approximation error vanishes and we are left

with the rate N−1. In contrast, in Regress-Later if Condition (2.4) is

fulfilled with K(N) ∝ Na for some 0 < a < 1, then the convergence

rate for Regress-Later equals N−a γlat . We can see that for the right

combination of a and γlat it is possible to achieve a convergence rate

that is even faster than N−1. An example will be provided in Section

2.4.

We finally comment on the fact that the discussed convergence

rates pertain to slightly different problems. The speed of convergence

for the Regress-Now estimator refers to convergence to the conditional

expectation function g0,t. On the contrary, the discussed convergence

rate for the Regress-Later estimator pertains to convergence to the

payoff function X. As discussed in Section 2.2.2 in Regress-Later we

achieve the approximation to the conditional expectation function by

applying the conditional expectation operator to the estimated payoff

function, ĝ
K(N)
T . We thereby do not incur a projection error as long as

the conditional expectations of the basis functions have closed-form

solutions. We can show that the convergence rate of the conditional ex-

pectation of the Regress-Later estimator to the conditional expectation

of X, i.e. g0,t(At(Z)) is implied by the convergence of the Regress-Later

estimator to X. More explicitly we have
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EP̃

[(
g0,t(At(Z))− EP̃

[
ĝ
K(N)
T (AT (Z))

∣∣Ft])2
]

= EP̃

[(
EP̃

[
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
∣∣Ft])2

]
≤ EP̃

[
EP̃

[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2 ∣∣Ft]]

= EP̃

[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]
,

where the first inequality follows from Jensen’s inequality for condi-

tional expectations and the last equality uses the projection law of

expectations.

2.4 Orthonormal piecewise linear functions

as sieves

In this section, we show that the convergence rate in mean-square for

Regress-Later can indeed be faster than N−1. To present this claim in

a very simple set-up and to avoid technicalities that are of no relevance

for our claim we consider a compact interval. The convergence rate

depends on the properties of the basis. Typically applied bases are

polynomials. Here we consider a basis consisting of piecewise linear

functions, for which both the construction as well as the analysis in

view of establishing convergence rates simplifies. Importantly, the

suggested basis is by construction orthogonal and can be easily set up.

Moreover, the results of Theorem 2.1 can be explicitly calculated for

the piecewise linear functions as the derived γlat applies to a large class

of functions.
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We have pointed out earlier that in the Regress-Later approach the

computation of the conditional expectation of the basis terms must be

readily available. When it is and when it is not possible to compute

these conditional expectations depends on both the structure of the

basis function and the complexity of AT (Z). We will later address this

for the piecewise linear functions.

We now outline the Regress-Later estimation with piecewise linear

functions as sieves. Let D = [a1, a2] ⊂ R denote the support of

gT (AT (Z)). We construct an orthonormal basis on L2(D,B(D), P̃AT (Z))

based on non-overlapping linear functions. We require the following

assumption in order to construct our basis functions

Assumption 2.5. gT (AT (Z)) has a density w.r.t. Lebesgue measure

which is a positive continuous function on D.

Then, the domain D is chopped into K intervals, [bk, bk+1), k =

1, . . . , K + 1, such that P̃AT (Z) (bk ≤ AT (Z) < bk+1) = 1/K, ∀k =

1, ..., K. Assumption 2.5 ensures that as the truncation parameter

K grows, the intervals can be made arbitrarily small and cover each

probability 1/K. Define K non-overlapping indicator functions

1latk (u) :=

1 if u ∈ [bk, bk+1)

0 otherwise

for k = 1, ..., K. By construction the indicator functions are orthogonal.

On each interval two basis functions are now defined:

elat0k(u) := C0k1
lat
k (u)

elat1k(u) := C1k1
lat
k (u)(u− ck),
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2.4 Orthonormal piecewise linear functions as sieves

where C0k, C1k and ck are chosen such that e0k(AT (Z)) and e1j(AT (Z))

are orthonormal ∀k, j. Hence,

C0k =
√
K,

C1k = 1/
√
EP̃
[
1latk (AT (Z))(AT (Z)− ck)2

]
and

ck = K EP̃[1latk (AT (Z))AT (Z)].

By construction we then have the following orthonormality results

EP̃
[
elat0k(AT (Z))elat0j (AT (Z))

]
= δkj

EP̃
[
elat1k(AT (Z))elat1j (AT (Z))

]
= δkj

EP̃
[
elat0k(AT (Z))elat1j (AT (Z))

]
= 0,

where δkj denotes the Kronecker delta.

Assumption 2.6. gT is twice continuously differentiable on (a1, a2)

and there is a B <∞ such that supu∈(a1,a2) |g′′T (u)| ≤ B.

Lemma 2.5. If Assumptions 2.5 and 2.6 hold, the deterministic ap-

proximation error vanishes as K →∞;√
EP̃

[
(gT (AT (Z))− gKT (AT (Z)))

4
]

= O(K−4).

Proof. See Appendix 2.A.

Consequently, Assumption 2.1 is satisfied with γlat = 4. For Equation

(2.4) we obtain

h̃lat(N,K(N))

=
1

N
EP̃

K(N)∑
k=1

(
elat0k(AT (Z))2 + elat1k(AT (Z))2

)2
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=
1

N
EP̃

[ K(n)∑
`=1

K(n)∑
j=1

(
elat0` (AT (Z))2 + elat1` (AT (Z))2

)
(
elat0j (AT (Z))2 + elat1j (AT (Z))2

) ]

=
1

N
EP̃

K(N)∑
k=1

(
elat0k(AT (Z))2 + elat1k(AT (Z))2

)2


=

1

N

K(N)∑
k=1

EP̃

[
K(N)21latk (AT (Z)) + 2K(N)1latk (AT (Z))

C2
1k (AT (Z)− ck)2 + C4

1k1
lat
k (AT (Z))(AT (Z)− ck)4

]
=

1

N

K(N)∑
k=1

(
K(N) + 2K(N)+

C4
1kEP̃

[
1latk (AT (Z))(AT (Z)− ck)4

] )
≤ 3K(N)2

N
+
K(N)

N
max
k

(
EP̃
[
1latk (AT (Z))(AT (Z)− ck)4

](
EP̃
[
1latk (AT (Z))(AT (Z)− ck)2

])2

)
.

(2.13)

Assumption 2.5 ensures that there is enough variation on each arbitrary

interval such that the denominator in (2.13) is greater than zero.

Moreover, it makes sure that the last term in the last line of Equation

(2.13) does not grow faster than the first term in the last line of Equation

(2.13). Moreover, the particular growth rate can be determined.

Lemma 2.6. If Assumption 2.5 is satisfied the following result holds

max
1≤k≤K(N)

EP̃
[
1latk (AT (Z))(AT (Z)− ck)4

](
EP̃
[
1latk (AT (Z))(AT (Z)− ck)2

])2 ≤ O (K(N)) .

Proof. See Appendix 2.A.
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Hence, by combining Lemma 2.6 and Equation (2.13)

h̃lat(N,K(N)) ≤ O

(
K(N)2

N

)
.

A sufficient condition for h̃lat(N,K(N))→ 0 as N →∞ is that K(N) ∝
Na, and with a < 1/2 Condition (2.4) in Theorem 2.1 holds. Now

Theorem 2.1 is applicable and gives the convergence rate in mean-square

EP̃

[(
gT (AT (Z))− ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]

= OP̃(K(N)−4). (2.14)

We immediately see that for K(N) ∝ Na and choosing a only slightly

smaller than 1/2 we almost achieve a convergence rate of N−2, which

is considerably faster than the conventional Monte Carlo rate of N−1.

We now look at the Regress-Later estimator with orthonormal

piecewise linear functions as sieve for a specific underlying random

variable.

Brownian Motion

We consider a Brownian Motion W (T ) as the underlying for a function

gT (W (T )) fulfilling the necessary conditions for Equation (2.14). We

consider a compact domain [a1, a2] for W (T ) and define the K intervals

[bk, bk+1), k = 1, . . . , K such that each covers probability 1/K. The

conditional normal density is then ϕ(w|D) = ϕ(z)/P(W (T ) ∈ D) with

ϕ(w) = exp(−w2/(2T ))/
√

2π T the normal density. Assumption 2.5 is

immediately satisfied. Thus, Lemma 2.6 applies. Then, again choosing

K(N) ∝ Na with a only slightly smaller than 1/2 produces a mean

square error that converges in probability almost at rate N−2.
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2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

Figure 2.1: Regress-Later convergence plot with K up to 30.

Figure 2.2: Regress-Later convergence plot with K = 5 fixed.
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2.4 Orthonormal piecewise linear functions as sieves

Figure 2.1 gives the convergence for X = tanh(W (10)) for K up

to 30 and N = 100 K2.01. The logarithm of the mean-square error

is plotted against the logarithm of the sample size. The green line

indicates a convergence at rate N−1 while the blue line indicates a

convergence at N−2. The actual mean-square error of the data is

represented by the red dots. We see that we can already achieve the

fast convergence rate of N−2 in finite samples. Figure 2.2 gives the

mean square error for the payoff function where the number of basis

functions is fixed at K = 5 and only the sample size grows up to 105.

The example illustrates that the mean square error does not converge

further if only the sample size is increased. While the sampling error

decreases with the growth of the sample size the approximation error

only converges when the number of basis functions grows.

Remark 2.3. (On the computation of the conditional expectation of

piecewise linear functions)

The Regress-Later method relies on basis functions, for which the

conditional expectation function is fairly easily computed. For piecewise

linear functions we can easily see that these are (approximately) equal

to linear combinations of call options. The piecewise linear function

has two components, the piecewise constant given by e0k(AT (Z)) =

1k(AT (Z))C0k and the piecewise linear part e1k(AT (Z)) =

1k(AT (Z))C1k(AT (Z) − ck). In an interval [bk, bk+1) we thus have

three components: C0k, 1k(AT (Z))AT (Z) and −1k(AT (Z))ck. The

first and third component can be perfectly expressed in terms of long

and short cash-or-nothing digital options. The second component

can be perfectly replicated by a portfolio of long and short calls and

cash-or-nothing digital options. A digital option pays out some fixed

amount if the option expires in-the-money, i.e. when the underlying

exceeds the strike value. It is approximately statically replicated by

the combination of a long and short call where the strikes differ by a
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2 Fast Convergence of RL Estimates in LSMC

very small amount. Consequently, the piecewise linear functions are

(approximately) equal to portfolios of call options, for which closed-

form solutions are available given the structure of the underlying is not

(highly) path-dependent. Here, the underlying is AT (Z). Note that for

a specific problem AT (Z) is not unique, meaning that it is reasonable to

expect that AT (Z) can be chosen such that the conditional expectation

of call options on it can be computed.

2.5 Conclusion

In this paper the discussion on Regress-Later estimators is picked up

and addressed in comparison to Regress-Now estimators, which are

currently more popular. Both estimators refer to LSMC solutions.

Clarification is given on the functionality of Regress-Now and Regress-

Later estimators based on several examples. Examples have been

discussed that help to better understand the differences of Regress-

Now and Regress-Later. The estimation approach for both estimators

is outlined and the regression error for each is specified. It is shown

that in Regress-Later the involved regression is nonstandard as the

regression error corresponds to the approximation error, which van-

ishes in the limit. In contrast, the regression error of Regress-Now

estimators contains an approximation and a projection error. While

the approximation error vanishes in the limit the projection error is not

eliminated. This leads to different convergence rates for Regress-Now

and Regress-Later estimators. The current literature addresses conver-

gence rates for Regress-Now estimators in a nonparametric setting. In

this paper it is shown that the problem specification for Regress-Later

is not nonparametric. This allows to relax the conditions typically

necessary in nonparametric problems solved with sieve. Moreover, it is

indicated that a nonparametric problem specification may also apply
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to Regress-Now estimators, which then similarly allows for weaker

conditions. A specific basis is constructed based on piecewise linear

functions and the Regress-Later convergence rate with this basis is

derived explicitly. The result shows that Regress-Later estimators can

be constructed such that they converge faster than the more often

applied Regress-Now estimators.

2.A Appendix: Proofs

Proof of Lemma 2.1. We have∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1

N

(
Elat
K(N)

)T
Elat
K(N) − IK(N)

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

=

K(N)∑
j=1

K(N)∑
`=1

(
1

N

N∑
n=1

elatj (AT (zn))elat` (AT (zn))

− EP̃
[
elatj (AT (zn))elat` (AT (zn))

])2

Therefore,

EP̃

[∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1

N

(
Elat
K(N)

)T
Elat
K(N) − IK(N)

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F

]
=

1

N

K(N)∑
j=1

K(N)∑
`=1

VarP̃
[
elatj (AT (Z))elat` (AT (Z))

]
≤ 1

N

K(N)∑
j=1

K(N)∑
`=1

EP̃

[(
elatj (AT (Z))elat` (AT (Z))

)2
]

= o(1).
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Now, (2.5) follows by Markov’s inequality. Since IK(N) is the identity

matrix we have:

λmin

(
1

N

(
Elat
K(N)

)T
Elat
K(N)

)
−1 = λmin

(
1

N

(
Elat
K(N)

)T
Elat
K(N) − IK(N)

)
.

The result now follows from the fact that the smallest eigenvalue of

a matrix is bounded above by its Frobenius norm and that therefore

(2.5) implies (2.6).

Proof of Lemma 2.2. By the standard representation of the empirical

error
(
α̂lat
K −αlat

K

)
for least squares estimators it follows that(

α̂lat
K −αlat

K

)
=
((
Elat
K

)T
Elat
K

)−1 (
Elat
K

)T
aKT .

Putting BK(N) =

(
(1/N)

(
Elat
K(N)

)T
Elat
K(N)

)
we have by the above

representation for the empirical error

α̂lat
K(N) −αlat

K(N) = B−1
K(N)

1

N

(
Elat
K(N)

)T
a
K(N)
T .

Then

(
α̂lat
K(N) −αlat

K(N)

)T (
α̂lat
K(N) −αlat

K(N)

)
=

1

N2

(
a
K(N)
T

)T
Elat
K(N)B

−1
K(N)B

−1
K(N)

(
Elat
K(N)

)T
a
K(n)
T

≤ 1

N2

(
λmax

(
B−1
K(N)

))2 (
a
K(N)
T

)T
Elat
K(N)

(
Elat
K(N)

)T
a
K(N)
T ,

(2.15)

where λmax(A) denotes the largest eigenvalue of a matrix A. Notice

that by Assumption 2.2

1

N2
EP̃

[(
a
K(N)
T

)T
Elat
K(N)

(
Elat
K(N)

)T
a
K(N)
T

]
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=
1

N
EP̃

[(
a
K(N)
T (AT (Z))

)2 (
elatK(N)

)T
elatK(N)

]

≤ 1

N

√
EP̃

[(
a
K(N)
T (AT (Z))

)4
]√√√√EP̃

[((
elatK(N)

)T
elatK(N)

)2
]
,

(2.16)

where we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Using Assumption 2.1

and Condition (2.4) we get from (2.16)

1

N2
EP̃

[(
a
K(N)
T

)T
Elat
K(N)

(
Elat
K(N)

)T
a
K(N)
T

]
= o

(
K(N)−γlat

)
.

By Markov’s inequality it follows

1

N2

(
a
K(N)
T

)T
Elat
K(N)

(
Elat
K(N)

)T
a
K(N)
T = oP̃

(
K(N)−γlat

)
.

Since λmax

(
B−1
K(N)

)
=
(
λmin

(
BK(N)

))−1
Equation (2.6) implies that

λmax

(
B−1
K(N)

)
= OP̃(1). Putting everything together we get that (2.15)

is indeed oP̃ (K(N)−γlat ).

Proof of Lemma 2.4. By the standard representation of the empirical

error (α̂now
K −αnow

K ) for least squares estimators it follows that

(α̂now
K −αnow

K ) =
(

(Enow
K )T Enow

K

)−1

(Enow
K )T (aK0,t + p0,t).

Putting BK(N) =

(
(1/N)

(
Enow
K(N)

)T
Enow
K(N)

)
we have again by the

above representation for the empirical error

α̂now
K(N) −αnow

K(N) = B−1
K(N)

1

N

(
Enow
K(N)

)T (
p0,t + a

K(N)
0,t

)
.
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Then

(
α̂now
K(N) −αnow

K(N)

)T (
α̂now
K(N) −αnow

K(N)

)
=

1

N2

(
a
K(N)
0,t + p0,t

)T
Enow
K(N)B

−1
K(N)B

−1
K(N)

(
Enow
K(N)

)T (
a
K(N)
0,t + p0,t

)
≤ 1

N2

(
λmax

(
B−1
K(N)

))2 (
a
K(N)
0,t + p0,t

)T
Enow
K(N)(E

now
K(N))

T(
a
K(N)
0,t + p0,t

)
,

where λmax(A) denotes the largest eigenvalue of a matrix A. By

Assumption 2.4 we have

1

N2
EP̃

[(
a
K(N)
0,t + p0,t

)T
Enow
K(N)(E

now
K(N))

T
(
a
K(N)
0,t + p0,t

)]
=

1

N
EP̃

[(
a
K(N)
0,t (At(Z)) + p0,t(AT (Z))

)2 (
enowK(N)

)T
enowK(N)

]
.

(2.17)

Now, notice that

EP̃

[
(p0,t(AT (Z)))2 (enowK(N)

)T
enowK(N)

]
= EP̃

[
EP̃

[
(p0,t(AT (Z)))2 (enowK(N)

)T
enowK(N)

∣∣At(Z)
]]

= EP̃

[
EP̃
[
(p0,t(AT (Z)))2

∣∣At(Z)
] (
enowK(N)

)T
enowK(N)

]
= σ2K(N).

Moreover, since EP̃[p0,t(AT (Z))|At(Z)] = 0 and since a
K(N)
0,t =∑∞

`=K(N)+1 α
now
` enow` (At(Z)) implying that EP̃[a

K(N)
0,t (At(Z))|At(Z)] =

a
K(N)
0,t (At(Z)), we obtain

EP̃

[
a
K(N)
0,t (At(Z))p0,t(AT (Z))

(
enowK(N)

)T
enowK(N)

]
= EP̃

[
EP̃ [p0,t(AT (Z))|At(Z)] a

K(N)
0,t (At(Z))

(
enowK(N)

)T
enowK(N)

]
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= 0.

Hence,

(2.17) =
1

N
EP̃

[(
a
K(N)
0,t (At(Z))

)2 (
enowK(N)

)T
enowK(N)

]
+
σ2K(N)

N

≤ 1

N

√
EP̃

[(
a
K(N)
0,t (At(Z))

)4
]√√√√EP̃

[((
enowK(N)

)T
enowK(N)

)2
]

+
σ2K(N)

N

where we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Using Assumption 2.3

and (2.9) we have that (2.17) is o (K(N)−γnow ) + O(K(N)/N). The

remaining steps are now as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Proof of Lemma 2.5. Let f be the density on D. Then

m := minu∈D f(u) > 0 and M := maxu∈D f(u) <∞. We approximate

the coefficients α0k and α1k by gT (ck)/
√
K and g′T (ck)/C1k, respectively.

By a first order Taylor expansion around ck with Lagrange’s form of

the remainder term, i.e.

gT (u) = gT (ck) + g′T (ck)(u− ck) +
1

2
g′′T (ξ)(u− ck)2, ξ ∈ [u, ck],

we obtain

√
Kα0k

= K EP̃ [gT (AT (Z))1k(AT (Z))]

= K

∫ bk+1

bk

(
gT (ck) + g′T (ck)(u− ck) +

1

2
g′′T (ξ)(u− ck)2

)
f(u) du

= gT (ck) +
K

2

∫ bk+1

bk

g′′T (ξ)(u− ck)2f(u) du,
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and

C1k α1k

= C2
1k EP̃ [gT (AT (Z))(AT (Z)− ck)1k(AT (Z))]

= C2
1k

{∫ bk+1

bk

(
gT (ck) + g′T (ck)(u− ck) +

1

2
g′′T (ξ)(u− ck)2

)
(u− ck)f(u) du

}
= g′T (ck) +

C2
1k

2

∫ bk+1

bk

g′′T (ξ)(u− ck)3f(u) du.

The following bounds will be helpful in the remainder of the proof

1

KM
≤ (bk+1 − bk) ≤

1

Km
. (2.18)

They follow from the fact that by definition 1/K =
∫ bk+1

bk
f(u)du and

the trivial inequalities m(bk+1 − bk) ≤
∫ bk+1

bk
f(u)du ≤ M(bk+1 − bk).

Moreover

max
1≤k≤K

C2
1k =

1

min1≤k≤K EP̃[1k(AT (Z))(AT (Z)− ck)2]

≤ 12

m(bk+1 − bk)3

≤ 12(KM)3

m
, (2.19)

where the second inequality follows from (2.18) and the first inequality

from the fact

EP̃[1k(AT (Z))(AT (Z)− ck)2] =

∫ bk+1

bk

(u− ck)2f(u) du

≥ m

∫ bk+1

bk

(u− ck)2 du

=
m

3
[(bk+1 − ck)3 − (bk − ck)3]

≥ m

12
(bk+1 − bk)3,
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because (bk+1 − ck)3 − (bk − ck)3 as a function of ck is minimized at

ck = (bk+1 + bk)/2.

For the fourth moment of the approximation error we now obtain with

B := supu∈D |g′′T (u)|

EP̃

[(
gT (AT (Z))− gKT (AT (Z))

)4
]

= EP̃

(gT (AT (Z))−
K∑
k=1

(α0ke0k(AT (Z)) + α1ke1k(AT (Z)))

)4


= EP̃

[( K∑
k=1

(
gT (AT (Z))− α0k

√
K − α1kC1k(AT (Z)− ck)

)
1k(AT (Z))

)4
]

= EP̃

[ K∑
k=1

(
gT (AT (Z))− α0k

√
K − α1kC1k(AT (Z)− ck)

)4

1k(AT (Z))

]
=

K∑
k=1

∫ bk+1

bk

(
gT (u)− gT (ck)− g′T (ck)(u− ck)

− K

2

∫ bk+1

bk

g′′T (ξ)(v − ck)2f(v) dv

− C2
1k

2

(∫ bk+1

bk

g′′T (ξ)(v − ck)3f(v) dv

)
(u− ck)

)4

f(u) du

≤ 27
K∑
k=1

(∫ bk+1

bk

(
1

2
g′′T (ξ)(u− ck)2

)4

f(u) du

+

∫ bk+1

bk

(
K

2

∫ bk+1

bk

g′′T (ξ)(v − ck)2f(v) dv

)4

f(u) du

+

∫ bk+1

bk

(
C2

1k

2

(∫ bk+1

bk

g′′T (ξ)(v − ck)3f(v) dv

)
(u− ck)

)4

f(u) du

)
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= 27
K∑
k=1

(
1

16

∫ bk+1

bk

g′′T (ξ)4(u− ck)8f(u) du

+
K4

16

∫ bk+1

bk

(∫ bk+1

bk

g′′T (ξ)(v − ck)2f(v) dv

)4

f(u) du

+
C8

1k

16

∫ bk1

bk

(∫ bk+1

bk

g′′T (ξ)(v − ck)3f(v) dv

)4

(u− ck)4f(u) du

)

≤ 27

16
K

(
1

K
B4 max

1≤k≤K
(bk+1 − bk)8 +K4 1

K5
B4

(
max

1≤k≤K
(bk+1 − bk)2

)4

+
1

K5
max

1≤k≤K

(
C8

1k

)
B4

(
max

1≤k≤K
(bk+1 − bk)3

)4

max
1≤k≤K

(bk+1 − bk)4

)

≤ 54

16
·B4 · 1

m8K8
+

27

16

1

K4

124M12K12

m4
·B4 · 1

K12m12

1

K4m4

= O

(
1

K8

)
,

where we used that gT (ck) + g′T (ck)(u − ck) corresponds to the first

order Taylor expansion of gT (u) around ck. The first inequality follows

from Loève’s cr-inequality (see Hansen, 2014) and the third makes use

of (2.18) and (2.19). Lemma 2.5 follows immediately.

Proof of Lemma 2.6. Let m and M as in the proof of Lemma 2.5. Let

bk and bk+1 be in [a1, a2] with bk < bk+1 and let ck ∈ [bk, bk+1]. Then∫ bk+1

bk

(u− ck)4f(u) du ≤M

∫ bk+1

bk

(u− ck)4 du ≤M(bk+1 − bk)5.

Moreover, from the proof of Lemma 2.5 we know∫ bk+1

bk

(u− ck)2f(u) du ≥ m

12
(bk+1 − bk)3.
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Therefore∫ bk+1

bk
(u− ck)4f(u) du(∫ bk+1

bk
(u− ck)2f(u) du

)2 ≤ M(bk+1 − bk)5(
m
12

)2
(bk+1 − bk)6

= C
1

(bk+1 − bk)
,

where C := M/(m/12)2. Using the left hand inequality in (2.18) we

get ∫ bk+1

bk
(u− ck)4f(u) du(∫ bk+1

bk
(u− ck)2f(u) du

)2 ≤ C ·M ·K.
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Chapter 3

Theory and Validation of

Replicating Portfolios in

Insurance Risk Management
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3 Theory and Validation of RPs in Insurance RM

In the previous chapter we have provided the convergence rate of the

Regress-Later estimator. In this chapter we draw the link between

Regress-Later and portfolio replication in the context of obtaining

approximations to the value function of insurance contingent claims.

The Solvency II framework challenges insurers to evaluate and

manage their embedded balance sheet risks appropriately. However,

insurances hold balance sheet items, for which closed-form solutions

and market prices are not available. As pointed out in Chapter 1

pure Monte Carlo valuation requires nested simulations, which are too

time-intensive. Therefore, methods that project these balance sheet

items into functional representations, which simplify and enhance risk

analysis, have been suggested. Among these, replicating portfolios

are widely applied in practice, though their validity and properties

have not been fully examined yet. In this chapter we correct this

shortcoming and propose a mathematical framework within which the

asymptotic properties of replicating portfolios are analyzed. In fact,

we will see that the replicating portfolio estimator corresponds to the

Regress-Later estimator in Least Squares Monte Carlo, which allows to

transfer the results of Chapter 2 to the replicating portfolio problem.

It is shown that the replicating portfolio problem is mathematically

well-defined and asymptotically converges to the true solution. Hence,

this chapter provides a general mathematical validation for replicating

portfolios applied in insurance. A typical path-dependent insurance

policy is discussed within the framework and the practical challenges

therein are revealed1.

1This chapter is based on Beutner et al. (2015)
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3.1 Introduction

The aftermath of the global financial crisis triggered the need for

higher awareness and acknowledgment of sound risk management in

the financial services sector. Stricter requirements from regulators

in view of the introduction of Basel III and Solvency II are pushing

banks, insurances and pension funds to increase their understanding in

terms of the risks they are taking and to implement appropriate risk

management mechanisms. Financial institutions rely on financial and

economic models for conducting their businesses. In a risk-management

context the models for calculating risk should be accurate and fast

in terms of the calculation of risk figures such that the rapid pace

of market environments is matched. In insurance risk management

insurers are faced with the challenge to quickly revalue their liabilities

under economic stress scenarios based on fair market valuation (see

Article 76, The European Parliament and The Council, 2009). Typically

insurance liabilities exhibit features such as options and guarantees

comparable to standard financial products, but are generally not closed-

form valuable. Numerical methods, such as Monte Carlo techniques,

to estimate the value of the liabilities therefore become inevitable. For

solvency capital calculations the insurer requires the distribution of the

liabilities at a future time point, typically one year. Procedures known

as “nested simulation” or “full stochastic Monte Carlo simulation”

take a full simulation approach, which is illustrated in Figure 3.1 (see

also Bauer et al., 2009, for a description). In the nested simulation

approach first all risk factors are simulated on the outer scenarios (shock

scenarios) up to the time point, at which the value of the portfolio shall

be calculated, which is t in Figure 3.1. For insurance risk reporting

purposes t is typically one year. We remark that in practice most

insurers approximate the one-year horizon by instantaneous shocks.
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0 t T
Risk horizon Projection horizon

Figure 3.1: Nested stochastic simulation problem.

Inner scenarios are constructed at each node at point t to estimate the

value of the portfolio conditional on the information at time t. The

average of the discounted simulated values from one node at time t

to T gives an estimate of the market-consistent value of the liabilities

at time t given the information at time t. Ultimately the empirical

distribution of the fair values at time t is obtained, which is required

to derive risk figures2.

Due to the complexity and size of an insurer’s liabilities running

asset-liability projection models to re-value the liabilities based on

simulations under different market conditions and other risk factor

realizations is a timely exercise and is, given current computing power,

infeasible. Therefore, most insurers turn to approximation methods

2Note that for the purpose described the shock horizon is typically simulated
under the true probability measure, while the projection horizon is simulated under
the risk-neutral measure.
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in combination with Monte Carlo techniques for estimating the value

of their liabilities. Essentially, the objective is to find approximations

of the time t conditional expectation, which gives the liability value

conditional on information at time t. The exercise calls for apt methods

that suitably fit the liabilities to an approximating function. “Portfolio

replication” and “Least-Squares-Monte-Carlo” (LSMC) have become

buzz words for the Solvency II internal model methodologies and

are generally known as liability proxy modeling techniques (see e.g.

Bauer et al., 2009; Oechslin et al., 2007). These models use static

representations of the liabilities as proxies in risk-capital calculations.

In this paper we address the method of replicating portfolios and

show that it mathematically corresponds to a specific LSMC type,

termed “regression later” by Glasserman and Yu (2004b), which has

been developed in the context of American option pricing. We now

briefly review the related literature on the valuation of life insurance

policies as well as on static replication and LSMC.

In the literature on the valuation of life insurance policies many

authors have drawn parallels between life insurance policies and (exotic)

financial options. For several insurance policies it has been shown that

the payoff of an insurance policy can be decomposed into financial

instruments, which then allows to derive solutions for the fair value

from option pricing theory. Pioneers of this work are Brennan and

Schwartz (1976) and Boyle and Schwartz (1977) for the valuation of

unit-linked contracts with guarantees. Pelsser and Schrager (2004)

discuss regular premium unit-linked policies and show the similarities to

Asian options. Grosen and Jørgensen (2000) establish a model for profit-

sharing (also referred to as participating) life insurance policies and

conclude that these consist of a zero coupon bond, a bonus option and

a surrender option. Further contributions dealing with the valuation of

life insurance policies are, among others, Bacinello (1993), Ekern and
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Persson (1996), Bauer et al. (2006), Bacinello (2001) and Tanskanen

and Lukkarinen (2003). While all these authors contribute to the fair

valuation concept of life insurance policies, in this paper we put focus

on achieving static representations of the liability payoff through a

portfolio of replicating instruments, which has not fully been exploited

by the previous authors. The valuation of life insurance policies is then

shifted to the valuation of the instruments making up the replicating

portfolio.

The principle of static replication is to construct a portfolio of

securities that mirrors the terminal payoff of a target security in every

possible state of the world. In contrast to dynamic replication the

portfolio weights of the static replicating portfolio do not change with

changes in market conditions. By the no-arbitrage condition, if the

payoff of the target security is perfectly replicated, the replication

automatically matches the security’s value at all times before maturity,

implying that they have the same market-consistent price. Breeden

and Litzenberger (1978) show that path-independent securities can

be statically replicated through a portfolio of vanilla calls and puts.

Static replication has later on largely gained relevance in finding static

hedging opportunities for exotic options to overcome the risks and costs

associated with dynamic hedging strategies. Derman et al. (1995), Carr

and Bowie (1994), Carr and Chou (1997) and Carr et al. (1998), among

others, are good examples. Madan and Milne (1994) significantly

contribute to the static replication literature by formulating a general

mathematical framework, within which general contingent claims can

be statically replicated. The contingent claims are only required to

have finite variance. Contingent claims are then modeled in a Hilbert

space and the static replication problem is solved by constructing

a countable orthonormal basis. Static replications have also gained

attention in life insurance, particularly in the context of hedging
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and risk management, where insurance liabilities must be repeatedly

valued under diverse stress scenarios, but closed-form solutions are

not available. Pelsser (2003) leverages the static portfolio replication

concept to derive hedging strategies with swaptions for life insurance

policies with guaranteed annuity options. If the value of the replicating

instruments is readily available, the value of the replicating portfolio

under different economic scenarios is quickly determined. For risk

management purposes taking the replicating portfolio as a proxy to

the true liabilities then speeds up risk calculations tremendously. This

feature has naturally been exploited in the context of Solvency II.

Oechslin et al. (2007) provide first guidance in how to set up replicating

portfolios for life insurance liabilities. Recently, Natolski and Werner

(2014) discuss and compare several approaches to the construction

of replicating portfolios in life insurance. Chen and Skoglund (2012),

Daul and Vidal (2009), Kalberer (2012), Koursaris (2011b), Koursaris

(2011c) and Burmeister (2007), for example, address the construction

of replicating portfolios in life insurance from a more practical point of

view and give recommendations.

The concept of statically representing contingent claims has also

been exploited in the pricing of Bermudan and American options, for

which no closed-form solutions exist. The main difficulty in Bermudan

and American option pricing is the calculation of the continuation value,

i.e. a conditional expectation across timesteps. A popular idea is to

estimate the continuation value going backward through cross-sectional

regression on Monte Carlo simulated paths. As the approach combines

Monte Carlo simulation of the paths of the underlying and regression

of the value function against basis functions of the underlying it is

commonly termed Least Squares Monte Carlo (LSMC). Examples may

be found in Carriere (1996), Longstaff and Schwartz (2001), Tsitsiklis

and Van Roy (2001), Clement et al. (2002), Stentoft (2004), Glasserman
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and Yu (2004b), Egloff et al. (2007), Belomestny (2011), Gerhold (2011)

and Zanger (2013). Andreatta and Corradin (2003), Bacinello et al.

(2009) and Bacinello et al. (2010) apply the LSMC approach to the

valuation of life insurance policies with surrender options. While the

static representations discussed by all of these authors are similar

to the replicating portfolio technique, they differ in one important

aspect: They immediately estimate the valuation function rather than

the payoff function of the contingent claim. This approach is termed

“regression now” by Glasserman and Yu (2004b) and is contrasted to

“regression later” or Regress-Later LSMC estimation (see also Beutner

et al., 2013), which pertains to a static representation of the payoff

function and is the subject of this paper.

In this paper we focus on statically replicating the payoff of a liabil-

ity through basis functions. We provide a mathematical validation for

the construction of static replicating portfolios to general contingent

claims, which may depend on financial as well as non-financial risk

factors. We only require the contingent claims to have finite second

moments. This allows to model the contingent claims in a separable

Hilbert space as for example also discussed in Madan and Milne (1994).

Accordingly, a perfect replicating portfolio exists by the countable basis

representation in the Hilbert space. It will become clear that the repli-

cating portfolio approach discussed combines Monte Carlo simulation

with least squares regression as in LSMC. In fact, we show that the

replicating portfolio estimator corresponds to the LSMC Regress-Later

estimator in Beutner et al. (2013), which has first been proposed by

Glasserman and Yu (2004b). We may therefore use the terminologies

portfolio replication and LSMC Regress-Later interchangeably. As will

be shown, LSMC with Regress-Later produces a non-standard least

squares estimator, which asymptotically converges to the true result.

The mathematical framework is largely based on Beutner et al. (2013),
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from which also the asymptotic convergence results are taken. We

introduce multi-dimensional piecewise linear functions as a simple, but

very effective basis, for which we derive the explicit convergence rate.

Typical replicating instruments in practice are standard financial in-

struments. While piecewise linear functions may therefore at first seem

uncommon as replicating instruments, we provide a simple relation

between piecewise linear functions and call options. Accordingly a

replicating portfolio of piecewise linear functions is approximately equal

to a portfolio of calls. Finally we consider a complex path-dependent

insurance policy, apply the replicating portfolio theory to it and discuss

the challenges along the way.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 3.2 introduces

the mathematical framework for replicating portfolios of general fi-

nite variance contingent claims. Section 3.3 discusses the asymptotic

convergence result for replicating portfolios, which is taken from the

convergence theory of Regress-Later estimators in Beutner et al. (2013).

In Section 3.4 the basis of piecewise linear functions is derived and the

asymptotic convergence rate is explicitly calculated. These sections

present the general foundation for replicating portfolios. In Section 3.5

the replicating portfolio framework is applied to a participating life

insurance policy as presented in Grosen and Jørgensen (2000). Section

3.6 concludes.

3.2 Mathematical model for Replicating

Portfolios

In this section we give the mathematical model and the estimation

approach for the construction of replicating portfolios. Both the model
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and the notation largely follow Beutner et al. (2013), which we repeat

here.

We assume a frictionless arbitrage-free financial market with finite

time horizon T . Let Z = {Z(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T} be a d-dimensional

stochastic process with d ∈ N defined on some filtered probability space

(Ω,F , {Ft}0≤t≤, P̃), where {Ft}0≤t≤T denotes the filtration generated

by Z. The measure P̃ denotes some probability measure equivalent

to the true probability measure P. Recall from Section 3.1 that in

the nested stochastic simulation framework the projection horizon

is typically simulated under the pricing measure Q as the market-

consistent price at time t is of interest. We deliberately leave P̃

unspecified in our model, which allows for freedom in choosing a

measure for the construction of the replicating portfolio. Our model

formulation is sufficiently general to take P̃ = Q. We specifically

point that case out, where appropriate and later on provide a more

detailed interpretation for choosing P̃ = Q, where Q again denotes

the pricing measure. We interpret Z to be the ultimate d-dimensional

random driver, on which the cash flows of an insurance contingent

claim depend. Insurance liabilities typically generate (finitely) many

stochastic payoffs at multiple time points on a finite time horizon that

depend on finitely many underlying risk drivers, both of financial as

well as non-financial nature. We remark that in principle our model

allows to account for both financial and non-financial risk factors, i.e.

Z may account for any risk. We do not further specify Z, but refer the

reader to Bauer et al. (2010), for example, for a full generic probability

model for life insurance contracts.

We denote the terminal payoff at time T of an insurance contingent

claim by X. With terminal cash flow we refer to the definition in

Oechslin et al. (2007) and Madan and Milne (1994). Accordingly the

terminal cash flow is the sum of all cash flows over time accumulated
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at the money market account. The paths Z(·, ω) with ω ∈ Ω, of Z

given by t → Z(t, ω), t ∈ [0, T ], are assumed to lie in some function

space Dd[0, T ] consisting of functions mapping from [0, T ] to Rd, and

we consider Z as a random function. We sometimes abbreviate Z(·, ω)

by Z(ω). Recall that the payoff function X is driven by Z. We

assume that the payoff X is FT -measurable and we want to write X

in terms of Z. However, as insurance contingent claims are typically

path-dependent and generate multiple cash flows over time the payoff

X at time T depends on the paths of Z(·, ω). Thus, we define a

process, denoted by AT (Z), which carries all the information on the

paths of the d-dimensional stochastic process Z from time 0 to T

that is relevant for the contingent claim X. Now we can write for

every ω in the sample space Ω the payoff X(ω) of the contingent claim

X as gT (AT (Z(·, ω))), where AT is a known (measurable) functional

mapping from the function space Dd[0, T ] to R` and gT is a known

Borel-measurable function that maps from R` to R. This basically

means that for a payoff function X that depends on finitely many

characteristics of the stochastic path of the underlying process it

suffices to observe these characteristics, which are stored in AT . The

functional mapping AT thus comprises all those characteristics of the

stochastic path of the d-dimensional underlying that determine the

contingent claim. We denote the dimensionality of AT by `, which

is driven by the dependence structure on the d-dimensional process

Z and the number of characteristics on the stochastic path that are

required to determine X. Note that if we were only interested in plain

vanilla contingent claims at time T it would suffice to observe the

stochastic process Z at time T . For Z one-dimensional we would then

have ` = 1. We exemplify the meaning of AT with two examples,

which also demonstrate that AT is not unique, but depends on the

specification of the modeler.
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Example 10. (Asian Option) Consider a discrete Asian option on a

stock. The payoff X of the contingent claim depends on all past stock

values prior to maturity. AT (Z) must now comprise all the information

of the underlying driver such that X is specified. We may choose

AT (Z) as the time average over the past stock values, which suffices to

calculate the payoff X. To better see this let Z be one-dimensional and

take X = (
∑T

s=1 Z1(s) −K)+, where K is the strike price. Then X

does only depend on
∑T

s=1 Z1(s). Thus, AT (f) =
∑T

s=1 f(s) for every

function f ∈ D[0, T ] and therefore ` = 1. Alternatively, we may also

choose to take AT (f) = (f(1), . . . , f(T )) and then ` = T .

Example 11. (Profit-sharing contract) Consider a profit-sharing con-

tract, in which on a yearly basis interest is credited to the policy-

holder’s account. A minimum crediting rate is guaranteed and ad-

ditional profit is shared depending on the specification of the bonus

credited. Then the contingent claim X at maturity T is given by

X = L0

∏T
t=1(1 + rG + rB(t)), where L0 is the initial value of the

policy, rG denotes the minimum guarantee rate and rB(t) is the bonus

credited at time t. We leave rB(t) unspecified and only note that it

may, for example, be linked to some external reference index or to the

performance of the underlying asset portfolio. Straightforwardly, we

can define AT (f) =
∏T

t=1(1 + rG + f(t)) for every function f ∈ D[0, T ]

and therefore ` = 1. As a result the dimensionality of the problem is

only one, but the specification of AT (Z) is complex. The basis given a

complicated AT (Z) may then be difficult to price. In that respect, we

can also specify AT (f) = (f(1), . . . , f(T )) and therefore ` = T .

We now introduce the mathematical framework for replicating

contingent claims. As in Beutner et al. (2013) we restrict attention

to finite second moment contingent claims and refer to the relevant

related literature, in which the same assumption is applied (see e.g.
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Stentoft, 2004; Bergstrom, 1985; Madan and Milne, 1994; Longstaff

and Schwartz, 2001). Thus we assume that the contingent claim X has

finite mean and variance, which allows to model it as an element of a

Hilbert space (see also Madan and Milne, 1994). More specifically, we

assume that gT belongs to the functional space L2

(
R`,B(R`), P̃AT (Z)

)
,

where B(R`) denotes the Borel σ-algebra on R`, and P̃AT (Z) denotes

the probability measure on R` induced by the mapping AT (Z). Now,

L2

(
R`,B(R`), P̃AT (Z)

)
is a separable Hilbert space with inner product∫

R`

h1(u)h2(u) dP̃AT (Z)(u) = EP̃[h1(AT (Z))h2(AT (Z))]

and norm√∫
R`

h1(u)h1(u) dP̃AT (Z)(u) =
√
EP̃[h2

1(AT (Z))]

(Bogachev, 2007). Recall that a Hilbert space simply abstracts the

finite-dimensional geometric Euclidean space to infinite dimensions

(Conway, 1985). It is a well-known result that a separable Hilbert

space has a countable orthonormal basis, in terms of which its elements

may be expressed; see for instance Bogachev (2007, Corollary 4.2.2

and Corollary 4.3.4). Then, X can be written as

X = gT (AT (Z)) =
∞∑
k=1

αkek(AT (Z)), (3.1)

where {ek}∞k=1 is a countable orthonormal basis of L2

(
R`,B(R`), P̃AT (Z)

)
with coefficients αk given by

αk = EP̃ [Xek(AT (Z))] . (3.2)
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The theoretically perfect replicating portfolio of the payoff X is thus

given by the linear combination of the basis functions spanning the

space as specified in Equation (3.1). We stress that the representation

in Equation (3.1) holds for any contingent claim with finite mean and

variance where we can write X as gT (AT (Z)), which belongs to the

previously specified L2 Hilbert space.

We try to estimate the payoff X through its representation in

Equation (3.1) by simulating data for Z under P̃. However, the

representation in Equation (3.1) involves the estimation of infinitely

many parameters, which leaves a direct estimation infeasible. Con-

sequently, finite-dimensional approximations with a truncated basis

{ek}Kk=1, K < ∞, are used instead. For Equation (3.1) this implies

that we can approximate gT by

gKT =
K∑
k=1

αkek = (αK)T eK ,

where αK = (α1, . . . , αK)T and eK = (e1, . . . , eK)T . Defining the

approximation error aKT straightforwardly by aKT := gT − gKT we obtain

the representation

X = gKT (AT (Z)) + aKT (AT (Z)). (3.3)

This gives the regression equation for our estimation problem where

aKT represents the regression error. Note that the approximation error

and its variance,

EP̃

[(
aKT (AT (Z))

)2
]

=
∞∑

k=K+1

α2
k → 0 (3.4)
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converge to zero as K →∞. Notice also that

EP̃
[
gKT (AT (Z)) aKT (AT (Z))

]
= 0

by the orthogonality of the basis. Now, given a (simulated) sample

of size N denoted by (x1, AT (z1)), . . . , (xN , AT (zN)) it is natural to

estimate gKT through least squares regression leading to the estimator

ĝKT = (α̂K)T eK (3.5)

with

α̂K =
(

(EK)T Elat
K

)−1 (
Elat
K

)T
X, (3.6)

where X = (x1, ..., xN)T and EK is an N ×K matrix with the nth row

equal to eK(AT (zn)), n = 1, . . . , N .

As previously explained the truncation of the linear basis repre-

sentation for gT leads to an approximation error. The approximation

error decreases when K grows. However, as K grows more parame-

ters need to be estimated and it is intuitive that a larger sample is

required. Consequently, the truncation parameter K should be an

increasing function of the sample size and we write K = K(N). Then,

the approximation error vanishes in the limit as N →∞. This relation

produces a nonstandard regression problem as the regression error in

Equation (3.3), which is given by the approximation error, and its

variance decrease to zero for N →∞.

Until now we have focused on the construction of replicating portfo-

lios for contingent payoffs in insurance without addressing the valuation

problem. The described estimation procedure so far constructs a port-

folio consisting of basis functions {ek(AT (Z))}Kk=1 that replicates the

payoff X. From an insurance risk management perspective we are
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ultimately interested in the (market-consistent) value at time t. Hence,

the ultimate objective is to estimate unknown conditional expectations

of the form EP̃[X|Ft]. If we take P̃ equal to the pricing measure and

discount X to time t the conditional expectation corresponds to the

time t price of X. We proceed as follows to approximate the quantity

of interest, i.e. EP̃ [X|Ft] , 0 ≤ t < T . We have seen that the con-

tingent payoff X can be estimated by a finite linear combination of

basis functions, mathematically speaking random variables. We choose

a basis for which the calculation of the time t value is either exact

meaning that the analytical solution is known or it can be quickly and

fairly accurately estimated through numerical integration. Then, given

the linear representation of X through basis functions, the operator

EP̃ [·|Ft] is applied to these basis functions. The approach takes advan-

tage of the linearity of the expectation operator. For the case where

P̃ = Q the basis terms must thus be priced. The clear advantage of

the approach is that given a basis representation with a fairly easily

priceable basis, the value of the target variable is quickly re-priced

under different time t-realizations of the risk factors of the value func-

tion g0,t, where t is typically equal to 1 in insurance. This is exactly

the idea of static replicating portfolios. Of course, that requires the

availability of such basis functions. Also note that the replication of

the contingent payoff and its valuation is completely separated. In the

first step the contingent payoff is replicated by a linear combination

of basis terms. In the second step the contingent payoff’s value is

estimated by valuing the basis terms. In Section 3.3 we show that the

measure for replication may even be different from the measure for

valuation as long as the Radon-Nikodym derivative is bounded.

Recall the initial “nested stochastic simulation” problem in Figure

3.1. We can now draw a different picture. In Figure 3.2 we illustrate

the replicating portfolio approach that has been outlined in this section.
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0 t T

1

23

1. Monte Carlo simulation of Z and X on the paths
[0, T ]. Determine AT (Z).

2. Regression of X against basis functions of AT (Z).

3. Estimate EP̃[X|Ft] by EP̃[ĝT (AT (Z))|Ft].

Valuation Replication

Figure 3.2: The Replicating Portfolio approach.
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First the payoffs at time T are simulated. Then, the payoff function

is replicated through regression of the payoff values against the basis

functions valued at time T . Next, the conditional expectation function

at time t < T is estimated through applying the conditional expectation

operator to the basis functions making up the previously obtained

replicating portfolio. The replicating portfolio technique combines

Monte Carlo simulation of the liabilities over the full projection horizon

with regression against explanatory variables, which are also simulated

on the full projection horizon. In that sense we can view the replicating

portfolio approach as a Least Squares Monte Carlo technique. The

resulting replicating portfolio serves as the estimator for the payoff

X of the target function. The conditional expectation of X is then

estimated by applying the conditional expectation operator to the

basis functions contained in the replicating portfolio. In a risk-neutral

setting this corresponds to pricing the replicating instruments. The

replicating portfolio approach outlined exactly corresponds to a two-

step LSMC estimator, which has first been suggested by Glasserman

and Yu (2004b) in the context of American option pricing and has been

labeled “regression later”. Beutner et al. (2013) discuss this estimator

in a single-period setting and use the terminology “Regress-Later”.

While technically the LSMC Regress-Later and the replicating portfolio

approach are identical, replicating portfolios are mostly understood

as portfolios of financial instruments, meaning that the basis is given

by a series of financial instruments. We will come back to the topic

of choosing a basis in Section 3.4. In the remainder of this paper we

focus on the first step, i.e. the replication problem, and only address

the valuation where necessary. The key take aways from this section

are:

• The replicating portfolio problem is theoretically well defined.
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• The replicating portfolio approach corresponds to LSMC with

Regress-Later.

• The construction of the replicating portfolio of the time T termi-

nal payoff of the target function is separated from the problem

of valuing its time t < T conditional expectation function.

3.3 General asymptotic convergence of

Replicating Portfolios

In the previous section we established the mathematical framework

within which replicating portfolios are well defined. We now want

to validate the replicating portfolio as a method for approximating

contingent claims by analyzing its asymptotic properties. The result

shown in this section holds for a general multi-dimensional contingent

claim as specified in Section 3.2. As previously argued the replicating

portfolio technique essentially corresponds to the LSMC Regress-Later

approach suggested by Glasserman and Yu (2004b). Beutner et al.

(2013) derive the convergence rate of the Regress-Later estimator. We

repeat here the theorem and its necessary assumptions, but refer the

reader to Beutner et al. (2013) for the corresponding proofs and further

technical details.

From Section 3.2 we know that the estimation approach of X con-

sists of an approximation and an estimation step. The approximation

is necessary as the infinite-dimensional representation of X in Equation

(3.1) cannot be directly estimated. We hence also expect that the over-

all convergence rate is driven by the convergence of the approximation

and the estimation error. In deriving the convergence rate the following

condition on the convergence of the approximation error is imposed.
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Assumption 3.1. There are γ > 0, αK s.t.√
EP̃
[
(gT (AT (Z))− (αK)TeK(AT (Z)))4]

=

√∫
R`

(gT (u)− (αK)TeK(u))4 dP̃AT (Z)(u)

=

√∫
R`

aKT (u)4 dP̃AT (Z)(u) = O
(
K−γ

)
. (3.7)

This condition ensures that the square root of the fourth moment of

the approximation error decreases at rate K−γ . Intuitively the better a

basis is suited for approximating the contingent claim X the faster we

expect the approximation error to converge. This should be captured

by the parameter γ. We remark that Assumption 3.1 depends on the

probability measure P̃. As in a simulation-based framework the data

generating process of X is known, Assumption 3.1 is feasible.

Furthermore, we assume that the stochastic paths of the pair

(X,AT (Z)) are sampled independently and identically.

Assumption 3.2. ((X1, AT (Z1)), . . . , (XN , AT (ZN))) are i.i.d.

We now state the theorem.

Theorem 3.1. (Theorem 3.1 in Beutner et al. (2013)) Let Assumptions

3.1 and 3.2 be satisfied. Additionally, assume that there is a sequence

K : N→ N and h̃ : N×N→ R such that

h̃(N,K(N)) :=
1

N
EP̃

[((
eK(N)

)T
eK(N)

)2
]
→ 0 as N →∞. (3.8)

Then

EP̃

[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]

= OP̃
(
K(N)−γ

)
. (3.9)
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Proof. See Beutner et al. (2013)

Equation (3.8) determines the growth relation of the truncation

parameter K and the sample size N . It ensures that the truncation

parameter K does not grow too fast in relation to the sample size

N . When only N grows the estimation error converges, but the

approximation error aKT does not vanish. If K grows too fast N may be

insufficient to estimate K parameters. To let both the approximation

error and the estimation error converge N and K must grow at the

same time and in a balanced relation. We illustrate the relation

of the approximation error and the estimation error by writing the

mean-square error as

EP̃

[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]

= EP̃

X − gK(N)
T (AT (Z))︸ ︷︷ ︸

approximation error

2
+ EP̃

gK(N)
T (AT (Z))− ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))︸ ︷︷ ︸
estimation error

2 . (3.10)

We clearly see that the total error of the estimator may be split into

an approximation and an estimation error. For the errors individually

the approximation error converges as K grows while the estimation

error converges as N grows. Since K is defined as a function of N both

converge by letting N →∞.

The discussed general convergence rate pertains to the convergence

of the replicating portfolio to the true payoff function X. We have

explained in Section 3.2 that ultimately insurers use replicating portfo-

lios to quickly obtain an estimate of the time t value of its liabilities

under different scenarios for the underlying risk drivers. As explained
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in Section 3.2 we achieve the approximation to the conditional expec-

tation function by applying the conditional expectation operator to

the estimated payoff function, ĝ
K(N)
T . We can show that the ultimate

estimator given by the conditional expectation of the estimator of X

does not converge slower than at the rate derived for the convergence

of ĝKT (AT (Z)). More explicitly we have

EP̃

[(
EP̃[X|Ft]− EP̃

[
ĝ
K(N)
T (AT (Z))

∣∣Ft])2
]

= EP̃

[(
EP̃

[
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
∣∣Ft])2

]
≤ EP̃

[
EP̃

[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2 ∣∣Ft]]

= EP̃

[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]
,

where the first inequality follows from Jensen’s inequality and the last

equality uses the projection law of expectations.

At the beginning of Section 3.2 we pointed out that there is some

flexibility in the specification of the measure P̃. Convergence in mean-

square under one measure implies convergence in mean square under

another measure as long as the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the second

measure exists and is bounded. We can exploit this observation to

show that we may even use a measure P̃ different from the valuation

measure Q for constructing the replicating portfolio, but calculate the

conditional expectation of the replicating portfolio under the valuation

measure Q as long as Q has a bounded density with respect to P̃. Thus,

let us assume that for the Radon-Nikodym derivative q(AT (Z)) := dQ/

dP̃ we have |q(AT (Z))| ≤ M , M < ∞. Let ĝ
K(N)
T be the replicating
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portfolio under P̃. Then,

EQ

[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]

= EP̃

[
q(AT (Z))

(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]

≤M EP̃

[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]
.

Given the assumption on the Radon-Nikodym derivative holds the val-

uation error under a measure Q different from the calibration measure

P̃ converges in mean-square if the estimation error of the terminal

payoff X converges under P̃.

EQ

[(
EQ[X|Ft]− EQ

[
ĝ
K(N)
T (AT (Z))

∣∣Ft])2
]

≤ EQ
[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]

≤M EP̃

[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]
.

The asymptotic analysis conducted in this section shows that the

replicating portfolio estimator for the value of X converges to the true

value in the limit. Consequently, the replicating portfolio approach is a

valid method to the approximation of the time t value of a contingent

claim X. We can deduce further valuable information from the results

in this section. The convergence rate depends on γ and the necessary

growth relation of K and N , which is derived from h̃(N,K(N)). We

can now already give some guidance for the selection of a basis. A

good basis (for a particular contingent claim) is characterized by

• A large value for γ.

• A fast allowed growth rate of K in relation to N .
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We will discuss a convenient orthonormal basis fulfilling these charac-

teristics in Section 3.4.

3.4 Orthonormal basis of piecewise linear

functions

In practical applications finding a basis is a crucial exercise. From the

previously described theory it is clear that a Hilbert basis must be

constructed that spans the space. Madan and Milne (1994) point out

that a Hilbert space basis may be difficult to construct as it requires

knowledge on the stochastic processes of the underlying risk drivers.

As we have previously explained, in a Monte Carlo framework for

generating the payoffs of a contingent claim the underlying stochastic

processes are controlled by the user. In this section we introduce a

simple, but powerful basis given by a sequence of multi-dimensional

piecewise linear functions that is applicable to a large class of contingent

claims and offers significant advantages. One strong argument in

favour of piecewise linear functions is that both the construction as

well as the analysis in view of establishing convergence rates simplifies.

Importantly, the suggested basis is by construction orthogonal and

can be easily set up. As we will see in the following, under some

mild conditions the convergence rate for replicating a large class of

target functions with orthonormal piecewise functions can be explicitly

calculated.

For simplicity we will consider a compact domain in the following.

Although insurance claims may theoretically be unlimited, it is a fair

assumption to expect that payoffs are cut off at a certain level as

the insurance company cannot pay out more. Thus, we can assume a

compact domain D` on which the payoff function needs to be replicated.
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3.4 Orthonormal basis of piecewise linear functions

Recall that the dimensionality of the problem is driven by the dimen-

sionality of the chosen AT (Z), which is denoted by `. Consequently,

we focus on replicating the payoff on the compact domain D`. For

values outside of the compact domain cut-off values may be defined

and the replication is simply given by the cut-off value.

We construct an orthornormal basis on L2(D`,B(D`), P̃AT (Z)) based

on non-overlapping hypercubes. P̃AT (Z) denotes here the probability

measure on B(D`) induced by the mapping AT (Z). On each dimension

the support is split in K non-overlapping intervals of equal length.

This results in K` orthogonal hypercubes. On each hypercube a multi-

dimensional piecewise linear function is constructed. Let us write

AT (Z) = (Y1, . . . , Y`)
T := Y . We thus define

e0k(Y ) := C0k1k(Y )

ek(Y ) := Ck1k(Y )(Y − ck),

with Y = (Y1, ..., Y`)
T , Ck = diag(C1k, . . . , C`k), ck = (c1k, . . . , c`k)

T ,

Cjk =
(
EP̃
[
1k(Y ) (Yj − cjk)2])−1/2

, ∀j = 1, . . . , `,

C0k = (EP̃[1k(Y )])−1/2

denote the normalizing constants and

cjk = C2
0kEP̃[1k(Y )Yj]

are chosen such that in each hypercube the linear terms are orthogonal

to the constant term. Thus, by construction the constant part e0k is

orthogonal to each linear term in ek(Y ), however the linear terms in the

same hypercube are not orthogonal to each other. The approximation
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of the `-dimensional function gT (u) is

gKT (u) =
K`∑
k=1

(
α0ke0k + (αk)

Tek(u)
)
, (3.11)

where the superscript K denotes the number of intervals considered per

dimension. The total number of hypercubes is straightforwardly given

by K` with 2K basis functions and `+ 1 parameters to be estimated

per hypercube. Note that the number of parameters to be estimated

does not grow linearly in K. Take K intervals per dimension. This

results in K`(`+ 1) parameters to be estimated. Now we increase the

number of intervals per dimension by 1. Hence, we chop the support in

each dimension in (K + 1) intervals. The total number of parameters

to be estimated is then (K + 1)`(` + 1). In fact, only for ` = 1 the

growth is linear in K. Note that the exact number of parameters to be

estimated is simply proportional to the number of hypercubes since the

term (`+ 1) is constant. The convergence is thus driven by the total

number of hypercubes, which we denote by K := K` in the following.

We require the following assumptions.

Assumption 3.3. AT (Z) has a joint density w.r.t. Lebesgue measure

which is a positive continuous function on D`.

Assumption 3.3 ensures that as the truncation parameter K grows, the

hypercubes can be made arbitrarily small.

Assumption 3.4. The target function is twice continuously differen-

tiable and there is an a <∞ such that

‖(HgT (u))‖max = max
i,j=1,...,`

|hij| ≤ a,

where (HgT (u)) denotes the ` × ` Hessian matrix with its elements

denoted by hij.
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3.4 Orthonormal basis of piecewise linear functions

Now we can look at the fourth approximation error in 3.1 and obtain

the below lemma.

Lemma 3.1. If Assumptions 3.3 - 3.4 hold, γ = 4/`

Proof. See Appendix 3.A.

The ultimate convergence rate depends on how fast the number of

hypercubes may grow with the sample size. Let us denote the number

of hypercubes as a function of the sample size by K(N).

Lemma 3.2.

h̃(N,K(N)) = O

(
K(N)2

N

)
. (3.12)

Proof. See Appendix 3.A.

Now Theorem 3.1 is applicable and gives the convergence in mean-

square

EP̃

[(
gT (AT (Z))− ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]

= OP̃
(
K(N)−4/`

)
. (3.13)

A sufficient condition is that K(N) ∝ Na, which is met for a < 1/2.

Choosing a only slightly smaller than 1/2 achieves a convergence rate

of almost N−2/`. In other words the convergence in each dimension is

almost as fast as N−2, which is twice as fast as the pure Monte Carlo

rate of N−1.

Two remarks are in order. First of all, the replicating portfolio

method suffers from the curse of dimensionality problem if the multi-

dimensional basis is constructed by the tensor product of the univariate

basis, as we have shown here for the basis of piecewise linear functions.

Lemma 3.1 confirms that the convergence rate slows down with increas-

ing complexity in terms of the dimensionality of the problem. Second,
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typically life insurance policies are high-dimensional path-dependent

functions. Consider a payoff that depends on the (discrete) path of an

underlying over a 30-year horizon and ` = 30. The convergence would

still be as fast as N−0.07, which is considerable for a 30-dimensional

function.

Remark 3.1. (On the practicality of piecewise linear functions)

At first sight piecewise linear functions may in practice be rather

unusual. We now briefly show that piecewise linear functions are in

fact (approximately) equal to linear combinations of call options. We

consider the piecewise linear function in a hypercube, which has `+ 1

components: the piecewise constant given by e0k(Y ) = 1k(Y )C0k and

the piecewise linear parts ejk(Y ) = 1k(Y )Cjk(Yj−cjk), j = 1, ..., `. Let

a hypercube now be defined by the intervals [bj,k, bj,k+1) per dimension

j = 1, ..., ` and k = 1, ..., K. In a hypercube the payoff of e0k is C0k,

which is illustrated in the first displayed figure in Figure 3.3. The

linear part, ejk, has two components, 1k(Y )Yj and −1k(Y )cjk, which

are given in the second and third displayed figures of Figure 3.3. The

first and third component in Figure 3.3 can be perfectly expressed in

terms of long and short cash-or-nothing digital options, which in turn

can be approximately replicated by calls. The second component in

Figure 3.3 can be perfectly replicated by a portfolio of long and short

calls and cash-or-nothing digital options, which again in turn can be

approximately replicated by calls only. Thus, in total the piecewise

linear function can approximately be expressed in terms of calls. A

digital option pays out some fixed amount if the option expires in-

the-money, i.e. when the underlying exceeds the strike value. It is

approximately statically replicated by the combination of a long and

short call where the strikes differ by a very small amount. In particular,

the static replicating portfolio for a digital cash-or-nothing option with

strike bj,k paying $ 1 if the option expires in-the-money is
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bj,k bj,k+1

C0k

bj,k bj,k+1

Yj

bj,k bj,k+1

cjk

,

+

Figure 3.3: Components of piecewise linear function.

• long 1
ε

European calls at strike bj,k,

• short 1
ε

European calls at strike bj,k + ε.

The hedging error can be made arbitrarily small by choosing ε. Note

that as ε→ 0 the representation in terms of calls converges pointwise

to the payoff of the digital option. To see this write the payoff of the

hedge as a function of Yj:

f(Yj) :=
1

ε

(
(Yj − bj,k)+ − (Yj − bj,k − ε)+) .

We look at

lim
ε→0

f(Yj) =

limε→0 0 = 0 if Yj ≤ bj,k

limε→0
1
ε

(
(Yj − bj,k)− (Yj − bj,k − ε)+) = 1 otherwise.

The result follows as for any Yj > bj,k we eventually have Yj > bj,k + ε

as ε→ 0.
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3.5 Application to path-dependent insur-

ance policies

In Section 3.2 we have shown that the Hilbert space model explained

is consistent in achieving an approximation to the general contingent

payoff X at time T under mild regularity assumptions such as limitation

to finite variance contingent claims. This gives us the mathematical

foundation for replicating portfolios. Complex problems that involve

path-dependency can mathematically be handled since an orthonormal

basis spanning the space must exist. The complexity of the problem

depends on the number and type of risk drivers underlying the insurance

policy. Within our model this is captured by the choice for AT (Z). In

Examples 10 and 11 we have shown that AT (Z) is not unique. The

important takeaway was that no matter how we choose AT (Z) it must

contain all the information required to identify X. Going back to the

examples we see that there is a trade-off between dimensionality and

complexity of structure when choosing AT (Z). For a path-dependent

insurance policy we can either choose the state vector such that it

captures the path-dependency or by including each element on the path.

While a higher dimensionality of AT (Z) slows down the convergence

rate, a path-dependent AT (Z) complicates the easiness to price the

basis. Note that a Hilbert space admits more than one basis. Now

the difficult part in finding a good replication to a contingent payoff is

to identify a sufficiently rich basis in combination with AT (Z) that at

the same time lives up to our goal of expressing the target payoff X

in a simplified way, i.e. in terms of the linear combination of “easier-

to-work-with” basis functions, and for which the convergence rate is

fast.

As has been shown in prior literature (see the discussion in Section

3.1) many insurance policies have a similar structure to well-known
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financial instruments and a basis for replication is readily available.

Consider first traditional life insurance policies that have neither guar-

antees nor embedded options. In terms of the financial risk the structure

of these policies is very simple as a fixed amount is paid upon survival

or death. With deterministic survival rates the expected cash flows

can then simply be replicated through zero coupon bonds. In general,

for insurance payoffs that are path-independent replicating portfolios

are rather straightforward. However, many insurance contracts are

highly path-dependent due to profit-sharing schemes and/or premium

re-investments. Replicating such contracts becomes far more difficult.

In this section we discuss the construction of replicating portfolios

as described in Section 3.2 for a common participating life insurance

policy and offer a discussion on the above mentioned issue. Focus

is hereby put on the financial risk of insurance policies that exhibit

path-dependency.

In participating life insurance contracts, also known as with-profit

contracts, realized profits on the life insurance company’s assets as well

as technical profits are partially credited to the policyholders’ account.

The (legal) requirement to share profits also arises as traditionally

premiums are calculated based on a conservative technical interest rate.

The profits realized from conservative premiums are, at least partially,

distributed back to the policyholder. Typically participating contracts

offer an interest rate guarantee, which means that the policyholder

profits from the upside development of the life insurance company’s

assets, but does not fully share in on the downside. Past returns on the

life insurance company’s assets are smoothed before being periodically

credited to the policyholders’ account. The intention of the insurer is

to generate for its customers a stable, competitive and low-volatility

return over time.
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We consider the following contract specifications. At time 0 the

policyholder acquires a participating insurance contract of nominal

value L0 through a single-premium payment. At initiation of the

contract the insurance company invests the policyholders’ premiums

in the financial market and commits to periodically crediting interest

to the policyholders’ account according to its specified profit-sharing

policy linked to the realized market return on its assets or some

external reference index. Each period at least a guaranteed return of

rG is credited to the policyholder’s account. With T the maturity of

the contract the minimum guarantee at maturity is G = L0(1 + rG)T .

Commonly insurance companies have a profit sharing policy, according

to which each period a potential bonus return is additionally credited

to the policyholder’s account. Rather than directly paying out the

bonus, bonuses are accumulated and return on return is earned in the

subsequent periods. Thus, each period the interest credited to the

policyholders’ account is the greater of either the minimum guarantee

rate and the participating rate pertaining to the period. At maturity of

the contract the insurer settles its obligation through a single payment

to the policyholder. We define the rate credited to the policyholder’s

account at time t as

rC(t) := rG + rB(t), (3.14)

where rB(t) is the bonus rate given by

rB(t) := max (0, δR(t)− rG) (3.15)

with δ the distribution ratio. R(t) denotes the reference rate for profit

sharing at time t, which needs to be specified. The insurance company

may, for instance, base this rate on an external reference index. In the

Netherlands, for example, most insurance company’s base R(t) on the
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moving average of the so-called u-rate, which is an average of different

parts that are in turn calculated as weighted averages of an effective

return on a basket of government bonds (see Pelsser and Plat, 2009).

In Pelsser and Plat (2009) it is pointed out that R(t) may also be a

moving average of m-year swap rates. Profit sharing may also be based

on the performance and profits of the insurance company. Grosen and

Jørgensen (2000) offer here a prominent profit-sharing scheme, which

we will elaborate on in more detail.

At maturity the value of the policyholder’s account is then

L(T ) = L0

T∏
t=1

(1 + rC(t)) = L0

T∏
t=1

(1 + rG + rB(t)) (3.16)

assuming that the policyholder receives L(T ) regardless of whether

he is alive or not. L(T ) is similar to a floating rate note, except

that the periodic coupons are not paid out, but are re-invested and

accumulated up to the time to maturity. In each period t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T ,

the accumulated notional rolls up with a variable rate rC(t). Thus,

L(T ) can be seen as an exotic floating rate note. Note that the payoff

L(T ) is the payoff function at time T .We furthermore remark that L(t)

at t < T is the policyholder amount that has been accumulated up to

time t and should not be confused with the value function of L(T ) at

time t.

3.5.1 The Grosen and Jørgensen (2000)

profit-sharing model

We now elaborate on the well-known participating contract modeled in

Grosen and Jørgensen (2000). The crediting strategy derived in Grosen

and Jørgensen (2000) is based on the simple asset-liability interaction

view presented in Table 3.1. We largely follow here the notation used
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in Grosen and Jørgensen (2000). We denote the market value at time

t of the assets backing the contract by the stochastic process Z(t),

where this is an abbreviation of Z(t, ·) with t ∈ [0, T ] of Z given by

ω → Z(t, ω), ω ∈ Ω. We let L(t) be the policy reserve, i.e. the book

value of liabilities, and B(t) is the bonus reserve calculated by the

difference of Z(t) and L(t). As we will see L(t) and B(t) are functions

of the asset process Z(t). In the Grosen and Jørgensen (2000) model

Table 3.1: Fund-specific asset-liability interaction view at time t

Assets Liabilities
Z(t) L(t)

B(t)

the bonus rate at time t is given by

rB(t) = max

(
0, δ

(
B(t− 1)

L(t− 1)
− λ
)
− rG

)
= max

(
0, δ

(
Z(t− 1)− L(t− 1)

L(t− 1)
− λ
)
− rG

)
. (3.17)

The ratio of bonus reserves to policy reserves, B(t− 1)/L(t− 1), is the

buffer ratio. If the buffer ratio exceeds the target buffer ratio λ, then a

positive fraction δ of the excess buffer is shared with the policyholder.

Comparing Equation (3.17) with (3.15) we see that in the Grosen and

Jørgensen (2000) model R(t) is defined as

R(t) =

(
B(t− 1)

L(t− 1)
− λ
)

=

(
Z(t− 1)− L(t− 1)

L(t− 1)
− λ
)
. (3.18)

It follows that L(t) is given by

L(t) = L(t− 1)(1 + rC(t)) = L0

t∏
s=1

(1 + rC(s)). (3.19)
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We again assume here that the policyholder receives L(T ) regardless

of whether the policyholder is alive or not at maturity. The payoff at

maturity is floored at L0(1 + rG)T , which is the minimum guarantee.

In that respect the insurance policy consists of a risk-free zero coupon

bond with maturity T and face value equal to the maturity guarantee,

L0(1+rG)T , and a bonus option. We can also again look at L0

∏T
t=1(1+

rG + rB(t)) as an exotic floating rate note, where periodic coupons

depend on the development of the bonus account and are accumulated

up to maturity. The bonus account in turn is driven by the development

of the underlying’s asset performance and the consequent evolution of

the liability fund. Clearly the payoff L(T ) is highly path-dependent.

We now want to write the terminal payoff L(T ) as a function of

Z as gT (AT (Z)). In replicating the terminal payoff the first step is to

define AT (Z). Looking at Equation (3.19) we can identify two extreme

cases for AT (Z):

1. AT (Z) =
∏T

s=1(1 + rC(s)),

2. AT (Z) = {rC(2), ..., rC(T )}.

Recall that the crediting rate rC(s)∀s ∈ [0, T ] is a function of the

stochastic process Z. In the first case AT is one-dimensional and

the payoff L(T ) can be written as gT (AT (Z)) = L0AT (Z). As basis

we consider the piecewise linear functions introduced in the previous

section. While the problem is only one-dimensional, obtaining the

time t value of the payoff function requires pricing the piecewise linear

functions, which is complicated given a complicated AT (Z). A closed-

form solution is not available. Thus, choosing the first option for AT (Z)

transfers the problem of valuing the payoff function L(T ) to the problem

of valuing the basis terms of the replicating portfolio. The first option is

thus not constructive. In the second case AT (Z) is (T −1)-dimensional,
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but each element is simple enough in its structure3. Choosing the

second option for AT (Z) does not pose the basis valuation problem as

in the first option, but results in a much higher dimensional replication

problem. This requires a very extensive basis as the following example

demonstrates.

Example 12. (Empirical example: Curse of dimensionality)

We consider a simple example for the second above choice of AT (Z).

We model the underlying asset process simply as a geometric Brownian

motion;

Z(t) = Z0 exp
(
(µ− 0.5σ2)t+ σW (t)

)
. (3.20)

W (t) denotes the standard Brownian motion at time t. The parameters

are given in Table 3.2. zmin and zmax denote the truncation values for

simulating z in

Z(t) = Z(s) exp
(
(µ− 0.5σ2)s+ σ

√
sz
)
, s < t.

For the calibration we moreover choose to sample z from the uniform

distribution on the pre-defined compact interval. We now want to find

a replication with piecewise linear functions. The simulation procedure

is as follows. For a fixed K the coefficients {αk}Kk=1 are calculated

based on the sample N , where the theoretical relation between the

sample size and the number of hypercubes is used, i.e. N ∝ K`/a with

a only slightly smaller than 1/2. To obtain the out-of-sample fit the

basis functions are simulated on a sample mOoS. By multiplying the

estimated coefficients with the out-of-sample basis the fitting function

is obtained based on the sample mOoS. The mean square error for a

3To see why it is (T − 1)-dimensional note that rC(1) = rG +
max (0, δ ((Z0 − L0)/L0 − λ)− rG). Since Z0 and L0 are known, rC(1) is known
and we omit it in AT (Z).
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given K is then the average squared difference of the true payoffs on

the sample mOoS and the payoffs from the estimated payoff function on

the same sample. This process is repeated mMC times to decrease the

sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The final mean-square error

for a given K is then the average over the mMC collected mean-square

errors.

Table 3.2: Parameters for Example 12.

δ λ rG µ σ Z0

0.75 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.2 1.05

L0 maxK c zmin zmax T
1 15 10 −2 2 3

We illustrate the empirical convergence rate for a 2-dimensional

Grosen-Jorgensen payoff in Figure 3.4. Recall that the number of

parameters to be estimated is proportional to the number of hypercubes

K`. We have constructed up to K` = 152 = 225 hypercubes with in

total K`(` + 1) = 152 ∗ 3 = 675 parameters to be estimated. The

logarithm of the mean-square error is plotted against the logarithm

of the sample size. The green line indicates the convergence at rate

N−1. The red dots give the mean-square error data points of the

example. The theoretical convergence rate for the 2-dimensional case

is N−1, which, as can be seen from the Figure, is not yet fully achieved

constructing piecewise linear functions on 225 hypercubes. The number

of hypercubes grows quickly in K requiring a large sample size and

ultimately leading to a too high simulation effort.

The LSMC technique suffers from the curse of dimensionality prob-

lem. The challenge in constructing AT (Z) such that each piece of

information on the path is considered as a driver lies in the high dimen-

sionality of the problem. Consider a 30-dimensional Grosen-Jorgensen
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Figure 3.4: Empirical convergence rate with piecewise linear func-
tions.

style contract, which is realistic for life insurance participating contracts

that typically run for a long time horizon. Suppose we want to chop each

dimension in 5 intervals. This gives us a total of K` = 530 ≈ 9.31∗ 1020

hypercubes with piecewise linear functions constructed on each. The

required sample size must then be proportional to 560. The example

illustrates that the problem is infeasible in terms of the simulation

effort.

3.5.2 Outlook: Replication with generalized Asian

options

The previous analysis has revealed that while the replication approach

explained in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 is theoretically sound, it poses signif-

icant practical challenges for complicated path-dependent insurance

payoffs. Using vanilla-style basis functions, i.e. functions on path-
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independent risk drivers, to replicate path-dependent insurance claims

has the advantage that the basis is easy to price. We have seen in the

previous section and from Example 12 that the disadvantage is the

size of the basis required to reasonably replicate the payoff. Hence, the

curse of dimensionality problem quickly dominates. We now attempt to

look at a replication approach using path-dependent instruments that

are still fairly easy to price. For that purpose we allow to deviate from

our initial replicating portfolio framework and focus on an empirical

analysis.

Recall that the Grosen-Jorgensen payoff depends on the paths of the

underlying asset process, which we denote here again by the random

process Z. Let us investigate to what extent weighted averages of

the paths of the asset process help to fairly well explain the original

Grosen-Jorgensen payoff. We have worked before with piecewise linear

functions and have shown that these are similar to options. Here we

choose generalized Asian-style options as instruments for replicating a

Grosen-Jorgensen payoff. We define the kth replicating instrument as

follows.

ek(Z) = max(0,aTkZ − dk), (3.21)

where Z = (Z(1), ..., Z(T − 1))T refers to the underlying asset process

over time, ak = (a1, ..., aT−1)
T is a series of coefficients for the calcu-

lation of the weighted average and dk is the strike. Moreover, for the

first replicating instrument we take

e0(Z) = aT0Z
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Table 3.3: Parameters for replication with generalized Asians.

δ λ rG µ σ Z0

0.75 0.1 0.02 0.08 0.2 100

L0 zmin zmax maxK c T
100 −∞ ∞ 10 100 11

with ak = (a0,1, ..., a0,T−1)T a (T − 1)-vector of coefficients. We let the

replicating portfolio be given by

rP (Z) :=
K∑
k=0

ek(Z) (3.22)

and sequentially optimize for the parameters {ak, dk}, k = 0, ..., K

by minimizing the sum of squared errors. The starting value for the

construction of the Kth generalized Asian option is the (K−1)th result

from the previous estimation. For K = 0 the optimized coefficients are

then simply the least squares regression coefficients. We stress that

while both the Grosen-Jorgensen payoff function and the replicating

instruments we define here are functions of the random process Z, their

structure is very different.

We attempt to find a good fit to the original Grosen-Jorgensen

payoff, particularly in high-dimensional cases, without running into the

curse of dimensionality problem. Consider a realistic Grosen-Jorgensen

contract with maturity T = 11, which means that we are faced with a

10-dimensional problem. The parameterization is given in Table 3.2

and the asset process is specified in Example 12. Figure 3.5 gives the

empirical convergence rate in terms of the mean square error for K up

to 10. The logarithm of the mean-square error is again plotted against

the logarithm of the sample size. Two reference rates are indicated by

the light blue line (convergence at 2/`, i.e. 0.2) and the dark blue line
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3.5 Application to path-dependent insurance policies

Figure 3.5: Empirical convergence rate for replication with Asians.

(convergence at 0.4). From the red dots it can be seen that the empirical

convergence rate exceeds 2/`, which is the theoretical convergence rate

for a replication with piecewise linear functions. This shows that the

replication with generalized Asian options is very promising.

Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 illustrate the variation of the target function

and the replicating portfolio consisting of 10 generalized Asian options

with the underlying asset process at different time points. In blue

the true Grosen-Jorgensen payoff is plotted against the asset value

at the respective time point; the analogue is plotted in red for the

replicating portfolio. We see that the replicating portfolio mirrors

the behavior of the target function very closely. The R-square from

regressing the replicating portfolio against the target function is 99.64%

and we illustrate the goodness of fit in Figure 3.9, where the replicating

portfolio result with 10 generalized Asian options is plotted against the

target Grosen-Jorgensen payoff. Note that the plots and the R-square

are all based on out-of-sample data, i.e. data that has not been used
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of
variation with asset process at
time t = 10.

Figure 3.7: Comparison of
variation with asset process at
time t = 5.

for the calibration of the replicating portfolio. Overall we can conclude

that a remarkably good fit has been achieved with a small number of

basis terms.

The example shows that generalized Asian options are a promising

alternative for replicating complicated path-dependent functions with

still priceable instruments. Our attempt in this section was to offer an

outlook for future research in this direction. The dependency structure

of generalized Asian options on the random process differs from the

dependency structure of the original Grosen-Jorgensen payoff function.

It has not been discussed whether a perfect replicating portfolio can

in fact be achieved when the number of replicating instruments grows

to infinity. However, what has been shown is that with a reasonable

number of replicating instruments a remarkable (out-of-sample) fit

can be achieved, leaving a small error that may even be tolerable in

practice.

Much further research is required to investigate the optimal basis

selection for path-dependent payoffs and for overcoming the curse
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of
variation with asset process at
time t = 1.

Figure 3.9: Illustration of
goodness of fit of the replicat-
ing portfolio.

of dimensionality problem. Using generalized Asian options as we

have done in this section is a promising attempt to mitigate between

the curse of dimensionality problem and the priceability of the basis.

While the empirical analysis shows promising results, future research

is required to develop the theory.

3.6 Conclusion

In this paper, a general mathematical framework for statically replicat-

ing contingent claims through orthonormal basis functions has been

established. Importantly, the static replication only requires to “invest”

in a countable set of basis functions. Portfolio replication is a two-step

approach to estimating the value of a contingent claim. The first step

pertains to the construction of an approximation to the target function

itself, i.e. the payoff function. By applying the conditional expectation

operator to the basis functions of a replicating portfolio an estimate

of the value function is obtained. The focus of this paper pertains to
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the first step which is achieved by combining Monte Carlo simulation

with least squares regression. In that respect the replicating portfolio

approach belongs to the category of Least Squares Monte Carlo esti-

mators. In LSMC two types have to be distinguished: Regress-Now

and Regress-Later. In Regress-Later the target function at time T is

regressed against basis functions valued at the same time point in order

to construct a linear combination of basis terms that replicates the

payoff of the target function. This procedure exactly corresponds to

the construction of replicating portfolios and we conclude that LSMC

Regress-Later and portfolio replication are the same thing. Based on

the results for LSMC Regress-Later the asymptotic convergence rate

of a replicating portoflio has been presented.

Multi-dimensional piecewise linear functions have been introduced

as a convenient orthonormal basis, for which the convergence rate has

been explicitly calculated. The developed tools have then been applied

to a difficult path-dependent example often found in life insurance

practice: a participating life insurance product, where the return

rate credited to the policyholder depends on the performance of the

insurance company’s assets. Based on the participating life insurance

product the practical challenges of portfolio replication have been

revealed. More explicitly, it has been shown that the replicating

portfolio is subject to the curse of dimensionality problem if a “naive”

basis is chosen in high-dimensional problems. With “naive” basis we

mean a multivariate basis, which is simply given as the tensor product

of the univariate basis. A very promising alternative basis has been

suggested, with which the curse of dimensionality problem may be

overcome. The empirical results are very encouraging. Much room

for research is left in analyzing eligible basis and their performance

for sets of target functions, particularly pertaining to path-dependent

target functions.
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3.A Appendix: Proofs

Proof of Lemma 3.1. We first calculate the coefficients α0k and αk

∀k = 1, ..., K` exploiting the Taylor expansion of gT (u) in every hyper-

cube Hk

gT (u) = gT (ck) + (DgT (ck))
T (u− ck) +R(u), u ∈ Hk

where DgT (ck) denotes the first partial derivatives evaluated at ck.

The remainder is specified as

R(u) =
1

2
(u− ck)T (HgT (ξ)) (u− ck), ξ ∈ Hk,

where Hk denotes the kth hypercube and H the Hessian matrix. The

following bounds are now helpful. We write the compact domain D` as

D` = [d1,1, d1,2] ,× · · · × [d`,1, d`,2] .

For the construction of K` orthogonal hypercubes the domain D` is

cut on each dimension i = 1, ..., ` in K equal length, non-overlapping

intervals. Thus for each interval we have

(bi,k+1 − bi,k) =
(di,2 − di,1)

K
:=

Li
K
, ∀i = 1, ..., `.

Straightforwardly,

(ui − cik) ≤ (bi,k+1 − bi,k) = O

(
1

K

)
.

Then R(u) = O(1/K2).
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In the following we set Y := (AT (Z))T . We now make use of the

above Taylor expansion for gT (Y ) and write

C0kα0k = C0kEP̃ [e0k(Y )gT (Y )]

= gT (ck) +
1

2
C2

0kEP̃
[
1k(Y )(Y − ck)T (HgT (ξ))(Y − ck)

]
(3.23)

and

Ckαk

= Ck

(
EP̃

[
ek(Y ) (ek(Y ))T

])−1

EP̃ [ek(Y )gT (Y )]

= Ck

(
EP̃

[
ek(Y ) (ek(Y ))T

])−1

(
CkEP̃

[
1k(Y )(Y − ck) (DgT (ck))

T (Y − ck)
]

+ EP̃ [ek(Y )R(Y )]
)

= Ck

(
CkEP̃

[
1k(Y )(Y − ck)(Y − ck)T

]
Ck

)−1(
CkEP̃

[
1k(Y )(Y − ck)(Y − ck)T

]
(DgT (ck))+

CkEP̃ [1k(Y )(Y − ck)R(Y )]
)

= (DgT (ck)) +
1

2

(
EP̃
[
1k(Y )(Y − ck)(Y − ck)T

])−1

EP̃
[
1k(Y )(Y − ck)(Y − ck)T (HgT (ξ))(Y − ck)

]
. (3.24)

Recall that the above coefficients α0k and αk for k = 1, ..., K` of the

approximating function gKT are optimal in the L2 sense, i.e. they are

chosen such that gKT minimizes EP̃[(gT (Y )−gKT (Y ))2]. By construction

the K` hypercubes do not overlap and in sum cover the whole domain

D`, on which we consider the target function gT (Y ). As a result the

coefficients α0k and αk are also locally optimal, i.e. they minimize the

squared deviation of the target and the approximating function on the
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respective hypercube Hk. Let us now define the coefficients

α̃0k := (C0,k)
−1 gT (ck)

α̃k := (Ck)
−1 (DgT (ck))

T ,

where we have only retained the first part of the equations for α0k and

αk in (3.23) and (3.24), respectively. Note that on every hypercube

Hk the coefficients α̃0k and α̃k are suboptimal, meaning that they

may lead to a higher error in the mean-square sense than the optimal

coefficients α0k and αk. For simplicity we replace α0k and αk by the

suboptimal coefficients in the remainder of the proof, where we want to

derive the convergence rate for the fourth moment of the approximation

error. Our line of reasoning is as follows. The approximation error

using the true optimal coefficients must converge at least as fast as

the approximation error using the suboptimal coefficients. Hence we

provide for an upper bound by using the suboptimal coefficients.

Let f be the density on D` and consider the bounds mc :=

minu∈D` f(u) > 0 and Mc := maxu∈D` f(u) < ∞. We now turn

to the evaluation of the fourth moment of the approximation error.

Using the coefficients α̃0k and α̃k we get in each hypercube Hk{∫
Hk

{
gT (ck) + (DgT (ck))

T (u− ck)

+R(u)− α̃0kC0,k − α̃kCk(u− ck)
}4

f(u)du

}
=

∫
Hk

R(u)4f(u)du ≤Mc

∫
Hk

R(u)4du = O

(
1

K8+`

)
.

We stress again that if the convergence is as fast as 1/
(
K8+`

)
in

each hypercube using the suboptimal coefficients α̃0k and α̃k, it must

be at least as fast using the optimal coefficients. Summing over all
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hypercubes we get for the fourth moment of the approximation error

EP̃

[(
gT (Y )− gKT (Y )

)4
]
≤

K∑
k=1

O

(
1

K8+`

)
≤ KO

(
1

K 8+`
`

)
= O

(
1

K8/`

)
Lemma 3.1 follows immediately.

Remark 3.2. We want to remark that the proof given in this paper

could also be used for the one-dimensional case. In Beutner et al.

(2013) a slightly more extensive proof for the one-dimensional case is

given. While in this paper the proof is simplified by using suboptimal

coefficients in Beutner et al. (2013) the optimal coefficients are used.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let f again be the density on D`. Then mc :=

minu∈D` f(u) > 0 and Mc := maxu∈D` f(u) < ∞. For simplicity

we again take Y := (AT (Z))T . Moreover, we establish the following

bounds, which we will need for the subsequent derivation. Recall that

(bi,k+1 − bi,k) =
Li
K
.

We define the upper and lower bounds by

Lmin

K
≤ (bi,k+1 − bi,k) ≤

Lmax

K
, ∀i = 1, ..., `.

Then,

EP̃[1k(Y )] =

∫
Hk

f(u)du ≤Mc

∏̀
i=1

(bi,k+1 − bi,k) ≤
Mc(Lmax)`

K
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By the same token we have

C2
0k ≤

K
mc(Lmin)`

Moreover, we need an upper bound for C2
ik. Observe that

EP̃
[
1k(Y )(Yik − cik)2

]
=

∫
Hk

(ui − cik)2f(u)du1...du`

≥ mc

3

[
(bi,k+1 − cik)3 − (bi,k − cik)3

] ∏̀
j=1,j 6=i

(bj,k+1 − bj,k)

≥ mc

12
(bi,k+1 − bik)3

∏̀
j=1,j 6=i

(bj,k+1 − bj,k)

≥ mc

12

(
Li
K

)3
(Lmin)`−1

K`−1
≥ mc(Lmin)`

12 KK2

where the result follows since (bi,k+1− cik)3− (bi,k − cik)3 as a function

of cik is minimized at cik = (bi,k+1 + bi,k)/2. Straightforwardly,

max
1≤i≤`,1≤k≤K

C2
ik ≤

1

mini,k EP̃[1k(Y )(Yik − cik)2]

≤ 12 KK2

mc(Lmin)`
.

Now we can look at h̃(N,K(N))

h̃(N,K(N))

=
1

N
EP̃

K(N)∑
k=1

(
e0k(AT (Z))2 + (ek(AT (Z)))Tek(AT (Z))

)2
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=
1

N

K(N)∑
k=1

EP̃

[(
e0k(AT (Z))2 + (ek(AT (Z)))Tek(AT (Z))

)2
]

=
1

N

K(N)∑
k=1

EP̃

[
C4

0k1k(Y ) +
∑̀
i=1

C4
ik(Yi − cik)41k(Y )

+ 2
∑̀
i=1

C2
0kC

2
ik(Yi − cik)21k(Y )

+ 2
∑̀
i=1

∑̀
j=1,j 6=i

C2
ikC

2
jk(Yi − cik)2(Yj − cjk)21k(Y )

]
≤ K(N)

N

(
maxC2

0k + `max
i

(
C4
ik(bi,k+1 − bi,k)4

)
EP̃[1k(Y )]

+ 2` max
i

(
C2
ik(bi,k+1 − bi,k)2

)
+ 2 `(`− 1) max

i,j

(
C2
ikC

2
jk(bi,k+1 − bi,k)2(bj,k+1 − bj,k)2

)
EP̃[1k(Y )]

)

≤ K(N)

N

(
K

mc(Lmin)`
+ `

(
12 KK2

mc(Lmin)`

)2(
Lmax

K

)4
Mc(Lmax)`

K

+ 2`
12 KK2

mc(Lmin)`

(
Lmax

K

)2

+ 2`(`− 1)

(
12 KK2

mc(Lmin)`

)2(
Lmax

K

)4
Mc(Lmax)`

K

)

=
K(N)2

N

(
1

mc(Lmin)`
+

144`(Lmax)4+`Mc

m2
c(Lmin)2`

+
24`(Lmax)2

mc(Lmin)`

+
288`(`− 1)Mc(Lmax)4+`

m2
c(Lmin)2`

)
. (3.25)
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In this chapter we want to shed light on the differences between portfolio

replication (also from the previous chapters known as Least Squares

Monte Carlo with Regress-Later) and Least Squares Monte Carlo (with

Regress-Now). Both are prominent and widely applied techniques for

approximating the value of life insurance liabilities for risk management

purposes. We show that while both are variants of regression-based

Monte Carlo methods, they differ in one significant aspect. While

the replicating portfolio approach only contains an approximation

error, which converges to zero in the limit, in LSMC additionally a

projection error is present, which cannot be eliminated. This difference

has several (practical) implications, which are subsequently elaborated

and underlined by simple, but compelling examples. This chapter

thereby provides an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of

one method over the other and may serve as guidance when choosing

a method. It is found that the replicating portfolio technique enjoys

numerous advantages stemming from the fact that the regression

problem is non-standard and is therefore an attractive model choice1.

4.1 Introduction

The Solvency II framework requires insurers to appropriately evaluate

and manage embedded balance sheet risks. In the context of calculat-

ing risk figures insurers are challenged to revalue their liabilities under

economic stress scenarios based on fair market valuation principles (see

Article 76, The European Parliament and The Council, 2009). Particu-

larly for life insurance liabilities, which contain embedded options and

guarantees coming from policyholder participations, minimum guar-

antees and surrender options, this leaves the insurer with a strenuous

task. As a consequence numerical methods involving Monte Carlo

1This chapter is based on Pelsser and Schweizer (2015)
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0 t T
Risk horizon Projection horizon

Figure 4.1: Nested stochastic simulation problem.

techniques for estimating the value of the liabilities have gained much

attention. Procedures known as “nested simulation” or “full stochastic

Monte Carlo simulation” take a full simulation approach, from which

the empirical distribution of the liability values at the relevant point in

time t is obtained. In insurance risk reporting t typically corresponds

to one year. Based on the empirical distribution the estimate for the

t year Value at Risk (VaR) can be derived, which is the Solvency II

relevant risk figure. The nested simulation approach is illustrated in

Figure 4.1, where the first simulation set from time 0 to time t repre-

sents the real-world scenarios over the risk horizon and the second set

from time t to time T gives the risk-neutral scenarios for the estimation

of the value at time t; see also Bauer et al. (2009) and Beutner et al.

(2015). Due to the scale and scope of a typical insurer’s life liabilities

the nested stochastic simulation approach is computationally inefficient

and regarding relevant reporting on the risk situation of the insurance
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company a too timely exercise. For that reason alternative methods

have been explored, which combine approximation methods with Monte

Carlo techniques with the ambition to yield accurate risk capital figures

within a reasonable time frame. Major discussions among practitioners

evolve around two of these methods, largely known as Portfolio Repli-

cation and Least Squares Monte Carlo (LSMC) (see e.g. Bauer et al.,

2009; Oechslin et al., 2007; Natolski and Werner, 2014). In this paper

we want to shed light on the differences between these two approaches

and the practical consequences resulting from that.

LSMC originates from the idea to estimate the continuation value of

an American option through cross-sectional regression on Monte Carlo

simulated paths. By going backward in time the American option

price can thus be determined. Examples for LSMC in the context of

American option pricing may be found in Carriere (1996), Longstaff

and Schwartz (2001), Tsitsiklis and Van Roy (2001), Clement et al.

(2002), Stentoft (2004), Glasserman and Yu (2004b), Egloff et al. (2007),

Belomestny (2011), Gerhold (2011) and Zanger (2013). Andreatta and

Corradin (2003) and Bacinello et al. (2009, 2010) apply the LSMC

approach to the valuation of life insurance policies with surrender

options. Devineau and Chauvigny (2011) show how the LSMC method

can be extended to obtain a portfolio of replicating assets consisting

of standard financial instruments. All these authors have in common

that the static representations constructed immediately estimate the

valuation function rather than the payoff function of the contingent

claim. In the context of the insurance problem of estimating the

risk capital at time t this means that the LSMC method yields an

approximation function for the conditional expectation function at

time t. This allows to quickly obtain an empirical distribution of the

time t value under different real-world scenarios, from which the risk

capital figure can then be extracted.
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Glasserman and Yu (2004b) are the first to offer a different perspec-

tive on the LSMC method. They term LSMC techniques that directly

estimate the valuation function “regression now” and propose a slightly

different approach termed “regression later”. In “regression later” first

the terminal payoff of the contingent claim is approximated by a linear

combination of basis functions. The approximation to the valuation

function at time t is then attained by evaluating the basis functions

under the conditional expectation operator at time t. Both LSMC

types, Regress-Now and Regress-Later, have further been investigated

in Beutner et al. (2013). Moreover, in Beutner et al. (2015) it has

been shown that the LSMC Regress-Later approach corresponds to the

replicating portfolio technique. The principle of static replication is to

construct a portfolio of financial instruments that mirrors the terminal

payoff function of a target random variable. The static replicating port-

folio is perfect if it replicates the target payoff in every possible state

of the world. By the no-arbitrage condition, if the payoff of the target

security is perfectly replicated, the replication automatically matches

the security’s value at all times prior to maturity implying that they

have the same market-consistent price. Given a replicating portfolio to

the payoff of a contingent claim consists of instruments for which its

values are readily available, the time t value can be quickly determined

under different real-world scenarios, which again allows to extract risk

capital figures. Naturally this feature has been exploited in the risk

management of life insurance liabilities. Pelsser (2003) leverages the

static portfolio replication concept to derive hedging strategies with

swaptions for life insurance policies with guaranteed annuity options.

Oechslin et al. (2007) consider how to set up replicating portfolios

for life insurance liabilities in a more generalized approach. Recently,

Natolski and Werner (2014) discuss and compare several approaches

to the construction of replicating portfolios in life insurance. Chen and
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Skoglund (2012), Daul and Vidal (2009), Kalberer (2012), Koursaris

(2011b,c), and Burmeister (2007), for example, address the construc-

tion of replicating portfolios in life insurance from a more practical

point of view and give recommendations. Taking the replicating port-

folio as a proxy to the true liability payoff or the LSMC estimator

as a proxy to the liability value at time t speeds up risk calculations

tremendously. Thus, both methods fulfill the target to enable risk

capital calculations for a life insurance portfolio. The straightforward

question is then which method to use and why. The current literature

offers little insight with regards to what the essential differences of

these methods and their advantages over the other are. Glasserman

and Yu (2004b) compare the properties of the coefficient estimates

given that the approximations attained with LSMC Regress-Now and

with LSMC Regress-Later yield a linear combination of the same basis

functions. Their results suggest that in a single-period problem the

LSMC Regress-Later algorithm yields a higher coefficient of determi-

nation and a lower covariance matrix for the estimated coefficients; see

also Broadie and Cao (2008) who report similar observations. Beutner

et al. (2013) remark that the functions to be approximated in LSMC

Regress-Now may differ in nature compared to LSMC Regress-Later.

Examples are provided which underline the observation. Several prac-

titioners have touched upon a qualitative assessment of the advantages

and disadvantages of particular proxy techniques, including LSMC

and portfolio replication; see for example Koursaris (2011a), Morrison

(2008), Hörig and Leitschkis (2012) and Hörig et al. (2014). While all

these authors contribute to the discussion on the differences between

LSMC and portfolio replication, no structured framework is provided

to explain the observations. We attempt to close this gap with this

paper.
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In this paper we want to give insight on the fundamental differences

between LSMC and portfolio replication. As has already been pointed

out the replicating portfolio estimator corresponds to LSMC Regress-

Later. When we use the brief terminology “LSMC” we refer to the

Regress-Now type. Both are regression-based Monte Carlo methods,

but we will accentuate that the one is a function fitting method while

the other is truly a portfolio replication approach. As we will see

this allows us to implement a simple measure in portfolio replication

as a valuable indicator for the quality of the replicating portfolio.

First the mathematical models for both approaches are presented,

based on which the fundamental difference between the two methods

is pinned down. Then we will elaborate on the consequences that

follow from the difference between these methods. We will illustrate

our conclusions with straightforward examples, which are simple, but

compelling. Finally, we will address the challenges that arise for path-

dependent insurance products.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 4.2 we re-

peat the mathematical framework for LSMC and portfolio replication,

which is largely taken from Beutner et al. (2013). We will highlight

the mathematical difference between these two models, which builds

the basis for the sections to follow. In Section 4.3 we elaborate on

the consequences that result from the difference between LSMC and

portfolio replication. In Section 4.4 the challenges for path-dependent

payoff functions are addressed. Section 4.5 concludes.
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4.2 The regression model for LSMC and

Portfolio Replication

In this section we give the mathematical model and the estimation

approach for the LSMC and the portfolio replication technique. We

will see that the approaches are very similar but differ in one significant

aspect. Both the model and the notation largely follow Beutner et al.

(2013), which we repeat here.

Life insurance liabilities commonly generate several stochastic pay-

offs at different time points on a finite time horizon. The stochastic

payoffs are typically driven by finitely many underlying risk drivers,

which may be both of financial as well as non-financial nature. For our

model we fix a finite time horizon T . We denote the terminal payoff of

an insurance contingent claim at time T by X, which is driven by a

d-dimensional stochastic process Z. We define the terminal cash flow

as the sum of all cash flows over time [0, T ] accumulated at the money

market account to the time point T . This is in line with the definitions

in Oechslin et al. (2007) and Madan and Milne (1994). Let us now

define the underlying dynamics of the contingent payoff X. Consider

Z = {Z(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T} to be a d-dimensional stochastic process with

d ∈ N defined on some filtered probability space (Ω,F , {Ft}0≤t≤, P̃).

We denote the filtration generated by Z by {Ft}0≤t≤T . The measure

P̃ denotes some probability measure equivalent to the true probability

measure P. We interpret Z to be the ultimate d-dimensional random

driver, on which the cash flows of an insurance contingent claim de-

pend. We do not further specify Z, but remark that in principle it may

account for both financial and non-financial risks. The paths Z(·, ω)

with ω ∈ Ω, of Z given by t → Z(t, ω), t ∈ [0, T ], are assumed to lie

in some function space Dd[0, T ] consisting of functions mapping from

[0, T ] to Rd, and we consider Z as a random function. Recall that the
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payoff function X is driven by Z. We assume that the payoff X is

FT -measurable and we want to write X in terms of Z. However, as

insurance contingent claims are typically path-dependent and generate

multiple cash flows over time the payoff X at time T depends on the

paths of Z(·, ω). Thus, we define a process, denoted by AT (Z), which

carries all the information on the paths of the d-dimensional stochastic

process Z from time 0 to T that is relevant for the contingent claim

X. We denote the dimensionality of AT by `T , which is driven by the

dependence structure on the d-dimensional process Z and the number

of characteristics on the stochastic path that are required to determine

X. Now we can write for every ω in the sample space Ω the payoff X(ω)

of the contingent claim X as gT (AT (Z(·, ω))), where AT is a known

(measurable) functional mapping from the function space Dd[0, T ] to

R`T and gT is a known Borel-measurable function that maps from R`T

to R. Note that if we were only interested in plain vanilla contingent

claims at time T it would suffice to observe the stochastic process Z at

time T . But as insurance liabilities are often path-dependent, we need

the information on the process of the underlying risk factors over time

that is relevant for the contingent claim X, which we store in AT (Z).

The characterization of AT (Z) is subject to the specification of

the modeler. Take the example of an Asian option with maturity T ,

where X gives the payoff of the Asian option at its maturity date T .

In order to get the payoff it suffices to observe the time average of the

underlying over the run-time of the Asian option. This information

would be stored in AT (Z) and we would have `T = 1. Alternatively,

we may also observe the values of the underlying at each time point,

which we would store in AT (Z). Then `T = T . From this example we

can see that AT (Z) is not unique, but depends on the choice of the

modeler. We will return to this topic in Section 4.4.
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As in Beutner et al. (2013) we restrict attention to finite second

moment contingent claims and refer to the relevant related literature,

in which the same assumption is applied (see e.g. Stentoft, 2004;

Bergstrom, 1985; Madan and Milne, 1994; Longstaff and Schwartz,

2001). Thus we assume that the contingent claim X has finite mean

and variance, which allows to model it as an element of a Hilbert

space (see also Madan and Milne, 1994). More specifically, we assume

that gT belongs to the functional space L2

(
R`T ,B(R`T ), P̃AT (Z)

)
, where

B(R`T ) denotes the Borel σ-algebra on R`T , and P̃AT (Z) denotes the

probability measure on R`T induced by the mapping AT (Z). Now,

L2

(
R`T ,B(R`T ), P̃AT (Z)

)
is a separable Hilbert space with inner product∫

R`T

h1(u)h2(u) dP̃AT (Z)(u) = EP̃[h1(AT (Z))h2(AT (Z))]

and norm√∫
R`T

h1(u)h1(u) dP̃AT (Z)(u) =
√
EP̃[h2

1(AT (Z))]

(Bogachev, 2007). Recall that a Hilbert space simply abstracts the

finite-dimensional geometric Euclidean space to infinite dimensions

(Conway, 1985). The theory for constructing the LSMC and the

portfolio replication estimates is largely driven by the fact that under

the restriction to finite variance contingent claims the payoff X is an

element of a separable Hilbert space. This allows to express it in terms

of a countable orthonormal basis. We will elaborate on the details in

Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, where the least squares regression models for

LSMC and replicating portfolios, respectively, are presented.

Recall our initial problem of calculating risk figures. An insurer

that needs to calculate the risk capital for its life insurance portfolio

is ultimately interested in obtaining the empirical distribution for the
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values of X at the risk horizon t ≤ T , where t typically corresponds

to one year in the Solvency II framework. Basically, the insurer is

interested in the expectation of X conditional on information at time t.

The nested stochastic simulation approach discussed in Section 4.1 is

one path to obtain a solution to the problem. However, as previously

pointed out the simulation effort is too high and in that respect the

nested simulation approach is infeasible. LSMC and portfolio replica-

tion both reduce the simulation effort by requiring a smaller amount

of inner simulations in Figure 4.1 to obtain an approximating function

to the conditional expectation of X. However, they differ very much in

the way the approximating function is constructed. While in LSMC an

approximating function to EP̃[X|Ft] is directly yielded through a least

squares regression, portfolio replication focuses on approximating the

payoff function X instead. This approximation is also obtained through

least squares regression, but with different regressors than in LSCM.

Given the approximating function for X its conditional expectation

is estimated by applying the conditional expectation operator to the

approximating function. This implies that regressors for the approxi-

mation to X must be chosen, for which the conditional expectation is

either exact or can be quickly and fairly accurately estimated through

numerical integration. Taking the above into account we will explain in

the following two sections the least squares approaches for constructing

the LSMC and the portfolio replication estimates.

4.2.1 Least Squares Monte Carlo

To this day the Least Squares Monte Carlo (LSMC) method has

received much attention in the academic literature, particularly in

the context of estimating the continuation value in American option

pricing; see for example Longstaff and Schwartz (2001), Tsitsiklis
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and Van Roy (2001) and also Stentoft (2004). Calculating risk capital

figures for life insurance portfolios poses a similar problem to the extent

that an unknown conditional expectation function must be estimated.

Therefore, the LSMC method has also found its appeal in insurance

risk modeling. Importantly, in LSMC the estimation of the conditional

expectation function is achieved in one step by exploiting the cross-

sectional information in Monte Carlo simulations and regressing across

time using least squares. To describe the LSMC approach, we assume

that the quantity of interest, EP̃[X|Ft], can be written as

g0,t

(
At(Z)

)
= EP̃ [X|Ft] , 0 ≤ t < T, (4.1)

where At is a known (measurable) functional mapping from Dd[0, t] to

R`t and g0,t is an unknown Borel-measurable function that maps from

R`t to R. Here, Dd[0, t] is the restriction of Dd[0, T ] to the interval

[0, t] and `t denotes the dimensionality of At(Z).

Remark 4.1. We use g0,t(At(Z)) to denote the expected time t value of

X, which is generally unknown. The subscript “0” is deliberately used

to contrast the conditional expectation as an unknown function from

the payoff function gT (AT (Z)), which is known in a simulation-based

model as the simulation is controlled by the modeler.

In the following we describe the LSMC approach for estimating

g0,t. Recall that the square-integrability of X implies that EP̃[X|Ft] is

square-integrable as well. Hence, we also have that

g0,t ∈ L2

(
R`t ,B(R`t), P̃At(Z)

)
, which is again a separable Hilbert space.

It is a well-known result that a separable Hilbert space has a countable

orthonormal basis, in terms of which its elements may be expressed;

see for instance Bogachev (2007, Corollary 4.2.2 and Corollary 4.3.4).
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Then we can write g0,t as

g0,t =
∞∑
k=1

βkvk,

where {vk}∞k=1 is a countable orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space,

in which g0,t lies. Because g0,t is the projection of X, the coefficients

are given as

βk = EP̃[EP̃[X|Ft]vk(At(Z))] = EP̃[Xvk(At(Z))]. (4.2)

Thus, in particular, we have

g0,t (At(Z)) =
∞∑
k=1

βkvk (At(Z)) . (4.3)

and, as usual, we define the projection error p0,t by

p0,t(AT (Z)) := X − g0,t(At(Z)). (4.4)

The LSMC approach tries to estimate the unknown function g0,t

through its representation in Equation (4.3) by generating data under

P̃. However, Equation (4.3) involves infinitely many parameters, which

leaves a direct estimation infeasible. Consequently, finite-dimensional

approximations with a truncated basis {vk}Kk=1, K <∞, are used in-

stead. For Equation (4.3) this implies that with sieves we approximate

g0,t by

gK0,t :=
K∑
k=1

βkvk = (βK)T vK , (4.5)
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where βK = (β1, . . . , βK)T , vK = (v1, . . . , vK)T , and T denotes trans-

pose. Thus, a superscript T means transpose and it should be easy to

distinguish it from the terminal time T . This results in an approxima-

tion error aK0,t for g0,t given by

aK0,t := g0,t − gK0,t, (4.6)

Notice that we have EP̃[gK0,t(At(Z))aK0,t(At(Z))] = 0 by construction2.

By definition the approximation error aK0,t converges to zero as K →∞.

We can now write the following regression equation

X = gK0,t(At(Z)) + aK0,t(At(Z)) + p0,t(AT (Z)), (4.7)

where the sum of the approximation and the projection error represents

the regression error. Now, given a (simulated) sample of size N denoted

by
(
(x1, At(z1)), . . . , (xN , At(zN))

)
it is natural to estimate gK0,t by the

‘sample projection’

ĝK0,t = arg min
g∈HK

1

N

N∑
n=1

(xn − g(At(zn)))2 ,

where HK :=
{
g : R`t → R | g =

∑K
k=1 βkvk, βk ∈ R

}
. This corre-

sponds to the least squares estimation of the above regression equation,

i.e. from regressing the time T payoff of the contingent claim X against

K explanatory variables valued at time t. Thus, we have

ĝK0,t =
(
β̂K

)T
vK , (4.8)

2We also remark that in the case where the basis includes a constant
EP̃[aK0,t(At(Z))] = 0.
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0 t T

regressors valued at t payoff X

regress across time

Risk horizon Projection horizon

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the LSMC approach.

with

β̂K =
(

(VK)T VK

)−1

(VK)T X,

where X = (x1, ..., xN)T and VK is an N ×K matrix with the nth row

equal to vK(At(zn)), n = 1, . . . , N .

We illustrate the LSMC approach in Figure 4.2. Based on cali-

bration scenarios the LSMC estimator is constructed by regressing

the payoff function X against regressors valued at time t. The least

squares regression approach naturally provides thereby an estimate for

the conditional expectation function EP̃[X|Ft]. Given this estimate

the distribution of time t values over real-world scenarios constructed

on the risk horizon can be obtained.
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Naturally the LSMC estimator is subject to an error. More specifi-

cally, the LSMC estimator ĝK0,t involves three sources of error resulting

from an approximation, a projection and an estimation error. This

can also nicely be seen from Equation (4.5), which gives the regression

equation. The regression error here consists of the approximation and

the projection error. The estimation error arises from estimating the

coefficients of the regression equation based on a finite sample. While

the approximation error vanishes for K →∞ and the estimation error

for N →∞, the projection error cannot be eliminated in the limit. The

nonzero projection error arises from projecting the cash flows across

the time interval [t, T ]. To better see the impact of the projection

error on the estimation result, consider the estimation error of the

coefficients,(
β̂K − βK

)
=
(

(VK)T VK

)−1

(VK)T (X − VKβK)

=
(

(VK)T VK

)−1

(VK)T
(

(X − V β) +

(V β − VKβK)
)

=
(

(VK)T VK

)−1

(VK)T
(
p0,t + aK0,t

)
Observe that the projection error can in fact only be eliminated

by regressing the payoff X valued at time T against regressors valued

at the same time point. This brings us to the replicating portfolio

approach, which we address in the following section.

4.2.2 Portfolio Replication

In the previous section we have discussed the LSMC approach, which

obtains an estimate to the time t value of a contingent claim by

regressing the payoffs at time T resulting from a Monte Carlo simulation
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sample against basis functions valued at time t. In contrast, in this

section we are first interested in constructing an estimate to the payoff

function X, i.e. we construct a static replicating portfolio to the payoff

function. Then, given the linear representation of X through basis

functions, apply the operator EP̃ [·|Ft] to these basis functions. The

approach takes advantage of the linearity of the expectation operator.

Note that the two-step approach is advantageous if for the payoff

function X basis functions are used whose conditional expectation

is easily obtained. For the case where P̃ = Q with Q denoting the

risk-neutral measure this implies that closed-form solutions for the

price of the basis functions must be readily available. The replicating

portfolio approach corresponds to the LSMC Regress-Later approach

first discussed in Glasserman and Yu (2004b); see also Beutner et al.

(2013).

Remember that we assume square-integrability of the payoff func-

tion, meaning that gT ∈ L2

(
R`T ,B(R`T ), P̃AT (Z)

)
. Hence, by the same

argument as in Section 4.2.1,

X = gT (AT (Z)) =
∞∑
k=1

αkek(AT (Z)), (4.9)

where {ek}∞k=1 is a countable orthonormal basis of

L2

(
R`T ,B(R`T ), P̃AT (Z)

)
.

We use a different notation for the coefficients and the basis func-

tions than in Section 4.2.1 to emphasize that in general the basis

functions chosen for LSMC may differ from the ones used in portfolio

replication, the reason being that the functions to be approximated in

LSMC and in portfolio replication may differ in nature. Recall that in

LSMC we directly estimate the conditional expectation function while

in portfolio replication the approximation refers to the payoff function.

Take the example of a call option. The payoff has a kinked structure,
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Figure 4.3: Payoff function at
maturity for a call with matu-
rity T = 2.

Figure 4.4: Pricing function
at t = 1 for a call with maturity
T = 2.

but the conditional expectation function is smooth (see Figures 4.3

and 4.4). Thus, for that specific example polynomials are a convenient

basis in LSMC to approximate the smooth conditional expectation

function, while for the payoff function piecewise linear functions are,

for instance, more appropriate in order to replicate the kink.

The coefficients αk are given by

αk = EP̃ [Xek(AT (Z))] . (4.10)

As for LSMC the representation of X in Equation (4.9) involves in-

finitely many parameters, which leaves a direct estimation infeasible.

Consequently, the right-hand side of Equation (4.9) is truncated to a

finite number K;

gKT =
K∑
k=1

αkek = (αK)T eK , (4.11)
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where αK = (α1, . . . , αK)T and eK = (e1, . . . , eK)T . Defining the

approximation error aKT as usual by aKT := gT − gKT we obtain the

representation

X = gKT (AT (Z)) + aKT (AT (Z)). (4.12)

This gives the regression equation for the replicating portfolio problem,

where aKT represents the regression error3. Now given a (simulated)

sample of size N denoted by (x1, AT (z1)), . . . , (xN , AT (zN )) we estimate

gKT by least squares regression leading to

ĝKT = (α̂K)T eK , (4.13)

with

α̂K =
(

(EK)T EK

)−1

(EK)T X, (4.14)

where X = (x1, ..., xN)T and EK is an N × K matrix with the nth

row equal to eK(AT (zn)), n = 1, . . . , N . Notice that α̂K corresponds

to the usual least squares estimator from a regression of X against

K basis functions valued at time T . Recall that in Regress-Now, in

contrast, X is regressed against basis functions valued at time t.

We illustrate the replicating portfolio approach in Figure 4.5. Based

on calibration scenarios the replicating portfolio estimator is con-

structed by regressing the payoff function X against regressors valued

at the same time point T . The least squares regression approach

naturally provides thereby an estimate for the payoff function X since

EP̃[X|FT ] = X. Given this estimate the time t value of the regressors

must be determined to get an estimate for the conditional expectation

3We remark again that in the case where the basis includes a constant
EP̃[aKT (AT (Z))] = 0.
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0 t T
Risk horizon Projection horizon
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the Replicating Portfolio approach

function EP̃[X|Ft]. This in turn can then be used to obtain an empiri-

cal distribution of the time t values at the risk horizon t in order to

extract risk figures.

Just like the LSMC estimator the replicating portfolio estimator is

also subject to an error. However, the replicating portfolio estimator ĝKT
involves only two sources of error resulting from an approximation and

an estimation error. The estimation error again arises from estimating

the coefficients of the regression equation based on a finite sample and

converges to zero as N →∞. To better see this we again consider the

coefficient error

(α̂K −αK) =
(

(EK)T EK

)−1

(EK)T (X −EKβK)
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=
(

(EK)T EK

)−1

(EK)T
(

(X −Eα) +

(Eα−EKαK)
)

=
(

(EK)T EK

)−1

(EK)T aKT .

Remark 4.2. We remark again that the functions to be approximated

with LSMC and portfolio replication differ. In LSMC we directly esti-

mate the conditional expectation function while in portfolio replication

the approximation to the conditional expectation function is obtained

by applying the conditional expectation operator to the obtained proxy

of the payoff function. This also implies that the error of the time t

value in portfolio replication is not aKT (AT (Z)), but EP̃[aKT (AT (Z))|Ft].
Since the replicating portfolio is used in the Solvency II context as a

proxy to the liability value in extreme scenarios, ensuring a very small

error at time t is of utmost importance. We will later return to this

point.

Compare the regression equation for LSMC (4.7) with the regression

equation of the replicating portfolio (4.12). Clearly, the regression

error of LSMC is composed of an approximation and a projection error,

while the regression error of the replicating portfolio only contains an

approximation error. Notice that for both methods the approximation

error vanishes for K →∞. For the replicating portfolio this implies

that the regression error converges to zero as the number of basis

functions grows. The replicating portfolio approach is thus a non-

standard regression problem. In contrast, even when the approximation

error is zero, the LSMC regression error still contains the projection

error. We will discuss the implications of the replicating portfolio being

a non-standard regression problem in the next section.
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4.3 Impact of the zero projection error

in Portfolio Replication

In Section 4.2 we have outlined the Monte Carlo regression frameworks

for constructing LSMC and replicating portfolio estimates. We have

stressed that in LSMC the payoff function X at time T is regressed

against basis functions valued at time t < T , while in portfolio repli-

cation it is regressed against basis functions valued at the same time

point T . This subtle, but critical distinction leads to very different

characterizations of the regression problem. The regression error of

the replicating portfolio method only contains an approximation error,

which converges to zero in the limit as more and more basis terms

are included in the representation. The LSMC regression error also

contains an approximation error, which vanishes in the limit, but, due

to the time gap of the regressand and the regressors the regression

error additionally contains a projection error. The difference in the

composition of the regression error has several consequences that we

want to illuminate throughout the subsequent sections.

4.3.1 Function fitting versus Portfolio Replication

We have earlier pointed out that two types of Least Squares Monte

Carlo approaches are discussed in the literature: LSMC Regress-Now,

which we have referred to as LSMC in this paper, and LSMC Regress-

Later. Also, we have indicated that LSMC Regress-Later is actually

portfolio replication and we have used this terminology throughout the

paper. Now we want to take a closer look at the reason why the least

squares regression framework for replicating portfolios in Section 4.2.2

is truly a replication approach and why the least squares regression

framework for LSMC in Section 4.2.1 is not.
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Let us first clarify the terms “replicating portfolio” and “function

fitting”. A replicating portfolio of a target claim is a portfolio of

instruments that has the same properties as the target. In line with

the definitions in Oechslin et al. (2007) and Madan and Milne (1994)

we consider a replicating portfolio as a portfolio of instruments that has

the same terminal cash flow as the target. By construction we achieve

this in the Hilbert space framework of Section 4.2, where the replicating

portfolio of X is given by the infinite basis representation of Equation

(4.9). The regression equation for X then involves an approximation

error from truncating the basis to K <∞. With function fitting we

refer to the construction of a smooth function that best approximates

observed data. Least squares regression in its standard form is a data

fitting approach that focuses on finding a smooth curve that best

explains the variation in observed data with random errors. Now,

for both LSMC and portfolio replication we apply the least squares

regression technique. However, for LSMC we approximate an unknown

function based on noisy data while for portfolio replication we want

to find an exact representation for the (known) payoff function based

on simulated data points. Thus in LSMC we face a noisy regression

while in portfolio replication the regression is non-noisy even when the

approximation error is nonzero. To better see this we will next analyze

the variance of the residuals in both LSMC and portfolio replication.

Let us consider the regression error in LSMC first, which is given by

the sum of the approximation and the projection error, i.e. aK0,t(At(Z))+

p0,t(AT (Z)). For the variance of the regression error we obtain

Var
(
aK0,t(At(Z)) + p0,t(AT (Z))

)
(4.15)

= Var
(
aK0,t(At(Z))

)
+Var (p0,t(AT (Z)))

=
∞∑

k=K+1

β2
k −

(
EP̃[aK0,t(At(Z))]

)2
+ EP̃[X2]− EP̃

[
(EP̃[X|Ft])2]
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=
∞∑

k=K+1

β2
k −

(
EP̃[aK0,t(At(Z))]

)2
+ EP̃[X2]−

∞∑
k=1

β2
k

= EP̃[X2]−
K∑
k=1

β2
k −

(
EP̃[aK0,t(At(Z))]

)2
, (4.16)

where we have exploited that

EP̃[p0,t(AT (Z))vk(At(Z))] = 0 ∀k.

Notice that as the approximation error vanishes for K →∞ the vari-

ance of the regression error converges to the variance of the projection

error, i.e.

Var (p0,t(AT (Z))) = EP̃
[
(p0,t(AT (Z)))2]

= EP̃[X2]− EP̃
[
(EP̃[X|Ft])2] (4.17)

= EP̃[X2]−
∞∑
k=1

β2
k . (4.18)

Since we know that X is expressible in terms of an infinite orthonormal

basis, i.e. X =
∑∞

k=1 αkek(AT (Z)), we can even write

Var (p0,t(AT (Z))) =
∞∑
j=1

α2
j −

∞∑
k=1

β2
k . (4.19)

We also want to investigate the conditional variance of the regression

error:

Var
(
aK0,t(At(Z)) + p0,t(AT (Z))|Ft

)
= Var

(
aK0,t(At(Z))|Ft

)
+Var (p0,t(AT (Z))|Ft)

+ 2 Cov
(
aK0,t(At(Z)), p0,t(AT (Z))|Ft

)
= EP̃

[
(p0,t(AT (Z)))2 |Ft

]
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= Var [X|Ft] . (4.20)

This is the conditional variance of the target function X. Depending

on the underlying stochastic processes and the structure of X it may

well be that the conditional variance of the time T random payoff

X varies with observations at time t. Therefore, in LSMC we may

potentially deal with heteroskedastic residuals.

We repeat the analysis of the variance of the regression error for

the replicating portfolio approach. Recall that the regression error in

portfolio replication is given by aKT (AT (Z)). For the variance we obtain

Var
(
aKT (AT (Z))

)
= EP̃

[(
aKT (AT (Z))

)2
]
−
(
EP̃[aKT (AT (Z))]

)2

=
∞∑

k=K+1

α2
k −

(
EP̃[aKT (AT (Z))]

)2
. (4.21)

Clearly the variance converges to zero in the limit for K → ∞ as

the perfect replicating portfolio is attained. Let us take a look at the

conditional variance of the residual of the replicating portfolio problem:

Var
(
aKT (AT (Z))|FT

)
= 0. (4.22)

The zero conditional variance of the residuals implies that there is

no variation of the error at each observation of AT (Z). This actually

makes sense as the residual simply reflects the approximation error,

which is clearly defined at each observation of AT (Z). We can there-

fore understand the replicating portfolio approach as non-noisy even

when the approximation error is nonzero. Summing up, in portfolio

replication the conditional variance of the residuals is zero and the

unconditional variance of the residuals converges to zero as the number

of basis terms grows. Thus, the perfect replicating portfolio is attained

that truly reproduces the terminal payoff X. Consequently, the least
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squares regression approach underlying the replicating portfolio ap-

proach is not a typical regression approach of fitting a function through

a cloud of data. In the following we give two simple examples which

illustrate the non-standard regression problem in portfolio replication

and the noisy regression problem in LSMC.

Example 13. (Simple Brownian Motion)

Let us consider the most simple example, where the approximation

errors are zero for LSMC and portfolio replication. The payoff function

is given by X = WT with WT being a standard Brownian motion. As

regressors we take Wt for LSMC and WT for portfolio replication. Ob-

viously, for portfolio replication a perfect fit is achieved. Consequently,

the conditional expectation function gt(Wt) = Wt is also perfectly fit

for any t ≤ T . For LSMC the approximation error is zero, but we

are still faced with a noisy regression due to the persistence of the

projection error. The projection error is

p0,t(WT ) = X − E[X|Ft] = WT −Wt.

As Brownian motions have stationary independent increments the

distribution of (WT − Wt) is independent of information at time t.

Therefore we have

Var(WT −Wt) = Var(WT −Wt|Ft)

= T − t.

We illustrate this in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, where we have plotted the

LSMC and the portfolio replication regression problem for the simple

Brownian motion example with t = 1 and T = 10. Figure 4.6 gives the

LSMC regression problem by plotting the regressand WT against the

regressor Wt. Least squares regression of WT on Wt returns the function
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Figure 4.6: Noisy regression
in LSMC (Example 13).

Figure 4.7: Regression in port-
folio replication (Example 13).

that best fits the cloud of data (represented by the red regression line).

By construction the best line is the conditional expectation EP̃[WT |Wt]

(represented by the 45 degree line plotted in green).

Example 14. (Exponential function)

We take a simple exponential function to be replicated

X = eσWT

with WT a standard Brownian motion. The conditional expectation is

then

E[X|Ft] = eσWt+
1
2
σ2(T−t).

We investigate the following LSMC and portfolio replication regression

equations

X = β0 + β1Wt + εt

X = α0 + α1WT + εT .
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Recall that for LSMC the regression error εt consists of an approxima-

tion and a projection error, while for the replicating portfolio problem

the non-standard regression error εT involves only an approximation

error. We can clearly see this from Figures 4.8 and 4.9, where the

regression line is given by the red line and the data is represented by the

blue points4. For the example at hand the LSMC regression problem is

heteroskedastic (Figure 4.8). Even if the approximation error was zero

in LSMC, the projection error persists and the noisy regression would

still be heteroskedastic. To see this consider the conditional variance

of the projection error

Var(p0,t(WT )|Ft) = E
[
e2σWT |Ft

]
− e2σWt+σ2(T−t)

= e2σWt+σ2(T−t)
(
eσ

2(T−t) − 1
)
,

which clearly increases for larger values of the Brownian motion at

time t.

Example 15. (Artificial portfolio with perfect basis)

In this example we construct a portfolio of puts and calls in the Black-

Scholes framework. As basis we use the components that make up the

payoff function, which ensures that at least theoretically the perfect

representation for both portfolio replication and LSMC is available.

Let X be as defined below

X = 100− 2(K1 − S(T ))+ + (S(T )−K2)+ − 2(S(T )−K3)+

4Note that the example serves to show that LSMC is a noisy regression approach,
while portfolio replication is truly a replication approach. No conclusions on the
quality of the results are drawn. In fact, for the simple exponential example at
hand, LSMC and portfolio replication yield the same result (see also Example 20):

α0 = β0 = exp

(
1

2
σ2T

)
; α1 = β1 = σ exp

(
1

2
σ2T

)
.
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Figure 4.8: Noisy regression
in LSMC (Example 14).

Figure 4.9: Regression in port-
folio replication (Example 14).

Table 4.1: Parameters for Example 15.

t T µ σ r S0 N m
1 5 0.08 0.2 0.02 100 1200 5000

+ (S(T )−K4)+ + 0.5(S(T )−K5)+ − 0.5(S(T )−K6)+

(4.23)

with strikes Ki = S0e
(µ− 1

2
σ2)T+σ

√
Tzi where {zi}6

i=1 = {−1.5,−0.5, 0,

1, 1.5, 2}. The parameters are defined in Table 4.1, where r is the

risk-free rate, N is the sample size of the calibration set and m is the

sample size for the out-of-sample set. Ultimately we want to find an

approximation to the price of X at time t. We estimate the replicating

portfolio by regressing the values of X against the basis and price the

basis using the Black-Scholes formula in order to obtain the pricing

function at time t. With LSMC an estimate of the pricing function

at time t is directly obtained by regressing the discounted payoff X

against the time t-prices of the basis. The calibration sample set is

based on the risk-neutral measure here. We will come back to the
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relevance of the measure in Section 4.3.4. As the correct price of

the target function X is available in the Black-Scholes framework the

LSMC and portfolio replication results can be assessed against it.

The optimal solution for the coefficients of the LSMC and replicating

portfolio representation is

α = β = (100,−2, 1,−2, 1, 0.5,−0.5)T . (4.24)

When estimating the replicating portfolio on a sufficiently diverse

scenario set exactly these coefficients are obtained. Given the perfect

replicating portfolio also the conditional expectation at any t < T

is perfectly obtained by pricing the basis terms. For LSMC we do

not get the exact result for the coefficients although the perfect basis

is available. Figure 4.10 illustrates the imperfect fit that results on

a sample of size N = 1 200. The dark blue line gives the target

conditional expectation function while the turquoise line shows the

LSMC solution. Increasing the sample size to N = 1 000 000 the LSMC

solution approximates the true conditional expectation function very

well (see Figure 4.11) and an R2 of 99.99% is achieved. The estimated

coefficients, though, are

β̂ = (101.82,−2.10, 0.19,−0.15,−4.12, 8.65,−5.25)T (4.25)

and thus differ from the coefficients that would return the replicating

portfolio. Clearly, LSMC is a function fitting method and not a

portfolio replication method.

Example 16. (Equity Swap)

In this example we consider a simple equity swap with payoff at

maturity T

X = S2(T )− S1(T ),
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Figure 4.10: LSMC fit for
N = 1 200 (Example 15).

Figure 4.11: LSMC fit for
N = 1 000 000 (Example 15).

where S1(T ) and S2(T ) are modeled as uncorrelated geometric Brown-

ian motions

Si(T ) = Si(0)e(µi−
1
2
σ2
i )T+σiW (T ), i = 1, 2

with parameters µ1 = 0.08, σ1 = 0.2, µ2 = 0.05 and σ2 = 0.15. The

payoff X depends on the values of both assets S1(T ) and S2(T ). Its

conditional expectation function at time t also requires the information

of both assets at time t, S1(t) and S2(t). Let us now consider the con-

struction of both replicating portfolio and LSMC estimates, where the

risk factors are not correctly identified. In other words, the regression

equation misses regressors constructed on relevant risk factors. The

regression functions are specified for portfolio replication and LSMC,

respectively as,

X = α0 + α1S1(T ) + εT

X = β0 + β1S1(t) + εt.
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Figure 4.12: Missing risk fac-
tors regression in portfolio repli-
cation (Example 16).

Figure 4.13: Missing risk fac-
tors regression in LSMC (Exam-
ple 16).

Figures 4.12 and 4.13 illustrate the regression of the payoff function

X against S1(T ) in portfolio replication and S1(t) in LSMC. Both

figures reveal noisy regressions. While for LSMC a noisy regression

is not surprising, for portfolio replication this is not expected if all

risk factors have been correctly identified. Consequently, risk factors

must have been neglected in the replicating portfolio. Note that

for LSMC this conclusion cannot be drawn as the regressions are

always noisy. Regressing only against S1(t) still yields an estimated

conditional expectation function, i.e. the expectation conditional

on the smaller information set S1(t), but this is not the conditional

expectation function of interest. For the replicating portfolio missing

the information of S2(T ) the resulting R2 is 66.75%. For the LSMC

regression it is 11.21%. The details on R2 as a measure for the goodness

of fit of both portfolio replication and LSMC will be explained in

Section 4.3.2. Nonetheless, it is worthwhile to mention at this point

that in LSMC it is usual to observe a low R2. In portfolio replication,

in contrast, a low R2 either signifies a large approximation error,
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i.e. a larger number of basis functions is required to obtain a better

replicating portfolio5, or, risk factors are missing, i.e. AT (Z) is not

correctly identified.

The last example has shown that with the LSMC approach a

conditional expectation is always estimated, it may just not be the one

we are actually interested in. Due to the time gap of the regressand and

the regressors the LSMC regression is noisy by construction. Detecting

the issue of potentially having neglected relevant risk factors is therefore

difficult. For portfolio replication the regression is not noisy given that

all underlying risk factors of the payoff function have been identified.

R2 is a useful measure that provides important information on the

approximation error of the regression in portfolio replication (see

Section 4.3.2). A low R2 may moreover be an indicator for missing

risk factors.

So far we have delivered the argument that LSMC is a function

fitting approach as its least squares regression is noisy. The least

squares approach to portfolio replication is, in contrast, non-standard

as the regression error converges to zero in the limit and the conditional

variance of the residuals is zero. In that context there is one more

argument why the least squares approach of Section 4.2.2 is truly

a replicating portfolio approach while the least squares approach of

Section 4.2.1 is not. In portfolio replication the payoff function at

time T is approximated. The conditional expectation function at any

t < T is then obtained by calculating the time t value of the basis

terms that make up the approximation of the target payoff function

X. The better the replicating portfolio mirrors the payoff function

5This means that K should be increased, i.e. more basis terms built on the
already identified risk factor. We remark that a higher K in principle also requires a
larger sample size as more parameters need to be estimated. The relation of K and
N is also addressed in Section 4.3.5 in the context of the asymptotic convergence
properties of LSMC and portfolio replication.
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at time T the better the fit to the conditional expectation functions

at any time t < T . Straightforwardly this implicates a great amount

of flexibility, particularly if the conditional expectation at several

time points is of interest. With LSMC, in contrast, the conditional

expectation at a particular t∗ < T is approximated by regressing basis

terms valued at time t∗ against the target payoff function X valued at

time T . The result is an approximation of the conditional expectation

at the particular time point t∗ and does not necessarily imply an

approximation of the conditional expectations at times t < T with

t 6= t∗. Consider the representations for X and EP̃[X|Ft]

gT (AT (Z)) =
∞∑
k=1

αkek(AT (Z))

g0,t(At(Z)) =
∞∑
k=1

βkvk(At(Z)).

Moreover,

gT (AT (Z)) = g0,t(At(Z)) + p0,t(AT (Z)).

Given the replicating portfolio of X we obtain EP̃[X|Ft] for any t < T

by taking the conditional expectation of the basis terms, i.e.

EP̃[X|Ft] =
∞∑
k=1

αkEP̃[ek(AT (Z))|Ft].

For the LSMC representation of the conditional expectation at a partic-

ular time point t∗ < T , g0,t∗(At∗(Z)) =
∑∞

k=1 βkvk(At∗(Z)), the same

holds for t < t∗ only if we can compute the conditional expectations of
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the basis terms and the projection error, i.e.

EP̃[X|Ft] =
∞∑
k=1

βkEP̃[vk(At∗(Z))|Ft]+EP̃[p0,t∗(AT (Z))|Ft], t < t∗.

It is to be expected that the calculation of the conditional expectation

of the projection error is most likely not straightforward, particularly

when considering that LSMC is used in applications, for which already

the time t∗ conditional expectation is not closed-form available. In

order to get EP̃[X|Ft] for t∗ < t < T g0,t∗(At∗(Z)) must be corrected

by the time t conditional expectation of the projection error

EP̃[X|Ft] = g0,t∗(At∗(Z)) + EP̃[p0,t∗(AT (Z))|Ft], t∗ < t < T

= g0,t∗(At∗(Z)) + (EP̃[X|Ft]− EP̃[X|Ft∗ ]) ,

where again the calculation of the conditional expectation of the pro-

jection errors is probably not straightforward. Moreover, it cannot

simply be inferred that the LSMC representation at time t∗ also holds

at time t, t > t∗, by valuing the basis at time t. Thus given the time t∗

coefficients {βk,t∗}∞k=1, which we denote with the subscript t∗, it cannot

be inferred that

EP̃[X|Ft] =
∞∑
k=1

βk,t∗vk(At(Z)).

Example 17. (Example 15 revisited: Artificial portfolio with perfect

basis)

Reconsider Example 15, for which a very good fit to the conditional

expectation E[X|F1] has been found with LSMC. Using the estimated

coefficients in (4.25) and the prices of the basis at time t = 4 the

resulting fit to the conditional expectation at time t = 4 is assessed.

Figure 4.14 highlights that the LSMC coefficients calibrated to the
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Figure 4.14: Illustration of LSMC fit at t = 4 with calibration at
time 1 (Example 17).

conditional expectation at time 1 do not imply a good fit to the

conditional expectation at a different time point. This is in contrast

to a portfolio replication approach. Remember that with portfolio

replication the correct coefficients as in (4.24) have been identified.

Thus, automatically, the conditional expectation for any t < T is also

perfectly obtained by applying the conditional expectation operator to

the replicating portfolio.

Example 18. (LSMC with Hermite polynomials)

The simple exponential payoff function from Example 14 is taken,

for which the LSMC technique with a basis of Hermite polynomials

is applied to approximate its conditional expectation function. Let

T = 5 and σ = 0.2. We simulate 1 000 paths of a Brownian motion,

{Wt∗ ,WT} with t∗ = 1, and consider the Hermite polynomials on(
Wt∗/

√
t∗
)
. With only K = 5 Hermite terms a reasonably good fit

is achieved, which is visualized in Figure 4.15. However, taking the

coefficients from the time t∗ = 1 calibration and valuing the Hermite
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Figure 4.15: LSMC fit at t∗ =
1 given calibration at t∗ = 1 (Ex-
ample 18).

Figure 4.16: LSMC fit at t =
3 given calibration at t∗ = 1 (Ex-
ample 18).

polynomials at a different time point t, t∗ < t < T , does not yield a

good representation for the conditional expectation function at time

t. Figure 4.16 illustrates this for t = 3. The example indicates that a

good representation of the conditional expectation at a particular time

point does not imply a similarly good representation of the conditional

expectation at a different time point.

Summarizing we can generally infer the following. The least squares

Monte Carlo approach of Section 4.2.2 is truly a replicating portfolio

approach for the subsequent reasons.

• The better the replicating portfolio approximates the target

payoff function, the better the resulting fit to the conditional

expectation function at any time t, t < T . A perfect replicating

portfolio thus implies a perfect fit to the conditional expectation

function at any time t, t < T .
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• This is linked to the fact that the least squares Monte Carlo

approach of Section 4.2.2 is nonstandard resulting in a non-noisy

regression.

LSMC is a function fitting method where the estimation of the

conditional expectation function at a specific time point is attained

by fitting a curve through noisy data. The LSMC representation of

the conditional expectation at a distinct time point does not straight-

forwardly suggest a representation to the conditional expectation at a

different time point.

4.3.2 Upper limit of R-square: LSMC versus Port-

folio Replication

In this section we want to discuss the squared correlation coefficient R2

as a measure for the goodness of fit. We will explain that the measure

R2, which is typically calculated in a least squares regression, is not a

useful measure in LSMC, but is meaningful for portfolio replication. In

fact the R2 in LSMC can never be 1 even if the conditional expectation

function is perfectly fitted, unless t = T , which would not correspond

to LSMC, but to portfolio replication. Intuitively we expect the

target function X at time T to correlate more strongly with regressors

valued at time T than with regressors valued at time t. This is more

pronounced the greater the gap between the time points t and T . Thus,

the observation that R2 is not meaningful for LSMC is caused by the

persistence of the projection error in LSMC.

In a first step and to illustrate our result we assume now that the

approximation error is zero, i.e. we compare the LSMC and portfolio

replication result with zero approximation error. From the LSMC
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regression equation we then have

X = EP̃[X|Ft] + p0,t(AT (Z))

with p0,t the projection error. R2 is defined as the explained sum

of squares (SSE) over the total sum of squares (SST), which can be

written as

R2 =
SSE

SST
= 1− SSR

SST
,

where SSR is the residual sum of squares. By construction for portfolio

replication with zero approximation error the R2 is 1 as the residual

sum of squares is zero. For portfolio replication this means in general

that the higher the R2 the smaller the approximation error and the

closer the portfolio replication estimator is to the true result. For

LSMC we get the following R2

R2
lsmc =

EP̃
[
(EP̃[X|Ft]− EP̃[X])2]
EP̃
[
(X − EP̃[X])2]

= 1−
EP̃
[
(X − EP̃[X|Ft])2]

EP̃
[
(X − EP̃[X])2]

= 1− Var (p0,t(AT (Z)))

Var(X)
= 1−

∑∞
j=1 αj −

∑∞
k=1 β

2
k

Var(X)
,

(4.26)

which is only equal to 1 if the projection error is zero or equivalently

EP̃[X|Ft] = X. By the definition of X and for t < T this is not

the case. Also note that Equation (4.26) is the upper bound for the

R2 that can be maximally attained in LSMC. It gives the R2 when

only the projection error remains as regression error, meaning that
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the approximation error is zero and a perfect fit to the conditional

expectation function g0,t is achieved.

Example 19. (Simple Brownian Motion)

We illustrate the result with the most simple example again, where the

approximation errors are zero for both LSMC and portfolio replication.

We take the same set-up as in Example 13. Obviously, for the replicat-

ing portfolio a perfect fit is achieved with an R2 of 1. Consequently,

the conditional expectation function gt(Wt) = Wt is also perfectly fit

for any t < T . For LSMC the goodness of fit depends on the projection

error, which is driven by the time gap between t and T . This can be

directly seen from the R2, which is given by

R2
lsmc = 1− (T − t)

T
=

t

T
.

This is the highest R2 that can be reached with the LSMC method

of approximating the conditional expectation function Wt through

regression of WT on a basis valued at t.

Let us now explore the more general case, in which we allow a

nonzero approximation error in both LSMC and portfolio replication.

For LSMC we obtain the following R2

R2
lsmc = 1−

EP̃

[(
aK0,t(At(Z)) + p0,t(AT (Z)

)2
]

Var(X)

= 1−
EP̃

[(
aK0,t(At(Z))

)2
]

+ EP̃
[
(p0,t(AT (Z)))2]

Var(X)

= 1−
∑∞

k=K+1 β
2
k + EP̃[X2]−

∑∞
k=1 β

2
k

Var(X)

= 1−
∑∞

j=1 α
2
j −

∑K
k=1 β

2
k

Var(X)
, (4.27)
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which is smaller than the R2 of (4.26) unless K →∞, confirming again

that (4.26) is the upper limit for R2 in LSMC. For the R2 of the least

squares regression in portfolio replication we obtain

R2
RP = 1−

EP̃

[(
aKT (AT (Z))

)2
]

Var(X)

= 1−
∑∞

k=K+1 α
2
k

Var(X)
. (4.28)

Clearly the smaller the sum
∑∞

k=K+1 α
2
k the higher the R2 for portfolio

replication. Since that sum is driven by the approximation error we

see a direct link between the R2 and the approximation error and can

conclude that a higher R2 indicates a smaller approximation error.

Example 20. (Exponential function)

For Example 14 an approximation error is present in both LSMC and

portfolio replication. Based on a sample N = 1000 we obtain for the

LSMC regression an R2 of 0.077 while for the replicating portfolio we

obtain an R2 of 0.74. If we calculate the (in-sample) mean square error

for the fit of both methods to the conditional expectation function

exp
(
σWt + 1

2
σ2(T − t)

)
we obtain comparable results with an (in-

sample) mean square error of approximately 0.004 for both methods.

From that we can deduce that while both methods yield the same

quality in terms of the goodness of fit to the conditional expectation

function, the R2 for LSMC does not reveal this and is misleading.

Note that calculating the upper R2 limit in LSMC in (4.26) for a

particular target function X involves the calculation of the variance of

the projection error. For the applications, for which proxy methods

such as portfolio replication and LSMC are used, we do not expect

that the variance of the projection error is readily available. Without

the upper limit judging an R2 obtained for an LSMC representation
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becomes difficult. The R2 thus does not provide information on how

good or bad the estimated representation is. Drawing conclusions on

missing risk factors and/or basis terms is not straightforward. This is

different for portfolio replication, where the upper limit of R2 is always

1 indicating a perfect fit. Consequently, we can use R2 as a simple, but

very effective measure for assessing the quality of a replicating portfolio.

Due to the direct link between R2 and and the approximation error aKT ,

we can say that the higher the R2 the smaller the approximation error.

Recall that in portfolio replication we have to evaluate the conditional

expectation function in a second step by applying the conditional

expectation operator to the replicating portfolio. The resulting error in

the replicating portfolio proxy to the conditional expectation function

g0,t is then EP̃[aKT (AT (Z))|Ft]. By ensuring that aKT is small, we also

ensure that EP̃[aKT (AT (Z))|Ft] is small. In that respect we can apply

R2 in portfolio replication as a warning signal for the quality of our

proxy, i.e. only replicating portfolios with very high R2 should be used.

As we have seen in this section R2 cannot be interpreted in the same

way in LSMC.

4.3.3 Asymptotic covariance with fixed truncation

parameter

Intuitively we expect basis functions valued at time T to be more

strongly correlated with the target function X, which is also valued at

time T . In contrast to that we expect basis functions valued at time

t < T to be less strongly correlated with the target function valued

at time T . We have first addressed this in Section 4.3.1 where we

have highlighted that in LSMC we deal with noisy regressions due

to the time gap in the regressand and the regressors. The analysis

of R2 in Section 4.3.2 furthermore confirms the hypothesis. In this
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section we derive the asymptotic covariance matrix for LSMC and

portfolio replication for a fixed truncation parameter K. Given a fixed

K the asymptotic distribution of α̂K and β̂K , respectively, is derived.

Assume that the sampling schemes ((X1, At(Z1)), . . . , (XN , At(ZN)))

and ((X1, AT (Z1)), . . . , (XN , AT (ZN))) are such that

1

N

(
(VK)T VK

)
P̃→ Clsmc and

1√
N

N∑
i=1

vK(At(Zi))
(
aK0,t(At(Zi)) + p0,t(AT (Zi))

) d→ N (0,Σlsmc)

(4.29)

and

1

N

(
(EK)T EK

)
P̃→ CRP and

1√
N

N∑
i=1

eK(AT (Zi))a
K
T (AT (Zi))

d→ N (0,ΣRP) , (4.30)

where N(0,Σ) denotes a normal distribution with mean 0 and covari-

ance matrix Σ,
P̃→ denotes convergence in probability and

d→ denotes

convergence in distribution. Then by the standard representation of

the empirical error of least squares estimators and Slutsky’s lemma it

follows that

√
N
(
β̂K − βK

)
=
√
N
(

(VK)T VK

)−1

(VK)T (aK0,t + p0,t)

d→ N
(
0, (Clsmc)

−1Σlsmc(Clsmc)
−1
)
,

where aK0,t = (a0,t(At(Z1)), . . . , a0,t(At(ZN)))T and

p0,t = (p0,t(AT (Z1)), . . . , p0,t(AT (ZN)))T . By the same argument

√
N (α̂K −αK) =

√
N
(

(EK)T EK

)−1

(EK)T aKT
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d→ N
(
0, (CRP)−1ΣRP(CRP)−1

)
where aKT = (aKT (AT (Z1)), . . . , aKT (AT (ZN)))T . Assume that the data

(Xi, At(Zi)), i = 1, . . . , N , are i.i.d., then by the orthogonality of

g0,t(At(Z)) and aK0,t(At(Z)) + p0,t(AT (Z)) the second part of conditions

(4.29) holds and (4.29) holds with Clsmc = IK , where IK denotes the

K ×K identity matrix, and

Σlsmc = EP̃

[(
aK0,t(At(Z)) + p0,t(AT (Z))

)2
vK (At(Z)) (vK (At(Z)))T

]
.

(4.31)

Similarly, if the data (Xi, AT (Zi)), i = 1, . . . , n, are i.i.d., then (4.30)

holds with CRP = I and

ΣRP = EP̃

[(
aKT (AT (Z))

)2
eK (AT (Z)) (eK (AT (Z)))T

]
. (4.32)

The two asymptotic covariance matrices (4.31) and (4.32) in the

i.i.d. case basically differ by the terms aK0,t(At(Z)) + p0,t(AT (Z)) and

aKT (AT (Z)), because

EP̃

[
vK (At(Z)) (vK (At(Z)))T

]
= EP̃

[
eK (AT (Z)) (eK (AT (Z)))T

]
= IK .

We stress that in principle the functions gT and g0,t are quite different

in various aspects, for example they may differ in their dimensionality,

so that a general comparison of Σlsmc and ΣRP may not be feasible.

We will come back to the potential differences in the structures of

gT and g0,t in Section 4.4. However, if gT and g0,t have a similar

structure so that aK0,t and aKT also have a similar structure, we expect

the asymptotic covariance matrix of the LSMC estimator to be larger

than the asymptotic covariance matrix of the replicating portfolio
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estimator due to the projection term p0,t in the LSMC asymptotic

covariance matrix. Hence, then it should hold that

ΣRP ≤ Σlsmc (4.33)

meaning, by Loewner’s ordering,

Σdiff = Σlsmc −ΣRP (4.34)

is a positive semidefinite matrix (see Definition 1.1, Siotani, 1967).

Thus, if the approximation errors in LSMC and portfolio replication

have a similar structure, then we can expect the variance of the repli-

cating portfolio estimator to be smaller than the variance of the LSMC

estimator, meaning that with portfolio replication we can yield a more

accurate estimate. We next empirically analyze the property using the

same basis for LSMC and portfolio replication given a function where

the payoff and the conditional expectation function are similar in their

structure.

Example 21. (Exponential with indicator functions)

Let the target variable X be the payoff from a geometric Brownian

motion at time T on a compact domain,

X = e−
1
2σ

2T+σW (T ); W (T ) ∈ [−2
√
T , 2
√
T ]. (4.35)

We construct an orthornormal basis on L2(R,B(R),P) based on non-

overlapping indicator functions. Consider the stochastic risk factor

W (T ) with probability measure P. The domain R is chopped into K

intervals, {[b1, b2), [b2, b3), ..., [bK , bK+1)}, such that

Pr (bk ≤ W (T ) < bk+1) = 1/K, ∀k = 1, ..., K. Define K non-overlap-
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4 The Difference between LSCM and RP

ping indicator functions

1k(W (T )) :=

1 if W (T ) ∈ [bk, bk+1)

0 otherwise
(4.36)

for k = 1, ..., K. By construction the indicator functions are orthogonal.

Hence,

EP [1j(W (T ))1l(W (T ))] =

 1
K

if j = l

0 otherwise.
(4.37)

Note that the set of indicator functions {
√
K 1k(WT )}∞k=1 is a basis for

the Hilbert space (see Theorem 7.8, Hunter, 2011). The approximation

to X = gT (W (T )) is then

gKT (W (T )) =
√
K

K∑
k=1

αk1k(W (T )) (4.38)

with

αk =
√
K

Φ
(
bk+1√
T
− σ
√
T
)
− Φ

(
bk√
T
− σ
√
T
)

Φ(2)− Φ(−2)
, (4.39)

where Φ(·) denotes the cumulative standard normal distribution func-

tion. From Equation (4.32) the expectations are estimated based on

simulations of WT with sample size 1 000 000 and parameters σ = 0.2,

T = 10 and t = 1.

In LSMC the target variable to be replicated is the conditional

expectation function g0,t(W (t)),

g0,t(W (t)) = e−
1
2σ

2t+σW (t); W (t) ∈ [−2
√
t, 2
√
t]. (4.40)
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Analogously to the portfolio replication case we construct a basis

of indicator functions for the LSMC problem. The domain R is

chopped into K intervals, {[a1, a2), [a2, a3), ..., [aK , aK+1)}, such that

Pr (ak ≤ W (t) < ak+1) = 1/K, ∀k = 1, ..., K. Define K non-overlap-

ping indicator functions

1k(W (t)) :=

1 if W (t) ∈ [ak, ak+1)

0 otherwise
(4.41)

for k = 1, ..., K. By construction the indicator functions are orthogonal.

The approximation to g0,t(W (t)) is then

gK0,t(W (t)) =
√
K

K∑
k=1

βk1k(W (t)) (4.42)

with

βk =
√
K

Φ
(
ak+1√

t
− σ
√
t
)
− Φ

(
ak√
t
− σ
√
t
)

Φ(2)− Φ(−2)
. (4.43)

The entries of the LSMC asymptotic covariance matrix in Equation

(4.31) are estimated based on simulating 1, 000, 000 sample paths of

the standard Brownian motion from time t to T . Table 4.2 gives

the eigenvalues of Σlsmc −ΣRP for K = 2, 5, 10. The eigenvalues for

K = 50, 70 have also been calculated, but to save space are not included

in the table. The results indicate in every case that Σdiff is positive

semidefinite.
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Table 4.2: Eigenvalues of Σlsmc − ΣRP for different K.

K = 2 K = 5 K = 10
Eigenvalues 0.12374054 0.13279645 0.11529827

0.09337982 0.12104551 0.11289384
0.11074061 0.10271642
0.09129928 0.09111993
0.06819562 0.08367246

0.07561172
0.06906777
0.06209503
0.05424688
0.04384077

4.3.4 Asymptotic measure independence in Port-

folio Replication

In both LSMC and portfolio replication we are searching for the coeffi-

cients of the basis terms that make up their respective representations.

Looking at Equations (4.2) and (4.10) the coefficients depend on the

measure P̃. In many cases it may be desirable to calibrate the represen-

tation under a different measure. For example, in order to sufficiently

capture the tails of the target function, we may want to simulate

more tail values of the underlying risk factors. Changing the measure,

however, affects the result for the coefficients, meaning that we may

not obtain the correct representation of the target function given a

basis. In this section we show that the replicating portfolio method

is asymptotically measure independent, but the LSMC result always

depends on the chosen calibration measure. We will again see that

the cause of this difference between LSMC and portfolio replication is

linked to the non-zero projection error in LSMC.

Let us first discuss the portfolio replication case. Let E be the

orthonormal basis under P̃. Let Q̃ be a measure equivalent to P̃. We
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4.3 Impact of the zero projection error in RPs

first assume that we can perfectly replicate the target payoff function

X, meaning that

X = Eα.

We want to investigate whether the coefficients α can be found

under both P̃ and Q̃. Let us first calculate the coefficients under P̃

αP̃ = EP̃
[
ETX

]
= EP̃

[
ETEα

]
= EP̃

[
ETE

]
α

= α

since EP̃
[
ETE

]
= I due to the orthonormality of the basis under P̃,

where I is the identity matrix. Now, when we change the measure to

Q̃ the basis may not be orthonormal anymore. Hence, the coefficients

are calculated as

αQ̃ =
(
EQ̃
[
ETE

])−1
EQ̃
[
ETX

]
=
(
EQ̃
[
ETE

])−1
EQ̃
[
ETEα

]
=
(
EQ̃
[
ETE

])−1
EQ̃
[
ETE

]
α

= α.

Thus, when the perfect basis is available, the correct coefficients are

obtained independent of the measure. Note that this does actually not

depend on the orthonormality property of the basis, i.e. it also holds

when E is not orthonormal under neither P̃ nor Q̃. Now let us consider

the portfolio replication case, where we have an approximation error,
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i.e.

X = EKαK + aKT ,

where EK contains the truncated basis, i.e. K basis terms, and αK

denotes the K true coefficients of the truncated basis terms; aKT denotes

the approximation error. We are looking for the coefficients αK , which

we again correctly obtain under P̃,

αK
P̃

= EP̃
[
(EK)TX

]
= EP̃

[
(EK)T (EKαK + aKT )

]
= EP̃

[
(EK)TEKαK

]
+ EP̃

[
(EK)TaKT

]
= αK ,

since by the orthonormality of the basis EK and aKT are orthogonal

and EP̃
[
(EK)TEK

]
= I. Changing the measure to Q̃ yields

αK
Q̃

=
(
EQ̃
[
(EK)TEK

])−1
EQ̃
[
(EK)TX

]
=
(
EQ̃
[
(EK)TEK

])−1
(
EQ̃
[
(EK)TEK

]
αK

+ EQ̃
[
(EK)TaKT

] )
= αK +

(
EQ̃
[
(EK)TEK

])−1
EQ̃
[
(EK)TaKT

]
.

We see that when there is an approximation error changing the measure

does not yield the correct coefficients. Only when K →∞, the approx-

imation error converges to zero and αK
Q̃
→ αK . Hence, asymptotically

the replicating portfolio technique is measure independent.

Let us now investigate the LSMC case. We denote the basis at

time t by V , which is orthonormal under P̃. Then we can write

X = V KβK + aK0,t + p0,t,
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where V K denotes the truncated basis, aK0,t denotes the approximation

error and p0,t is the projection error. We again first calculate the

coefficients under the measure P̃.

βK
P̃

= EP̃
[
(V K)TX

]
= EP̃

[
(V K)T (V KβK + aK0,t + p0,t)

]
= βK + EP̃

[
(V K)TaK0,t

]
+ EP̃

[
(V K)Tp0,t

]
= βK

since the approximation error and the basis terms up to K are orthog-

onal by construction and the projection error is orthogonal to each

basis term at time t. Changing the measure to Q̃ gives

βK
Q̃

=
(
EQ̃
[
(V K)TV K

])−1
EQ̃
[
(V K)TX

]
=
(
EQ̃
[
(V K)TV K

])−1
EQ̃
[
(V K)T (V KβK + aK0,t + p0,t)

]
= βK +

(
EQ̃
[
(V K)TV K

])−1
(
EQ̃
[
(V K)TaK0,t

]
+ EQ̃

[
(V K)Tp0,t

] )
.

Even if the approximation error is zero, i.e. K →∞ we have

βQ̃ = β +
(
EQ̃
[
(V K)TV K

])−1
EQ̃
[
(V K)Tp0,t

]
.

Thus, even in the limit when the approximation error is zero, the pro-

jection error remains and changing the measure affects the coefficients

obtained.

Summing up, as the approximation error vanishes, the replicating

portfolio constructed with the least squares Monte Carlo method of Sec-

tion 4.2.2 is perfect regardless of the measure used for calibration. For

LSMC the situation is different. Even if the approximation error is zero,

the projection error is nonzero since in LSMC t < T . Consequently,
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even in the limit the LSMC estimator is measure-dependent. We will

illustrate this result for LSMC and portfolio replication with several

simple examples. Note that we refrain from orthonormalizing the basis

as the examples are more intuitive using the non-orthonormalized basis.

Nonetheless, we could, of course, orthonormalize these basis terms to

be consistent with the presented theory. Moreover, it can easily be

shown that the conclusions made above on the measure dependence

also hold if a non-orthonormal basis is used.

Example 22. (Simple Brownian Motion)

First we again use the very simple Brownian motion case of Example 13,

in which both for LSMC and portfolio replication the approximation

errors are equal to zero. Recall that for this example we have X = WT

and E[X|Ft] = Wt. For the LSMC approach the basis is Wt while for

the portfolio replication approach the basis is WT . We write down the

following regression equations with constants

WT = α0 + α1WT

WT = β0 + β1Wt + p0,t(WT )

The correct coefficients are α0, β0 = 0 and α1, β1 = 1. Instead of

simulating the Brownian motions from the normal distribution, we run

the least squares regression based on a sample of size 1000 simulated

from the shifted normal distribution with mean µ = 5. Hence, we

simulate Wt =
√
tZ and WT = Wt +

√
T − tZ with Z ∼ N(µ, 1).

For the portfolio replication approach the change of measure has no

effect since the perfect replicating portfolio is still simply the Brownian

motion at time T , i.e. WT . Thus, we obtain the correct coefficients

α0 = 0 and α1 = 1. However, the LSMC estimate gives β̂0 = 15.65

and β̂1 = 0.88. The coefficients make sense considering that the

conditional expectation function under the shifted normal measure is
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Figure 4.17: LSMC fit with
calibration on correct measure
(Example 22).

Figure 4.18: LSMC fit with
calibration on shifted normal
(Example 22).

now gt(Wt) =
√
T − t µ+Wt. After all though, the goal is to achieve a

fit to the conditional expectation function under the original measure.

Clearly, in LSMC we cannot easily switch to a different measure for

calibrating the fitting function. We evaluate the out-of-sample fit of

both regression approaches based on a sample that has not been used

for calibration. Since with portfolio replication the correct coefficients

were obtained, the out-of-sample fit is perfect. However, for LSMC

the coefficients are biased due to the calibration based on the shifted

normal distribution. Figure 4.17 gives the LSMC result calibrated

based on the normal distribution. Figure 4.18 shows the fit for the

LSMC estimation calibrated based on the shifted normal distribution.

Example 23. (Exponential function)

Let us take Example 14, but consider Z in Wt =
√
tZ and WT =

√
TZ

to be simulated from a truncated normal on [−2, 2]. We compare the

goodness of fit for both LSMC and portfolio replication when calibrating

under the truncated normal distribution and when calibrating under
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Figure 4.19: LSMC fit with
calibration on correct measure
(Example 23).

Figure 4.20: LSMC fit with
calibration on uniform (Exam-
ple 23).

the uniform on [−2, 2]. Note that for the case at hand in both LSMC

and portfolio replication an approximation error is present.

Figures 4.19 and 4.20 compare the LSMC out-of-sample goodness of

fit for the calibration on the true measure and on the uniform. Figures

4.21 and 4.22 are the analog for portfolio replication. We clearly see

that for the example at hand both LSMC and portfolio replication

are measure-dependent, meaning that the coefficient estimates depend

on the measure we use for calibration. While we have already seen

in the previous example that LSMC is measure-dependent, the mea-

sure dependence here for the replicating portfolio results from the

approximation error.

Example 24. (Artificial portfolio)

In this example we construct a payoff function from a set of calls and

puts. We define the target payoff function as

X = 100− 2(K1 − S(T ))+ + (S(T )−K2)+ − 2(S(T )−K3)+

+ (S(T )−K4)+ + 0.5(S(T )−K5)+ − 0.5(S(T )−K6)+
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Figure 4.21: Replication fit
with calibration on correct mea-
sure (Example 23).

Figure 4.22: Replication fit
with calibration on uniform (Ex-
ample 23).

with K1 to K6 given by {20, 50, 100, 150, 200, 205}. Note that we have

deliberately constructed the target function such that it changes in the

tails at, for example, ST = 20. This is also the reason why the strikes

in this example differ from Example 15. We plot the payoff function

for X in Figure 4.23. The underlying stock, denoted by S(T ) at time

T , is modeled as a geometric Brownian motion

S(T ) = S0 exp

((
µ− 1

2
σ2

)
T + σW (T )

)
= S(t) exp

((
µ− 1

2
σ2

)
(T − t) + σ(W (T )−W (t)

)
,

(4.44)

where W (·) is a standard Brownian motion. The parameters are given

in Table 4.1. We assume the Black-Scholes model and thus obtain the

conditional expectation function gt(S(t)) by pricing the calls and puts

in X using the Black-Scholes formula. Note that we omit the subscript

“0” in gt as the conditional expectation function is known for the case
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Figure 4.23: Payoff function of X (Example 24).

at hand. Ultimately with LSMC and portfolio replication we want to

obtain an approximation of the Black-Scholes price of X.

As basis we choose eight terms consisting of a constant (zero-coupon

bond), the underlying stock and a series of puts on the underlying

stock with strikes {18, 48, 98, 148, 198, 203}. We want to investigate

the measure dependence for both LSMC and portfolio replication using

different measures for calibration. We consider five different calibration

scenario sets, each of size N , which contain the paths for {S(t), S(T )},
based on the real-world probability measure P, the risk-neutral measure

Q and the uniform measure. While for the calibration of the replicating

portfolio we only need the values S(T ), for the calibration of the LSMC

representation we require both. Under P the stock S(T ) is modeled

as in Equation (4.44). Changing to the equivalent measure Q S(T ) is

modeled as

S(s) = S0 exp

((
r − 1

2
σ2

)
T + σW (T )

)
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Table 4.3: Calibration sets for Example 24

Set 1: P N values generated from (4.44) with S0 = 100.
Set 2: Q N values generated from (4.45) with S0 = 100.
Set 3: P mixed N−400 values generated from (4.44) with S0 = 100

plus 200 values per S0 = 20 and S0 = 150.
Set 4: Q mixed N−400 values generated from (4.45) with S0 = 100

plus 200 values per S0 = 20 and S0 = 150.
Set 5: uniform S(t) [0, 250], S(T ) = S(t) ∗ [0, 1.5].

= S(t) exp

((
r − 1

2
σ2

)
(T − t) + σ(W (T )−W (t))

)
,

(4.45)

where r is the risk-free rate. Under the uniform we simply simulate

the stock values from the uniform. The sets are specified in Table 4.3.

For sets one to four the same random numbers for W (T ) −W (t) =
√
T − t Z, Z ∼ N(0, 1) are used to ensure that the difference in the

sample truly comes from the difference between the measures P and Q.

Set five is constructed such that the range on which the target function

X varies the most is sufficiently captured. Note that with set five the

assumption on measure equivalence is violated as the measure in set

five has a different domain than P and Q. Even when violating this

assumption, we will see that set five is helpful for our testing purposes.

We assess the quality of fit based on an m-sized sample of paths for

S(t) and S(T ) that is sufficiently diverse to capture the range of values,

on which X and gt(S(t)) vary the most.

As an almost perfect basis is used for both the construction of the

LSMC representation and the replicating portfolio the approximation

error is small. Therefore, we expect the replicating portfolio approach

to be rather measure-independent. As in LSMC a projection error
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Table 4.4: Results for Example 24

Fit to X Fit to gt(S(t))
MSE R2 6 MSE R2 7

RP

Set 1 58.49935 0.8203814 57.9955 0.6385629
Set 2 18.26597 0.9439155 16.60685 0.9119326
Set 3 1.473218 0.9954766 0.1499509 0.9992251
Set 4 1.480922 0.9954529 0.09592363 0.9993492
Set 5 1.905271 0.99415 0.2598456 0.9983761

LSMC

Set 1 3.73E+18 0.2276543
Set 2 5.55E+16 0.2276543
Set 3 9.621861 0.9645457
Set 4 0.5070824 0.9964742
Set 5 250.848 0.6685076

is additionally present we expect to see measure-dependence when

calibrating the LSMC representation under different measures.

Table 4.4 summarizes the results for the out-of-sample MSE and

R2 for both LSMC and portfolio replication. The out-of-sample R2 is

here calculated as the R2 from regressing the fitted function ĝKt from

LSMC and portfolio replication against the true function gt. Note that

for portfolio replication we additionally provide the measures for the

goodness of fit to the payoff function X. For portfolio replication the

best results are attained when the calibration set is sufficiently diverse

to capture the full range, on which the target function varies the most.

Therefore, a comparably good fit is achieved under scenario sets three

to five. The resulting out-of-sample fit when using calibration set five,

for example, is illustrated in Figure 4.25.

6For consistency (see the following footnote) calculated as theR2 from regressing
the fitted function ĝKT against the true function gT .

7Calculated as the R2 from regressing the fitted function ĝKt from LSMC and
portfolio replication against the true function gt.
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Figure 4.24: LSMC fit with
calibration on uniform (Exam-
ple 24).

Figure 4.25: Replication fit
with calibration on uniform (Ex-
ample 24).

In LSMC the solution is measure-dependent. Clearly, calibrating

under set five leads to a bad LSMC result (see turquoise fitting function

in Figure 4.24). Nonetheless, a diverse scenario set is required in order

to capture the tail behavior of the target function. Set four works best

for the LSMC calibration. It is based on the risk-neutral measure, with

which the conditional expectation function is calculated, and contains

shock scenarios, which makes it more diverse compared to set two. Set

three and four both perform better than set two although set three is

based on measure P. This is due to the fact that set three is much

more diverse than set two and this information is needed to calibrate

the function well in the tails. However, set four clearly outperforms

set three in LSMC while in the replicating portfolio approach set three

and four yield almost equal results. Set three and four are very similar

in their structure as the same random numbers have been used and

the only difference is their growth rate µ and r. But the coefficients in

LSMC are measure-dependent. From Figures 4.26 and 4.27 it can be

seen that the LSMC solution (illustrated by the turquoise line) differs
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Figure 4.26: LSMC fit with
calibration on set three (Exam-
ple 24).

Figure 4.27: LSMC fit with
calibration on set four (Example
24).

when calibrating under set three and four, respectively. For portfolio

replication almost the same portfolios are achieved with sets three and

four (see Figures 4.28 and 4.29).

We note that the last example is quite artificial in that we exactly

know the range on which the target function varies and could construct

the calibration and out-of-sample scenario sets accordingly. In practice

this information is mostly not available. In that case we should decide

for each risk factor on the range that is considered relevant. The

calibration and out-of-sample scenario sets should then be created to

sufficiently cover that range.

The following conclusions are drawn from the analysis and the

examples.

• For LSMC use a sufficiently diverse calibration set based on

the measure under which the conditional expectation function is

calculated.
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Figure 4.28: Replication fit
with calibration on set three
(Example 24).

Figure 4.29: Replication fit
with calibration on set four (Ex-
ample 24).

• With portfolio replication there is much more flexibility in choos-

ing a measure when we expect the approximation error to be

rather small. The recommendation is then to use a diverse set

that sufficiently covers the relevant range. Calibrations using

the uniform distribution have shown good results. The measure

for calibrating the replicating portfolio may thus differ from the

measure under which we want to find the conditional expectation

function.

4.3.5 Asymptotic convergence

In Section 4.2 we have given the mathematical model for LSMC and

portfolio replication. We have seen that given a basis on the relevant

risk factors of the respective target functions X and g0,t a perfect

representation exists. However, the perfect representation may involve

infinitely many basis terms, which complicates the problem of estimat-

ing the coefficients of the basis terms in finite samples. Therefore, the

infinite representations are truncated to finite representations based on
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a finite number of K basis terms. In order to analyze the asymptotic

convergence to the true result both the truncation parameter K and

the sample size N must grow simultaneously. In Beutner et al. (2013)

the asymptotic convergence rate of LSMC Regress-Later, i.e. portfolio

replication, is derived and compared to the asymptotic convergence

rate of LSMC Regress-Now, i.e. LSMC in the terminology of this

paper (see also Newey (1997) and Stentoft (2004)). In this section

we briefly repeat the asymptotic convergence theorems and comment

on the difference in the convergence rates for LSMC and portfolio

replication. We refer to Beutner et al. (2013) for details and the proofs.

Let us first give the asymptotic convergence result for portfolio

replication. Two assumptions are required.

Assumption 4.1. There are γRP > 0, αK s.t.√
EP̃
[
(gT (AT (Z))− (αK)TeK(AT (Z)))4]

=

√∫
R`

(gT (u)− (αK)TeK(u))4 dP̃AT (Z)(u)

=

√∫
R`

aKT (u)4 dP̃AT (Z)(u) = O
(
K−γRP

)
.

Assumption 4.1 controls the convergence of the approximation error.

Assumption 4.2. ((X1, AT (Z1)), . . . , (XN , AT (ZN))) are i.i.d.

Moreover, we define

h̃RP(N,K) :=
1

N
EP̃

[(
(eK(AT (Z)))T eK(AT (Z))

)2
]
.

Notice that h̃RP(N,K) controls the growth rate of the truncation

parameter K in relation to the sample size N . Intuitively it is clear

that such a growth rate is required in order to ensure that the sample
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4.3 Impact of the zero projection error in RPs

size is sufficiently large to estimate a certain number of parameters.

Now, we can give the theorem on the asymptotic convergence rate of

the portfolio replication method.

Theorem 4.1. Let Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2 be satisfied. Additionally,

assume that there is a sequence K : N→ N such that

h̃RP(N,K(N))→ 0 as N →∞. (4.46)

Then

EP̃

[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]

= OP̃
(
K(N)−γRP

)
.

Proof. See Beutner et al. (2013).

Next, we present the asymptotic convergence theory for LSMC as

stated in Beutner et al. (2013). We again require two assumptions.

Assumption 4.3. There are γlsmc > 0, βK s.t.√
EP̃
[
(g0,t(At(Z))− (βK)TvK(At(Z)))4]

=

√∫
Rs

(g0,t(u)− (βK)TvK(u))4 dP̃At(Z)(u)

=

√∫
Rs

aK0,t(u)4 dP̃At(Z)(u) = O
(
K−γlsmc

)
.

Assumption 4.4. ((X1, At(Z1)), . . . , (XN , At(ZN))) are i.i.d. and

EP̃

[(
p0,t(AT (Z))

)2|At(Z)
]

= σ2.

Similarly as in portfolio replication we also define

h̃lsmc(N,K) :=
1

N
EP̃

[(
(vK(At(Z)))T vK(At(Z))

)2
]
,
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4 The Difference between LSCM and RP

which controls the growth rate of K in relation to N . We can now

state the theorem.

Theorem 4.2. Let Assumptions 4.3 and 4.4 be satisfied. Additionally,

assume that there is a sequence K : N→ N such that

h̃lsmc(N,K(N))→ 0 as N →∞. (4.47)

Then

EP̃

[(
g0,t(At(Z))− ĝK(N)

0,t (At(Z))
)2
]

= OP̃

(
K(N)

N
+K(N)−γlsmc

)
.

(4.48)

Proof. See Beutner et al. (2013).

The difference in the convergence rate of LSMC and portfolio repli-

cation depends on γRP and γlsmc. Moreover, the LSMC convergence

rate additionally contains the term K(N)/N , which is not present in

portfolio replication. In Beutner et al. (2013) it is shown that this

additional term in LSMC is driven by its non-zero projection error.

The absence of the term K(N)/N in the mean-square error of portfolio

replication makes it plausible that the replicating portfolio estimator

may potentially converge faster than the LSMC estimator. We deliber-

ately state here “potentially” as the ultimate convergence rate depends

on the γlsmc and γRP which are problem-dependent. In particular, the

choice of basis plays an important role in the determination of γlsmc

and γRP. However, the LSMC convergence rate can never be faster

than N−1. This follows simply from the fact that the best we can hope

for is that g0,t is contained in the span of finitely many basis functions.

Then the approximation error vanishes and we are left with the rate

N−1. In contrast, in portfolio replication if Condition (4.46) is fulfilled
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4.3 Impact of the zero projection error in RPs

with K(N) ∝ Na for some 0 < a < 1, then the convergence rate for

the replicating portfolio equals N−a γRP . We can see that for the right

combination of a and γRP it is possible to achieve a convergence rate

that is even faster than N−1.

We want to remark on one further point. The discussed general

convergence rates pertain to convergence to different functions. While

in LSMC the convergence rate pertains to convergence to the unknown

conditional expectation function g0,t(At(Z)), the convergence rate for

replicating portfolios pertains to convergence to the true payoff function

X. Ultimately in the context of Solvency II insurers are interested

in the time t value of its liabilities under different scenarios for the

underlying risk drivers. While in LSMC we directly have this, in

portfolio replication we achieve the approximation to the conditional

expectation function by applying the conditional expectation operator

to the estimated payoff function, ĝ
K(N)
T . We can show that the ultimate

estimator given by the conditional expectation of the estimator of X

does not converge slower than at the rate derived for the convergence

of ĝKT (AT (Z)). More explicitly we have

EP̃

[(
EP̃[X|Ft]− EP̃

[
ĝ
K(N)
T (AT (Z))

∣∣Ft])2
]

= EP̃

[(
EP̃

[
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
∣∣Ft])2

]
≤ EP̃

[
EP̃

[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2 ∣∣Ft]]

= EP̃

[(
X − ĝK(N)

T (AT (Z))
)2
]
,

where the first inequality follows from Jensen’s inequality and the last

equality uses the projection law of expectations.
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4 The Difference between LSCM and RP

4.4 Path-dependent and high-dimensional

target functions

By now we have discussed several aspects of portfolio replication and

LSMC, which have highlighted some of the advantages of one method

over the other. What we have not addressed so far is that the problems

in portfolio replication and LSMC may differ very much in nature. In

portfolio replication the initial objective is to find the representation

that best mirrors the payoff function. From that the representation

of the conditional expectation function is derived. In LSMC only the

conditional expectation function is approximated. Now, in many cases,

the conditional expectation function differs in its structure, smoothness

and dimensionality from the payoff function, where with smoothness

we refer to the differentiability of the function. Particularly, in life

insurance we may expect the payoff function to exhibit multiple kinks

due to options and guarantees. Moreover, life insurance policies are

often strongly path-dependent, which affects the dimensionality of the

problem. The conditional expectation function typically “smoothes”

the payoff function in terms of its differentiability, but also lowers its

dimensionality compared to a path-dependent kinked payoff function.

The difference in the structure, smoothness and dimensionality of the

target function to be approximated significantly affects the feasibility

of the LSMC and portfolio replication method in practice. In this

section we highlight this point by means of several examples. We will

see that the major challenge in portfolio replication compared to LSMC

pertains to the replication of path-dependent payoff functions.

Finding either an LSMC representation or a replicating portfolio for

a particular target function X with conditional expectation function

EP̃[X|Ft] requires two important steps before calibration.
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4.4 Path-dependent and high-dimensional target functions

1. Identification of all risk factors that drive the target function,

summarized by At(Z) and AT (Z), respectively.

2. Choosing a basis built on At(Z) in LSMC and choosing a basis

built on AT (Z) in portfolio replication.

We will elaborate on these two in the remainder of this section. The first

step in LSMC and portfolio replication is the identification of all risk

factors that drive the target function, for which a basis representation

shall be found. In portfolio replication this means that the risk factors

of gT must be identified, while in LSMC the risk factors driving g0,t must

be determined. The complexity of finding the LSMC or replicating

portfolio solution highly depends on the number and type of risk

drivers underlying the target function. Recall from Section 4.2 that the

dimensionality of At(Z) and AT (Z) is denoted by `t and `T , respectively,

which we view as an indicator for the complexity of the problem. The

following examples illustrate the identification of At(Z) and AT (Z),

respectively (see also Beutner et al. (2013, 2015)).

Example 25. (Asian Option)

Let Z be one-dimensional and consider a discrete Asian option on a

stock with

X = max

(
1

T

T∑
s=1

Z1(s)−K, 0

)
,

where K is the strike price. The payoff X of the contingent claim

depends on all past stock values prior to maturity. AT (Z) must now

comprise all the information of the underlying driver such that X is

specified. We may choose AT (Z) as the time average over the past

stock values, which suffices to calculate the payoff X. Then X does

only depend on
∑T

s=1 Z1(s). Thus, AT (f) =
(∑T

s=1 f(s)
)

for every

function f ∈ D[0, T ] and therefore `T = 1. Alternatively, we may also
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4 The Difference between LSCM and RP

choose to take into account the value of Z1(s) at each time point, i.e.

AT (f) = (f(1), . . . , f(T )) leading to `T = T .

The conditional expectation function at time t < T , EQ [X(T )|Ft],
only depends on

∑t
s=1 Z1(s) and Z1(t). Hence, `t = 2.

Example 26. (European Basket Option)

Consider a d-dimensional basket option of the type

X = max

(
d∑
i=1

Zi(T )−K, 0

)
,

where K is the strike price. In order to identify X it suffices to take

AT (f) =
∑d

i=1 fi(T ) for every function f ∈ D[0, T ] and therefore

`T = 1. Alternatively, we could also take AT (f) = f(t) for every

function f ∈ D[0, T ] leading to `T = d.

Now, let us take a look at the conditional expectation function.

In general EP̃ [X(T )|Ft] depends on Z(t) = (Z1(t), . . . , Zd(t)) and not

only on
∑d

i=1 Zi(t). Then At(f) = f(t) for every function f ∈ D[0, t]

and therefore `t = d. We give an example that shows our claim.

Consider two assets Z1(t) and Z2(t) that move across the time steps

t = 0, 1, 2 as outlined in the trees below.

10

6

12

6

8

14

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1

Asset 1:
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10

6

12

1

9

8

14

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2
Asset 2:

Take X = (Z1(2) + Z2(2)−K)+ with K = 10. We are interested in

the conditional expectation at time t = 1, i.e. EP[X|F1], for which we

obtain the following results

EP[X|Z1(1) = 12, Z2(1) = 12] = 12

EP[X|Z1(1) = 12, Z2(1) = 6] = 6.25

EP[X|Z1(1) = 6, Z2(1) = 12] = 7

EP[X|Z1(1) = 6, Z2(1) = 6] = 2.5.

We immediately see that knowing the sum Z1(1) + Z2(1) at time t = 1

does not suffice to uniquely determine the conditional expectation at

time t = 1. In particular, for Z1(1) + Z2(1) = 18 the conditional

expectation can either be 6.25 or 7. The European basket option

example shows that while for LSMC the problem is d-dimensional, the

replicating portfolio problem potentially is only one-dimensional.

Example 27. (Profit-sharing contract)

Consider a profit-sharing contract, in which on a yearly basis interest

is credited to the policyholder’s account. A minimum crediting rate is

guaranteed and additional profit is shared depending on the specifica-

tion of the bonus credited. Then the contingent claim X at maturity
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4 The Difference between LSCM and RP

T is given by

X = L0

T∏
s=1

(1 + rG + rB(s)), (4.49)

where L0 is the initial value of the policy, rG denotes the minimum

guarantee rate and rB(s) is the bonus credited at time s. Let rB(s) =

(rA(s)− rG)+, where rA(s) denotes the time s return of some reference

portfolio. Straightforwardly, we can define AT (f) =
∏T

s=1(1+rG+f(s))

for every function f ∈ D[0, T ] and therefore `T = 1. As a result the

dimensionality of the problem is only one, but the specification of

AT (Z) is complex. In that respect, we can also specify AT (f) =

(f(1), . . . , f(T )) and therefore `T = T .

The conditional expectation function EP̃[X|Ft] in general depends

on
(∏t

s=1(1 + rG + f(s))
)

and rB(t). Therefore `t = 2.

The previous examples have shown that for the same problem

statement the complexity of the LSMC and portfolio replication method

in terms of the dimensionality of the problem may be quite different.

Moreover, for the replicating portfolio technique we have stressed that

in principle different AT (Z) can be constructed8. For a path-dependent

insurance policy we can either choose the state vector such that it

captures the path-dependency or by including each element on the path.

There is, however, a major trade-off in choosing a lower-dimensional

AT (Z) over a higher-dimensional AT (Z), which we want to point out

next.

Given At(Z) and AT (Z) are identified a suitable basis must be

chosen, which is constructed on the underlying risk factors, i.e. on

At(Z) and AT (Z), respectively. In the replicating portfolio problem we

8While theoretically the same holds for At(Z), we omit this as for At(Z) we
may always choose the lowest dimensionality since we do not face the pricing
dilemma of the basis.
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4.4 Path-dependent and high-dimensional target functions

moreover require basis functions, for which the conditional expectation

under the relevant measure can be fairly easy and quickly determined,

preferably even closed-form. For the pure replication of the payoff

function X the path-dependency of X may well be captured by either

choice of AT (Z). However, once the conditional expectation of X

should be obtained by applying the conditional expectation operator

to the basis on the path-dependent AT (Z), the original dilemma of

valuing X at time t is transferred to the problem of valuing the basis.

Hence, the more complex the underlying risk factor AT (Z) the more

difficult it will be to obtain a closed-form solution to the conditional

expectation of that basis. Choosing a lower-dimensional, but more

complex AT (Z) may therefore complicate the easiness to determine

the time t value of the basis built on it. To that end, using vanilla-

style basis functions, i.e. functions on path-independent risk drivers,

to replicate path-dependent insurance claims has the disadvantage

of producing a high dimensional AT (Z), but the advantage that the

conditional expectation of the basis is easily available.

The LSMC method offers here two advantages over the portfolio

replication method. First, its basis must not be valued under the condi-

tional expectation operator, meaning that a complex structure for At(Z)

triggers no successive difficulties. Therefore, a low-dimensional At(Z)

with complex (path-dependent) structure can always be chosen. Sec-

ond, as Example 27 has shown, At(Z) is potentially lower-dimensional

than AT (Z) if a composite (but low-dimensional) AT (Z) results in a

too complex valuation of the basis built on it. As the discussion high-

lights finding a basis is a much easier task in LSMC than in portfolio

replication.

Let us now consider the construction of a multivariate basis and

show why the dimensionality `t and `T , respectively, matter. The

linear sieve approximation to multivariate contingent claims is ob-
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tained analogously to the univariate representation by constructing a

tensor product space as described in Chen (2007). Accordingly, the

multivariate orthonormal basis is constructed by the tensor product of

the respective univariate basis. While the basis is still countable, it is

much more elaborate. Truncating the basis representation at K in the

univariate case would give K` basis terms in the multivariate case of

dimension `. Thus, the higher-dimensional At(Z) in LSMC and AT (Z)

in portfolio replication, the larger the basis. The curse of dimensionality

problem quickly dominates. Consider the profit-sharing policy contract

of Example 27. For a life insurance policy the terminal time point

typically lies far in the future, say 30-60 years from now. Consider

T = 30 and K = 5 basis terms per dimension. For portfolio replication

AT (Z) is 30-dimensional resulting in K`T = 530 ≈ 9.31 × 1020 basis

terms. In order to estimate such a tremendous number of coefficients

an immense sample size is required. Hence, in terms of the simulation

effort the problem becomes infeasible. Compare that to LSMC where

`t = 2 leading with K = 5 per dimension to K`t = 52 = 25 basis terms.

When it comes to path-dependent target functions the lower-

dimensionality of the conditional expectation function and the indiffer-

ence for the basis to be easily valued under the conditional expectation

operator seems to give LSMC a competitive edge over portfolio repli-

cation. On the other hand the curse of dimensionality in portfolio

replication hits in when AT (Z) is chosen such that each of its compo-

nents is path-independent and the basis is built as the tensor product

of the univariate basis. Therefore, solutions for portfolio replication

may be found by deviating from the strict framework of building a

basis. In the next example we discuss the construction of a replicating

portfolio for a common path-dependent insurance contract.

Example 28. (Grosen-Jorgensen profit-sharing contract)

In Example 27 a general profit-sharing contract is discussed. A well-
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4.4 Path-dependent and high-dimensional target functions

known variant of profit-sharing contracts is the insurance contingent

claim modelled in Grosen and Jørgensen (2000). Here the bonus return

depends on the performance of the insurer’s underlying asset portfolio.

The contract’s payoff at time T is as in (4.49) with the yearly bonus

rate rB(s) defined as

rB(s) = max

(
0, δ

(
Z(s− 1)

L(s− 1)
− (1 + λ)

)
− rG

)
,

where Z(s) gives the underlying’s stochastic asset value at time s

and L(s) gives the value of the liabilities at time s. Note that from

Equation (4.49) the liability value at time s is recursively calculated as

L(s) = L(s− 1)(1 + rG + rB(s)).

Then, λ defines a buffer ratio and δ the fraction of the excess return that

is shared with the policyholder. Clearly, the value of the liabilities at

maturity depends on the performance of the underlying asset portfolio

over time. Let us consider path-dependent basis functions on the yearly

return of the asset portfolio, which captures much of the path-dependent

dynamics of the Grosen-Jorgensen payoff, but is still different in its

structure.

Consider a sequence of generalized Asian options on the asset

process Z(s) as basis, where the kth basis is defined as follows.

ek(Z) = max(0,aTkZ − dk), k = 1, ..., K, (4.50)

where Z = (Z(1), ..., Z(T − 1))T refers to the underlying asset process

over time, ak = (ak,1, ..., ak,T−1)
T is a series of coefficients for the

calculation of the weighted average and dk is the strike. Moreover, for
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the first basis term we take

e0(Z) = aT0Z

with ak = (a0,1, ..., a0,T−1)
T a (T − 1)-vector of coefficients. The

parameters {ak, dk}, k = 0, ..., K are determined by minimizing the

sum of squared errors. The replicating portfolio RP is then given by

RP (Z) :=
K∑
k=0

ek(Z). (4.51)

Clearly, the structure of the generalized Asian options does not fully

identify the original Grosen-Jorgensen payoff. Nonetheless, as we

will see, with the replicating portfolio of (4.51) the behaviour of the

Grosen-Jorgensen payoff can be largely captured.

To empirically test the performance of generalized Asian options

we consider a Grosen-Jorgensen payoff with maturity T = 11, rG = 0,

L0 = Z0 = 100, λ = 0.1 and δ = 0.75. Let the asset process be given

by a geometric Brownian motion

Z(s) = Z(s− 1)e(µ−
1
2
σ2)+σ(W (s)−W (s−1))

In our example µ = 0.08 and σ = 0.16. Based on a sample of size

N = 1 000 the coefficients of the replicating portfolio in (4.51) are

globally optimized for a chosen number of basis terms K by minimizing

the error sum of squares. For K = 4 a remarkably good fit is already

achieved with an out-of-sample R2 of 99.73%, which is illustrated in

Figure 4.30, where the replicating portfolio result is plotted against

the target Grosen-Jorgensen payoff. The out-of-sample R2 is based on

a sample m = 1000 that has not been used in the calibration of the

replicating portfolio. Figures 4.31 to 4.33 illustrate the variation of the
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Figure 4.30: Goodness of fit
of the replicating portfolio (Ex-
ample 28).

Figure 4.31: Comparison of
variation with asset process at
t = 10 (Example 28).

Grosen-Jorgensen payoff function and the replicating portfolio against

the asset process at different time points. In blue the true Grosen-

Jorgensen payoff is plotted against the asset value at the respective

time point; the analogue is plotted in red for the replicating portfolio.

Clearly, the replicating portfolio mirrors the behaviour of the target

payoff very closely.

Recall that in the context of insurance risk capital calculations

replicating portfolios of the liability payoffs are constructed in order

to simplify the calculation of the liability value at the risk horizon.

Therefore, the value of the replicating instruments making up the

replicating portfolio must be readily available. Generalized Asian

options are path-dependent and closed-form solutions to their value are

normally not available. However, good approximations to the value of

Asian options have been found, which makes them almost analytically

priceable and justifies their use in portfolio replication. We refer the

reader to Rogers and Shi (1995), for example.
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Figure 4.32: Comparison of
variation with asset process at
t = 5 (Example 28).

Figure 4.33: Comparison of
variation with asset process at
t = 1 (Example 28).

The previous example has shown that although portfolio replication

is a more difficult problem when it comes to path-dependent insurance

products, good solutions can be found and portfolio replication is

feasible for such payoff functions.

4.5 Conclusion

In this paper two popular proxy techniques commonly applied in the

risk management of life insurance policies for approximating unknown

conditional expectation functions have been discussed. Their math-

ematical set-ups have been given and it has been shown that while

both methods belong to the category of least squares Monte Carlo

algorithms they work very differently. LSMC provides a direct ap-

proximation to the conditional expectation function and is a function

fitting method. In portfolio replication a replicate of the terminal

payoff function is constructed instead. This is then used to obtain

a proxy to the conditional expectation function. The difference in
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Table 4.5: Comparison portfolio replication versus LSMC.

Portfolio Replication LSMC
(LSMC Regress-Later) (LSMC Regress-Now)

• Non-noisy regression • Noisy regression

• By construction implies
fit to the conditional ex-
pectation function at any
t < T .

• Achieves only a fit to the
conditional expectation
function EP̃[X|Ft] for a
particular t < T .

• R2 is a useful measure
with an R2 = 1 reflecting
a perfect fit.

• R2 is not a useful mea-
sure and is always lower
than 1.

• Result is asymptotically
independent of the mea-
sure used for calibration.

• Result depends on the
measure chosen for cal-
ibration.

• Potentially faster conver-
gence rate than N−1 can
be achieved.

• Convergence rate can
never exceed N−1.

• Path-dependent policies
imply a higher dimen-
sionality of the problem
and finding a good basis
is more challenging.

• Path-dependent policies
do not imply a higher di-
mensionality of the prob-
lem in LSMC. Finding a
basis is in principle eas-
ier.

• Choice of basis is critical.
The conditional expecta-
tion of the basis must be
readily available.

• Choice of basis is not
limited by the easiness
of calculating its condi-
tional expectation. In
principle any basis built
on At(Z) works.
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the set-up of LSMC and portfolio replication has multiple practical

consequences which have been illuminated using elementary examples.

In that respect it has been shown that the performance of LSMC versus

portfolio replication depends on several factors. These are summarized

in Table 4.5. Clearly, portfolio replication enjoys multiple benefits

such as potentially faster convergence than at rate N−1, where N is

the sample size, asymptotic measure independence and R2 as a simple

and meaningful measure for assessing the quality of the replicating

portfolio. Its major challenge pertains to the replication of (strongly)

path-dependent insurance policies. Using a “naive” multivariate basis

constructed as the tensor product of the univariate bases quickly poses

the curse of dimensionality problem. The LSMC technique does not

suffer from the same poblem and is easier to use for path-dependent

payoffs compared to the replicating portfolio technique. In portfolio

replication alternative basis constructions must be considered in order

to overcome the curse of dimensionality problem. For a strongly path-

dependent profit-sharing contract commonly encountered in insurance

we have provided a solution approach that results in a very good repli-

cating portfolio. Of course, much room for future research is left to

explore the possibilities for replicating path-dependent insurance pay-

offs. Overall we can conclude that while portfolio replication is a more

difficult problem when it comes to path-dependent payoff functions,

we have revealed multiple advantages of portfolio replication which

show that the challenge of finding a replicating portfolio is worthwhile.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

“The idea that the future is unpredictable is undermined every day by the

ease with which the past is explained.”

– Daniel Kahneman
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5 Conclusion

This chapter provides concluding remarks for this thesis. Conclusions

specific to each chapter are embedded in the corresponding chapter,

wherefore in this chapter details are omitted, but overall conclusions

as well as general limitations of the thesis are identified.

This thesis addresses the challenge in insurance risk management

to find approximations to the time t value of life insurance liabilities,

where t is one year in the Solvency II framework (see SCR 1.9, EIOPA,

2012), in order to enable as well as speed up risk capital calculations.

In calculating risk capital figures balance sheet items must be re-valued

under various scenarios for the underlying risk factors. The objective

to find approximations to the value function of life insurance liabilities

arises as closed-form solutions are generally not available and full nested

stochastic Monte Carlo methods often result in a too high simulation

effort. The value function of liabilities at a time point t conditional

on the realization of the underlying risk factors at that time point

basically corresponds to a conditional expectation function across time.

The target is thus to find approximations to unknown conditional

expectation functions across time. Two concepts, borrowed from the

financial literature, are commonly applied in insurance for achieving

this goal: Least Squares Monte Carlo and portfolio replication.

In this thesis we have contributed to this topic threefold. In Chapter

2 it was addressed that the Least Squares Monte Carlo method offers

two versions: Regress-Now and Regress-Later. The convergence rate of

Regress-Later estimators has then been derived and compared to the

convergence rate of Regress-Now estimators which has already been

analyzed in existing literature. Chapter 3 discussed the replicating

portfolio technique. It was shown that portfolio replication corresponds

to Regress-Later, which provides a clear link between portfolio repli-

cation and LSMC. Moreover, the results of 3 provide a mathematical

foundation for the application of replicating portfolios in insurance lia-
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bility modeling. In Chapter 4 portfolio replication (i.e. Regress-Later)

was compared to the conventional LSMC method (i.e. Regress-Now),

revealing their advantages and disadvantages. We summarize the main

contributions of this thesis in the following.

1. Regress-Later potentially achieves faster convergence than Regress-

Now.

The mathematical frameworks for Regress-Now and Regress-

Later were introduced in Chapter 2. While the convergence rate

for Regress-Now has been analyzed in the literature (see, for

example, Stentoft, 2004; Newey, 1997), the convergence analysis

of Regress-Later has so far been missing. We have closed this gap

by deriving the convergence rate of the Regress-Later estimator.

It was shown that the Regress-Later estimator potentially con-

verges faster than at N−1, where N denotes the sample size. In

comparison, the Regress-Now estimator can never converge faster

than at N−1. This feature makes Regress-Later an attractive

choice when deciding on an approximation technique for unknown

conditional expectation functions.

2. The replicating portfolio problem is mathematically well-defined

and asymptotically converges to the true solution.

The results of Chapter 2 have been applied in Chapter 3, where

it was argued that portfolio replication corresponds to Regress-

Later. Exploiting the convergence theory of Chapter 2 it was then

shown that the replicating portfolio asymptotically converges to

the true target terminal payoff function at a time T , where T

is the terminal time point. Moreover, given that the replicating

portfolio converges to the terminal payoff function, its value

function at an earlier time point t < T converges to the value

function of the target contingent claim. We thereby laid out
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5 Conclusion

the elementary theoretical validation for applying replicating

portfolios in insurance risk management.

3. The replicating portfolio technique offers numerous advantages

and is therefore an attractive choice.

In this thesis we have seen two methods for obtaining an estimate

to the value function of insurance liabilities: LSMC with Regress-

Now and portfolio replication (i.e. LSMC with Regress-Later).

In Chapter 4 we addressed the differences between these two

methods and the implications in practice. Numerous advantages

of replicating portfolios have been identified, such as non-noisy

regression, asymptotic measure independence and potentially

faster convergence as well as more accurate estimates. On the

other hand, it was shown that the replicating portfolio technique

is challenging when it comes to path-dependent contingent claims.

While we have given a proposal on how to address these problems,

more advanced solutions to the curse of dimensionality problem

in portfolio replication may be investigated in future research.

Overall this thesis sheds light on LSMC and replicating portfolio

techniques in the context of approximating unknown conditional ex-

pectation functions of insurance liabilities across time. It emphasizes

that portfolio replication is a mathematically sound concept and an

attractive choice compared to LSMC (Regress-Now). The novelties

presented in this thesis significantly contribute to a better understand-

ing of the two proxy techniques under discussion. The results are not

only interesting from a theoretical perspective, but also significantly

contribute to the discussion among insurance risk managers having to

select a proxy method for risk capital calculations. In the context of

Solvency II insurers have to validate their internal models. The results
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of this thesis are here potentially very useful for insurers using proxy

techniques to their liabilities in their internal risk management models.

Of course, the analysis conducted in this thesis is subject to limita-

tions and is far from being exhaustive. Several questions remain which

provide interesting avenues for future research. The remainder of this

chapter is dedicated to these.

1. How to solve the curse of dimensionality problem?

As indicated in Chapters 3 and 4 replicating high-dimensional

insurance policies is particularly difficult as the curse of dimen-

sionality problem arises. In LSMC (Regress-Now) the same

problem is encountered, though less for path-dependent policies

while the replicating portfolio technique is here still affected. For

the approximation techniques to be feasible solutions to the curse

of dimensionality problem are paramount. While proposals have

been made in this thesis much room for a deeper analysis is left.

2. Which basis to use?

In this thesis we have used piecewise linear functions as basis,

which are similar to combinations of call options. The advantage

of piecewise linear functions is that their convergence rate can

be explicitly calculated. Also, their similarity to call options

justifies their usefulness in practice. Still, it would be of interest

to investigate the performance of other basis functions in terms

of their convergence rate and to identify a set of basis functions

that works best for a set of target functions.

3. Do Regress-Later estimators also potentially converge faster in

multi-period models?

In this thesis the convergence rate of Regress-Later estimators

has been derived in single-period models. For the applications

mentioned in this thesis single-period models are of interest.
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5 Conclusion

However, Regress-Later may also be interesting for multi-period

models as, for instance, relevant in Bermudan and American

option pricing. The advantage of Regress-Later as presented in

this thesis is driven by the fact that the target payoff function is

known. This advantage is partially lost in the multi-period models

required for Bermudan and American option pricing. Therefore, it

would be very interesting to see whether overall faster convergence

may still be achieved with Regress-Later, which would make

Regress-Later an attractive alternative to the standard LSMC

(Regress-Now) methods applied to Bermudan/American option

pricing.

4. What is the impact of the approximation error in proxy methods

on risk capital estimates?

The methods discussed in this thesis are approximation methods

to the value function of insurance liabilities. The approximations

are then used in the estimation of risk capital numbers, such

as VaR. Quantifying the impact of the approximation error on

the estimation of the risk capital is a very interesting research

question.

5. Incomplete market problem for life insurance liabilities

In this thesis we have omitted considerations addressing the

incomplete market problem that is faced when it comes to the

valuation of life insurance liabilities. Thus, we have implicitly

presumed that a valuation measure exists or that an assump-

tion on the valuation measure is made. The concepts of this

thesis may be extended by explicitly accounting for the market

incompleteness problem to ensure model robustness.

6. Decreasing the projection error in Regress-Now

In this thesis the Regress-Now approach as suggested in Glasser-
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man and Yu (2004b) has been investigated, i.e. independent

replications of the payoff function valued at time T are regressed

against basis functions valued at an earlier time point t < T .

It has briefly been addressed in Chapter 2 that, alternatively,

one could consider to construct (weak) estimates of the condi-

tional expectation function through an appropriate aggregation

of (few) inner simulations of the payoff, which are then regressed

against basis functions at time t. It would be interesting to

investigate if, how exactly, and to what extent the projection

error in Regress-Now could thereby be reduced.

In conclusion, while there are a variety of open questions and possi-

ble options for future research, this thesis provides a first step towards

better understanding the replicating portfolio technique as commonly

applied in insurance risk management from both a theoretical as well as

a practical perspective. It is not only shown that the replicating port-

folio technique is a mathematically sound concept, but also that it is a

very attractive choice when deciding on an approximation technique

in life insurance liability modeling. The results of this thesis therefore

contribute, theoretically and empirically, to the discussion among in-

surance risk managers on the choice of approximation techniques in

life insurance risk management.
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Valorization

“Nothing is more practical than a good theory.”

– Kurt Lewin
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Valorization

This addendum is dedicated to the discussion of the economic and

social value added by this dissertation as well as the opportunities of

transferring the knowledge presented in this thesis into practical use.

According to the National Valorization Committee knowledge valoriza-

tion refers to “the process of creating value from knowledge, by making

knowledge suitable and/or available for social (and/or economic) use

and by making knowledge suitable for translation into competitive

products, services, processes and new commercial activities”. This

thesis has been supported by the largest German insurer, Allianz, who

is a major stakeholder and a customer of the results of this thesis.

In that respect knowledge valorization has been a continuous process

throughout the construction of this thesis. In the following addendum

I outline the knowledge valorization of this dissertation by discussing

the economic relevance of portfolio replication1, the stakeholders and

target groups, the implications of the results for the industry, and the

innovativeness of the research.

As the title of this thesis already suggests this work is mainly

targeted at the insurance risk sector. Solvency II defines the regulatory

framework for insurance supervision in the EU. It is a comprehensive

concept that, among other aspects, lays down the capital requirements

for the insurance industry and the quantitative rules for determining

the risk capital. While the Solvency II framework offers a standard

model to the calculation of risk capital requirements, particularly large

insurers opt for an internal model to better represent the individual

characteristics of their business. Part of the Solvency II requirement

is the market-consistent valuation of the insurer’s own funds. This

is a challenging task as insurance liabilities are typically not traded

1Chapter 1 already to a large extent addresses the economic relevance and
necessity to discuss portfolio replication in the context of insurance risk management,
which is the topic of this dissertation. Therefore, part of the discussion in this
chapter can also be found in Chapter 1.
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and market values are therefore not immediately available. Moreover,

many insurance products are complex in their structure and underlying

dynamics and closed-form solutions to their value do not exist. Hence,

numerical techniques are typically employed instead. Straightforwardly,

the value of an insurance liability may simply be estimated through

Monte Carlo simulation of all underlying risk factors from the risk

horizon to the terminal time point, mostly the maturity time point, of

the insurance policy (or a fund of pooled policies). The sample average

then serves as the value estimate of the liability at the risk horizon.

The problem now is, that an insurer requires the value of the liabilities

under different possible economic risk factor realizations at the risk

horizon in order to calculate risk capital figures as required by Solvency

II. For a large insurance company, for example, it is common to consider

10000-50000 scenario realizations at the risk horizon. This means that

the exercise of estimating the liability value at the risk horizon would

need to be repeated 10000-50000 times. Using, for example, 1000

Monte Carlo simulations for the estimation of the liability value at

each scenario realization at the risk horizon would result in a total

simulation set of 10-50 million scenarios. Depending on the size and

complexity of the insurance company this may quickly lead to an

infeasible simulation size. The problem particularly arises for life

insurance products where very long maturities such as 60 years are to

be expected and minimum guarantee and profit-sharing mechanisms

often additionally complicate their valuation. The problem statement

has triggered the demand for alternative solutions to the valuation of

(life) insurance liabilities. Commonly, approximation techniques are

used in combination with Monte Carlo simulation in order to represent

the valuation function of the liabilities. Given a proxy function to

the value of the liabilities the estimation of the value under different

economic scenarios at the risk horizon tremendously simplifies when the
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proxy function is used as a substitute for the insurers liability portfolio.

Among these proxy techniques, portfolio replication and Least Squares

Monte Carlo (LSMC) are very popular and widely applied in the

industry. Allianz, for example, employs portfolio replication for its life

insurance business in order to represent market risk in its risk capital

calculations (see e.g. Davidson, 2011)

Now, while both methods are already applied in insurance risk mod-

eling, their properties have not been fully explored yet and many open

questions remain. This particularly pertains to portfolio replication as a

proxy method in the context of insurance liability modeling, which has

so far received little attention in the academic literature compared to

LSMC. LSMC is a well-known numerical technique that originates from

American option pricing and has been widely discussed in the literature;

see, among others, Carriere (1996), Longstaff and Schwartz (2001),

Tsitsiklis and Van Roy (2001), Clement et al. (2002), Stentoft (2004),

Glasserman and Yu (2004b), Egloff et al. (2007), Belomestny (2011),

Gerhold (2011) and Zanger (2013). The asymptotic convergence theory

for LSMC has, for example, been analyzed in Stentoft (2004), where it

is shown that the LSMC estimator converges in the limit to the true

value. Until now a theoretical foundation for replicating portfolios as

a proxy technique has been missing in the academic literature. In that

context the asymptotic convergence theory of the replicating portfolio

technique has not been analyzed. Yet, understanding the asymptotic

behaviour of an estimator is important when using a method. Another

gap in the existing literature is a discussion on the advantages and

disadvantages of the LSMC and the replicating portfolio technique

and how they compare. While indications are given in the current

literature (see Glasserman and Yu (2004b), Broadie and Cao (2008)

and Bender and Steiner (2012)), a full-fledged discussion is presently

missing. In practical applications considerations such as what quality
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measures to use for the assessment of a proxy solution and what to be

aware of in the set-up of the calibration scenarios are very important.

In conclusion, questions that insurance risk managers pose in choos-

ing and setting up a proxy method in order to simplify the repre-

sentation of their liabilities have not fully been answered yet by the

existing literature. Apart from the internal aspiration to establish a

solid internal risk model there are also external regulatory require-

ments. Insurers developing or extending their internal risk models

within the Solvency II framework are subject to a regulatory internal

model approval process, as a result of which the regulator will either

accept or reject the proposed model or model changes. In order to get

their internal risk models approved by the regulators, insurers have to

perform a validation of their risk model. Consequently, insurers using

the LSMC and/or portfolio replication technique also have to provide

information regarding the validity of the method employed and why a

particular method has been chosen over other alternatives.

This thesis closes the aforementioned gaps in the literature by ana-

lyzing the asymptotic properties of the replicating portfolio method,

comparing the two methods under discussion and elaborating on im-

plications in practice. In Chapters 2 and 3 it is shown that portfolio

replication is a mathematically sound concept with a well-developed

theoretical background. The asymptotic convergence of the replicat-

ing portfolio estimator to its true value is an important aspect with

regards to the validity of the replicating portfolio method as a proxy

technique for the representation of insurance liabilities. Chapter 4

discusses the differences between portfolio replication and LSMC as

well as the implications of these differences for practical applications.

The information provided supports the process of choosing one method

over the other and stresses what to be aware of when using a method.
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The results and methods presented in this thesis allow insurance risk

managers, researchers and regulators to obtain a better understanding

of the mathematical and asymptotic properties of the replicating port-

folio technique, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, to see a clear

relation to the currently more popular LSMC method.Understanding

the advantages and disadvantages of these methods helps stakehold-

ers to make better informed decisions on the choice of one method

over the other. The information provided in this thesis thereby also

supports insurance risk managers in explaining their model choice to

the regulator. Moreover, aspects in the calibration and assessment

of replicating portfolios are addressed in this thesis. For instance, in

Chapter 4 the usefulness of a particular quality measure for the as-

sessment of replicating portfolios is examined. Another example is the

construction of scenarios for the calibration of the replicating portfolio.

Both considerations support insurance risk managers in setting up an

appropriate replicating portfolio approach.

The results of this thesis are mainly targeted at insurance risk

managers and regulators in the context of Solvency II. This is because

in that field proxy methods find direct application in risk capital

calculations as they enable a simplified representation of insurance

liabilities. However, the same idea may be leveraged to enable other

interesting analysis in the insurance context. Casa and Gaffo (2013)

discuss portfolio replication in the context of asset-liability management

and portfolio optimization, where the replicating portfolio technique

is leveraged to efficiently compare a series of different asset allocation

opportunities. A careful implementation of the replicating portfolio

technique is essential for the analysis to be meaningful. The results

of this thesis therefore also find application in that research field.

Additionally, there may be numerous other fields where the use of
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proxy methods is of interest and the results of this thesis may be

helpful.

As already mentioned the process of knowledge valorization outlined

in this addendum is already realized by an application of the results

of this thesis outside the academic world. It has been mentioned

before that Allianz employs portfolio replication in its internal risk

model, but also other insurers use the replicating portfolio or LSMC

technique and can therefore profit from the outcomes of this thesis.

This thesis also indicates various avenues for potential future research

valued by the insurance industry. One option is the extension of the

results of this thesis to multi-period problems. This is relevant in

insurance due to dynamic lapse and surrender options, which make

(life) insurance liabilities similar in its structure to American optionS.

Furthermore, complex path-dependent insurance liabilities are more

difficult to replicate and the construction of a appropriate replicating

instruments is challenging. While a first step towards solving such

problems is given in this thesis, much more research is required to find

more general solutions. I look forward to extensions of this thesis in

that direction as well as the development towards wider applicability

of replicating portfolios in the insurance sector.
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“Who in the world am I? Ah, that’s the great puzzle.”

– Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland
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“Begin at the beginning,” the King said, very gravely, “and go on till you

come to the end: then stop.”

– Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland
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Portfolio Replication and 
Least Squares Monte Carlo
with Application to Insurance Risk Management

The Solvency II framework requires insurers to market-consistently value 
their own funds. The task is challenging given that insurance liabilities are 
typically not traded financial instruments and closed-form solutions are 
mostly not available. One solution is to obtain an estimate of the future 
value of liabilities through pure Monte Carlo simulations, which, however, 
in risk-capital calculations quickly becomes too time-intensive. This thesis 
deals with Least Squares Monte Carlo (LSMC) approaches, Regress-Now 
and Regress-Later, that yield an approximation to the value of the insurance 
liabilities. The asymptotic properties of the methods are analyzed. It is shown 
that the Replicating Portfolio technique commonly applied by insurers, 
corresponds to LSMC with Regress-Later. Thereby a theoretical foundation 
for the Replicating Portfolio technique is provided. Lastly, advantages and 
disadvantages of Replicating Portfolio and LSMC (with Regress-Now) are 
discussed. 
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